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ABSTRACT
This is a study of post-displacement labor market experiences of workers in a rural
southern community in which there is a significant presence of the oil and gas industry. Using
a guided conversation format, I talked with 99 community members, including displaced
workers, representatives of the oil and gas industry, community leaders, and social service
agencies. These conversations were used to explore opportunities and constraints found within
this community with labor market implications for those displaced. Conversations show that
both individual and structural factors explain post-displacement employment of these
(predominantly) females. Though an expanding oil and gas industry requires an adequate
supply of labor, opportunities for females within the industry are limited. Rather, opportunities
in services found in other industries within this community provide employment to most
displaced workers, though differences exist in labor market outcomes between Asian and nonAsian workers. Increased labor market opportunities in non-oil and gas industries for displaced
female workers are believed to result from community economic expansion directly and
indirectly related to oil and gas industry expansion. Conversations with stakeholders are used
to highlight the fact that perceptions or misconceptions of displaced workers by other
community members contribute to displacement experiences and outcomes, affecting both
workers and their families.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION
Intent and Goals
This qualitative study examines the labor market implications of the 1997 downsizing
and final closure in 1998, of an apparel plant employing over eight hundred workers, in a rural
southwest Louisiana community with a population of 13,000. The community’s single biggest
public employer, the apparel plant closed its doors after more than seven months of rumor,
speculation, worry and lay-offs. Job loss of any kind frequently has far-reaching and long-term
effects for many in rural communities, but plant closings especially, where large numbers of
people lose employment over a short period of time, result in “displacement..that can be
devastating for communities and regions as well as individuals” (Perrucci, Perrucci, Targ and
Targ 1988). Therefore, in this small community, one expects to find negative economic and
social consequences for those directly affected, the displaced plant employees, the majority of
whom are female, their families, and the community at large. Two days after the closure was
announced the local mayor estimated that total economic losses to the community could
translate into as much as $6 million.
One might ask why another plant closure merits a new study. After all, much has been
written about the phenomenon in the last twenty years; this particular plant closure is just one
more example of the effects of industrial restructuring that has occurred in the United States
since the early 1980's. The response to that question centers on the considerable presence of
another industry found within this same community and region, one that could lessen those
negative economic and social effects of the plant closure. That industry is oil and gas
exploration and extraction. The presence and importance of the oil and gas industry in
southwest Louisiana are well-recognized and are socioeconomically significant Numerous
companies are directly or indirectly supporting, and benefitting from, oil- and gas-related
activities within this community and surrounding area.

1
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One goal of this study examines whether companies connected with the oil and gas
industry in the area countered negative socioeconomic impacts experienced as consequences
of the apparel plant closure. During the national economic recession of the early 1980's it was
widely reported that plant closings around the United States resulted in severe and widespread
hardship for displaced workers because the local economies could not be expected to absorb
them (Leahy and Lin 1992; C and R Associates 1978; Pames and King 1977; Wilcock and
Franke 1968). Therefore, my primary interest in this study is to determine how and if the late
1990's economy of this community, particularly the secondary and tertiary support sectors of
the oil and gas industry, absorbed displaced workers from the apparel plant These support
sectors, experiencing a period of relative prosperity due to increased primary oil activity at the
time of the closure, fall of 1997 through early spring of 1998, could have mitigated the negative
effects of the plant closure by providing post-displacement employment to those laid off. I also
examine whether, after plant closure, family members of displaced workers sought
employment in primary, secondary or tertiary sectors of the industry, alleviating adverse
consequences experienced by the family that were caused by the closure.
Furthermore, expansion of the oil and gas industry has served as a catalyst for
economic growth and development in this community by directly and indirectly creating
additional employment opportunities in other industries. Oil and gas is an export industry,
producing for nonlocal markets. Along with manufacturing and agriculture, it generates a
multiplier effect in rural communities which includes the development of other industrial service
sectors (Hirschl and McReynolds 1989; Miller and Bluestone 1987; Summers, Evans,
Clemente, Beck, and Minkoff 1976). Therefore, another goal of this study is to examine
whether these multiplier effects of other industries provided post-displacement employment for
these workers.
The following research questions will be addressed in this study:
■What do displaced workers think about their employment experiences at the apparel
plant?

2
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- To what extent did displaced workers, or other family members, seek and/or find
employment in the secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry?
■In which industries did displaced workers find employment?
■To what opportunities did displaced workers avail themselves after plant closure?
- Does networking play an important role in the hiring practices of secondary and
tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry?
- How were families of displaced workers impacted by plant closure?
- What is the community perception of displaced workers?
■What were the impacts of the plant closure, as perceived by the community at large?
- How is the significance of the oil and gas industry understood by the community, in
terms of the labor market and economic effects?
Because the majority of those who were employed at the plant are women (some
estimates placed it as high as 80%), this study in particular examines possible opportunities
and constraints on labor market participation of females in the secondary and tertiary support
sectors of the oil and gas industry. Although reported expansion of primary oil and gas
development activities during that time period could positively affect the labor market
opportunity structures for these women within the oil and gas industry, I do not expect to see
evidence of that, rather I expect to see displaced women from the apparel plant turn to other
industries. It is likely opportunities in other industries have arisen due to the development of
the oil and gas industry. As Summers (1982) notes, industrial development stimulates
additional employment in other sectors.
There are secondary issues arising from the closure of the apparel plant that I explore
as well, including familial and community impacts from the closure, displaced workers'
perceptions of their work performed at the apparel plant and community perceptions of these
workers. All of the research questions directly or indirectly address labor market issues found
within the community. For example, and as will be explained in Chapter 4, community
perception of displaced workers refers to what community members understand to be displaced
workers’ level of skill, education, and experience. I argue that perceptions of community

3
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members are important because these perceptions may or may not be based on
misinformation which could affect the post-displacement employment options. In particular I
examine responses from those individuals representing the oil and gas secondary and tertiary
support sectors to discover labor market practices that are part of their companies’ employment
process.
Although research shows that the oil and gas industry is socioeconomically significant
in the region, the question remains about how members of this community perceive its
importance in their lives. And, though I stated at the beginning of this paper the seriousness of
plant closures to small rural communities, does this community view the closure as
socioeconomically significant?
It is apparent that my interest in this event encompasses more than the actual closure
of the apparel plant in this community. Displacement of over eight hundred workers occurred
because a corporation made a decision to close its plant at that location and relocate overseas.
Discerning initial consequences of that event entails finding out who was displaced, and what
happened to them after the closure. In this community an interesting scenario exists. There is
the closure of the single largest public employer, the apparel plant* yet there is also the co
presence of an expanding oil and gas industry which essentially requires an available supply of
labor in order to meet its needs. Both of these structural forces are mediated through human
decision-making process, thus the effect of job loss on their lives required displaced workers
and their families make decisions. Some of these included decisions about the kinds and
places of new labor force participation; whether to participate in job training or educational
programs; and what efforts were needed to ensure family financial survival. Answering the
aforementioned research questions contributes to an understanding of labor market supply and
demand within this particular community.
What happened in this community, closure of a branch apparel plant, is not unusual, as
research on rural communities has shown. A primary focus of local policies in the U.S., at least
since the 1930's, has been economic development of rural areas, with state and local

4
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governments playing an active role. Promotion of local development is usually accomplished
through the issuance of municipal tax-free bonds by states which helps finance the construction
of industrial plants because it allows private firms a reduction in their borrowing costs. This
evolves into “public-private partnerships’ through which state and local governments offer a
wide variety of financial incentives to attract private investment (Moore 1996). Thus, by
lowering the price of land, labor, and necessary capital, state and local governments assist
communities in creating a locational advantage. This “boosterism” continues to attract
companies and much-needed jobs to hard-pressed rural communities, yet little evidence exists
that such subsidization of private firms reduces the long-term unemployment rate or improves
the economic prospects of local residents, particularly in light of recent restructuring (Moore
1996).
Consequences of industrial restructuring in the United States, particularly since the
1980's, have been studied extensively. Plant closings and restructuring have eliminated
millions of jobs in the manufacturing sector of the economy, a disinvestment in the economy
that Bluestone and Harrison (1982) call “deindustrialization.” in the United States, structural
unemployment has been one of the consequences of relocation to less developed nations of
the production of manufactured goods by multinational firms. Manufacturing workers across
this country, like the displaced workers in this study, are left behind when their multinational
firms relocate elsewhere, frequently to those areas of the world where labor costs are
considerably less. Less diversified rural communities dependent upon manufacturing for
economic sustainability are particularly vulnerable, and consequently even more negatively
affected when those plants locate elsewhere. There has been a growing concern over
management decisions that are being driven by international competition. From
management’s point of view, cutting labor costs has been the essential strategy for meeting
foreign competition; moving overseas provides the escape from high wages paid to rural
workers (Fitchen 1991). In fact, cutting labor costs was the reason given by apparel plant
management in this community; just after announcing plant layoffs, the local newspaper quoted

5
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a Vice President for Corporate Relations as saying, T h e apparel industry’s very
competitive..competitors have gone overseas. We had to do this sooner or later...we were
looking to the future. Our stockholders expect that* The layoffs announced at this plant were
seen as part of a larger corporate strategy with the disclosure of plans for additional plant
closures in the region. According to corporate headquarters, a total of nearly 2,400 Louisiana
workers were expected to lose their jobs by October, 1998. It was estimated a tri-state total of
5,100 employees were to face displacement in Louisiana, Texas, and Kentucky with these
apparel plant closures.
In contrast to industrial restructuring as exemplified by the apparel plant closure in this
community, most oil and gas activities by necessity are located where natural resources exist
This natural resource extraction, cyclical in nature, and ultimately subject to finite supply, has
been and continues to be, socioeconomically significant in this area. There have been many
social and economic effects of oil and gas development on communities, families, and
individuals in this Gulf of Mexico region. Early oil and gas industry development provided
employment opportunities that were new and unknown. The local economies, though
benefitting tremendously from the industry in periods of growth, also experience recessions
during slowdowns. Communities have grown rapidly while experiencing infrastructural strain
due to industry needs and demands. Concentrated temporal scheduling of offshore workers,
i.e. seven days on and seven days off, altered conventional family dynamics. Today, even in
many coastal communities where agriculture is economically important, the oil industry
permeates the economic and social systems.
For decades, increased oil and gas production and activity has piqued the interests of
researchers wanting to further their understanding of the impacts this natural resource
extraction have on coastal communities in Louisiana. Evolving from simple land-based
exploration and production platforms to technologically sophisticated offshore structures
produced significant social changes and responses over the years. The industry was changed
from one dependent on its own internal supply system to one dependent on a multitude of

6
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suppliers, creating a vast interdependent network that has consequently involved and impacted
nearly every community within the region (McKenzie, Xander, Johnson, Baldwin, and Davis
1993).
The importance of this interdependent network of suppliers and services in this
economy, secondary and tertiary sector development, cannot be understated. The terms
“secondary sector” and “tertiary sector” are used somewhat differently in the literature (formal)
and in conversation (pass-through). Gramling (personal communication:2000) explains that the
secondary sector is made up of those establishments whose activities directly support primary
activities, and tertiary sector as those activities directly supporting the secondary, and thus
indirectly, primary activities. Freudenburg (1992) defines secondary industries/sectors as those
involving the transformation of raw materials into finished products, and tertiary
industries/sectors as those involving working with humans or information rather than physical
materials. Manuel’s (1980) definition of the secondary and tertiary sector includes land
transportation, construction, trade, finance, insurance and real estate services. These sectors
are not only necessary to support an economy, they are evidence of a mature economic
structure; increased economic activity in a region gives rise to an increased demand for
financial services and activities. In areas such as the one targeted for this study, a coastal
region which has experienced firsthand the phenomenal growth of the oil and gas industry, the
accompanying expansion of job opportunities in the secondary and tertiary sectors has resulted
in the likelihood of greater socioeconomic sustainability.
Growth of an important economic base activity like oil and gas should be accompanied
by improvement in overall local economic conditions. Feagin (1985) found that cumulative
advantages associated with oil industry development and subsequent infrastructural
improvements attract additional economic activities. Linkages appear between local service
industries and the export sector of oil and gas. Thus, while Miller and Bluestone (1987) found
that employment growth in rural services sectors is linked to rural manufacturing, similar
arguments can be made for the petroleum industry.

7
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Because of the well-known cyclical nature of the oil industry, there is also a
socioeconomic cost that the region periodically pays. When growth in the industry abates and
primary extractive activities decline, it follows that secondary and tertiary sectors will be
negatively affected, because much of their profitability is directly and indirectly derived from a
thriving primary activity. In an attempt to ensure their survival, business will cut costs, and one
of the most immediate ways to accomplish this goal, is a reduction in work force. At the time of
the apparel plant closure, however, primary oil and gas activities were expanding; by necessity
secondary and tertiary sector activities intensified as well. Along with this expansion, an
increase in demand for labor should be apparent
There are several reasons why I chose to study this phenomenon. They are both
personal and sociological in nature. For the past 17 years, I have resided approximately twenty
miles from the community in question, an area that has both benefitted and suffered
economically and socially from the development of the oil and gas industry in the state.
Although I have been part of several research efforts studying these socioeconomic impacts,
this study provides an opportunity to approach it in a different way. Rather than focusing on
various internal aspects of the oil and gas industry, I can now assess it in terms of it’s ability to
serve as a potential labor market buffer for those having experienced structural unemployment
in another industrial sector. Most specifically, this will allow me to gain a better understanding
of the significance of the oil and gas industry in the community in providing labor market
opportunities to females.
Another reason for choosing to study this area is that the community and surrounding
area are culturally unique. A strong presence can be felt within this community from those of
“Cajun’’ ancestry, people who pride themselves as having a heritage that breeds stubbornness
and toughness in times of turmoil and trouble, and who profess to enjoy close family ties that
serve to bind them to the area. Cajun family members tend to remain in the same locale year
after year, and in many cases, generation after generation, unlike many other families across
the U.S., thereby living in the same historical environmental context. They draw on the

8
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strength of their extended family in dealing with the problems of everyday life. These familial
ties to community are thought to be socioeconomically significant, and have been shown to
affect labor market outcomes. Although strong ties to family and friends may sustain workers if
they become unemployed, strong ties may also make it difficult for those displaced workers to
leave, instead opting for whatever substitute employment they can get locally, or within
commuting distance (Fitchen 1991).
Answering multifaceted socioeconomic questions about a particular place requires an
in-depth study of the social dynamics that contribute to the event in question. A community
field study, traditionally an important way to obtain detailed qualitative information about the
people who live there, provides the necessary data for in-depth analysis of this event
Gathering such data involves not only talking with those unemployed by the plant closure, but
also with representatives of secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry,
social service agencies, and community leaders.
Some might question why I am incorporating the community in my study of a plant
closing. Though the primary focus of this study is on post-displacement employment of
displaced workers, without community context depth is lacking. Interacting with community
members other than displaced workers is necessary to understand the complexities and
phenomena of this plant closure and its indirect effects on the community, thus providing a
framework for that understanding. Plant closures affect not only individual workers, but the
community itself. Likewise, other community members may directly or indirectly affect the
outcomes of those displaced.
Too, I have a familiarity with this community that provides an advantage. This study is
the second of two case studies in which I have participated, conducted in the same rural
Louisiana town. In the summer and fall of 1997, as the apparel plant was announcing and
beginning to implement its layoffs, I was helping to conduct guided conversations with residents
of this community and surrounding area. While aware of the importance to the community of
the oil and gas industry, I thought it interesting that some of the respondents from that 1997

9
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study noted the positive economic impact they thought the apparel plant was having on the
community as well, particularly in times of oil industry slowdown. From that initial 1997 study,
and the interest generated with the announcement of plant layoffs and closure, came this
project
My research strategy is consistent with that suggested by the work of Lofland and
Lofland (1995). As my research progressed, I discovered that examination of the primary issue,
displaced workers’ labor market experiences after plant closure, revealed more than what I had
expected. As my conversations with respondents gave rise to more questions, ones that dealt
with particular labor market issues, I began to rethink and reshape the intent of this paper.
According to Meloy (1994), determining a focus in qualitative research usually involves
examining and reexamining the research context changing one's mind, and giving up
preconceived notions of what is important When I examine other major issues in this study,
the roie of secondary and tertiary support sectors in providing post-displacement employment
to displaced workers, along with the presence of other employment opportunities resulting from
oil and gas expansion in the region, subsequent questions that arose were ones which proved
far more interesting than expected, and more difficult to answer.
At the time of the apparel plant’s closure, the oil and gas industry was experiencing a
period of expansion. Would a number of displaced workers be absorbed into the oil and gas
industry, which includes secondary and tertiary support sectors, or would they find employment
elsewhere? A separate question follows, though not related to the oil and gas industry per se,
but rather post-displacement employment in general, concerning organizations (i.e. job training
programs) funded by Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers (TAA) of the Trade Act of 1974,
and Federal Unemployment Tax Act of 1939, and responsible for training displaced workers.
Would those organizations offer, or direct workers into, job training programs in which skills
and/or education would be acquired that would make these displaced workers employable not
only in sectors of the oil and gas industry, but perhaps others in which greater economic returns
could be realized?

10
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Analyzing conversations with respondents leads me through an inductive process that
examines the relationships among such factors as labor market characteristics, gender, and
race, easily eclipsing my original interest in the phenomenon of plant closure. A qualitative
study such as this should not only answer specific questions relevant to these particular
displaced workers but should have wider sociological implications for others in similar positions.
Organization of the Chapters
In the next chapter, I review the literature that has a bearing on my research focus. I
begin by reviewing literature on plant closures in the United States in general, then focus on
research that has addressed displaced women in the labor force. Next I examine the impact of
the oil and gas industry in the region to show its social and economic importance in
communities where it has evolved over the years. Providing a brief history of its development
over time and space will help illuminate labor market issues that relate to a gendered work
force. Lastly, I provide a review of the literature on labor market sex segregation that I
consider relevant to this study. I conclude Chapter 2 with a synthesis of these bodies of
literature as they relate to my research question.
In Chapter 3, I explain how the study was designed, discuss sampling issues, and
explain how data were collected. The relevance of specific questions generated both before
and during the course of guided conversations with respondents will be explained. Following
Wolcott’s (1990) advice, information provided in this qualitative research effort will be framed
in such a way as to enable readers to reach their own conclusions about descriptions, analyses,
and interpretations.
In Chapter 4, analyses of data are discussed, linking labor market experiences of
displaced workers to actions of the oil and gas industry, and opportunities associated with jobtraining programs. I examine whether sociocultural, individual, or structural factors might affect
labor market outcomes. Secondary issues relating to plant closure and individual, familial, and
community impacts are examined as well. In the final chapter I synthesize my findings, and
suggest implications for future gender integration in the workplace.

11
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CHAPTER II:
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Plant Closures
The issue of social and economic stability in American communities has been the
subject of much sociological attention. Among problems noted in rural areas have been
instability of employment linked to the boom and bust cycles of many natural resource
industries, patterns of dramatic in and out migration, and the draining away of “human capital"
(younger, highly trained people) during these periods of outmigration (Lovejoy and Krannich
1982; Bluestone and Harrison 1986; Wilkinson 1986; Krannich & Luloff 1991). Increasingly,
another dilemma faced by individuals in communities across the U.S., regardless of location,
has been structural unemployment This type of unemployment occurs when workers lose their
jobs, either by technological change that has made obsolete their particular job, or through
relocation of capital. In contrast to cyclical unemployment, due to a downturn in the business
cycle, and which is considered as a normal feature of a market economy, structural
unemployment Is viewed by some as a chronic problem resulting from fundamental changes in
the operation of international markets (Perrucci, Perrucci, Targ, and Targ 1988; Staudohar and
Brown 1987).
This loss of employment results in displaced workers, the standard definition of which
is used by government and many private researchers and developed in conjunction with the
Displaced Worker Surveys, commissioned by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in 1984.
Analysts at the BLS defined displaced workers as those who, through no fault of their own,
have lost jobs in which they have several years tenure and a considerable investment in skill
development (Flaim and Sehgal 1985). During the 1980's, much of the displacement literature
focused on plant closings and mass layoffs in the durable goods manufacturing sector, and the
growth of a service economy. Unemployment was viewed as a function of conscious
investment decisions, with major corporations securing more profits by diversifying into new

12
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product or service lines, and new overseas ventures being made possible through the
increased mobility of capital (Bluestone and Harrison 1982)..
Problems such as these found throughout the U.S. exist because the economic fate of
many such communities is often in the hands of corporate entities whose headquarters are
located at great distances from the locations where the consequences of their decisions will be
felt (Carroll 1995). Eberts (1984:65) believed that decisions about plant locations, expansions,
reductions, or closings, are made “by ...metropolitan people, institutions, and communities
rather than the leadership... of local communities and control/ Fitchen (1991) argues that rural
economies are increasingly losing control over the firms and the mix of firms that make up a
major segment of their economic base. This loss of factories and firms has more deeply
impacted rural communities in the last twenty years than has the loss of farms, because small
communities were frequently losing not just one plant, but several. The term "local
management" may be a misnomer in rural manufacturing, as these personnel are “local" only in
that they administer the local plant, not in the sense of being of the local community.
Few would argue that in any dynamic economy, capital investments must be retired at
the end of their useful lives and replaced by more productive investments. The industrial
structure and its geographic distribution respond to a variety of powerful economic forces,
including changes in prices, consumer preferences, production technologies, and international
trade competition. The opening of new plants and closing of obsolete plants are part of this
process (Farber 1996; Littman and Lee 1983); indeed many firms have found that the way to
ensure their survival is to cut labor costs, add flexibility to the production process, and reduce
tax liability by moving from a particular location, or threatening to do so (Staudohar and Brown
1987). But studies also show that companies restructure in favorable as well as unfavorable
economic conditions, when reaping profits as well as when experiencing losses (U.S.
Department of Labor, Office of the American Workplace 1995; Farber 1996).
Historically, the movements of large firms in this country have been away from
unionized and relatively better paid labor and toward places where they can take advantage of
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unorganized and cheaper labor (Cobbe 1979; Falk and Lyson 1988). Part of the motivation
today for companies to move to sites overseas is that there are higher rates of unemployment
and consequently a lower rate of labor force participation than in the U.S. A larger potential
pool of workers and excess labor supply puts a downward pressure on wages (Young and
Newton 1980). The U.S. economy is now dominated by multinational corporations which have
branches, subsidiaries, or joint ventures strategically located in many countries. Ease (and
therefore threat) of capital mobility is additionally a powerful instrument increasingly used by
corporations to exact favors from state and local governments. Fierce competition ensues
when a corporation announces plans to open a manufacturing plant and communities find
themselves offering better tax incentives and infrastructural improvements in an effort to attract
plants that are expected to provide local employment opportunities. Yet even after making
community sacrifices to do so, as many communities have done, there is no assurance that the
company will stay (Haas 1985).
That problem is exemplified in this study. According to the Meridional, the local
newspaper, the apparel plant which is the focus of this study began large-scale operations in
the community in 1990. Community and state efforts to attract the plant included specific tax
exemptions, investment incentives, public grants, reduction of its utility rates, and other special
benefits provided under the Louisiana Enterprise Zone Act (January 21, 1998). The facility was
to be operated as an integral part of an approved economic development zone, for the purpose
of reducing local unemployment for a significant period of time, specifically for not less than
fifteen years.1 Yet half-way through those fifteen years spokespersons for the plant announced
it would cease operations in a move that was necessary for the corporation to remain globally
competitive with other apparel corporations by holding down labor costs. At the same time this
announcement was made, headquarters made the decision to cease operations at other area

1 The company’s failure to comply with its obligations was to affect collection of some data for
this study. Litigation pending between the city and the plant’s corporate headquarters over
ownership of building and site resulted in most city officials’ refusals to participate in this study
(see Chapter 3).
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locations for the same reason. This was illustrated in an article published by the local
newspaper, in which it was reported that sewing could be done in Honduras at a cost of 35
cents to 50 cents per hour, compared to the $10 per hour and up paid to many of the plant’s
Louisiana employees.
A primary explanation behind this phenomenon is the decline of American corporate
profits due to international competition in the production of manufactured goods which has
become fierce since the 1970’s. This has effectively ended the United States’ hegemony in the
world market it has enjoyed since the end of World War II. Technological advances and
heightened competition of a more open world economy continue to change a mass production
system that once guaranteed a rising standard of living, if not job security, to those it employed.
Nowhere is this transformation more evident than in manufacturing, which has experienced an
absolute and relative employment decline (Moore 1996). It is estimated that by 1990, more
than 20 percent of the output of U.S. firms was being produced by foreign workers. This
percentage has undoubtedly increased throughout the 1990's as companies continue to shift
production operations overseas (Reich 1991).
In 1986 the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) of the U.S. Congress published a
study entitled Technology and Structural Unemployment Reemploying Displaced Adults.”
Their study indicates that:
In the past few years, millions of American workers have lost their jobs
because of structural changes in the U.S. and world economies. Some
of them-especially younger workers with skills in demand or the right
educational background-have little trouble finding new jobs. Othershundreds of thousands a year-remain out of work for many weeks or
months, even for years. Many of the displaced are middle-aged unskilled
manufacturing workers, with long and stable job histories (Perrucci, Perrucci,
Targ and Targ 1988).
The potential cost of displacement and subsequent job search is enormous. Bluestone
and Harrison (1982) estimate that in the 1970's alone between 450,000 to 650,000 jobs were
lost as a result of movement of plant sites to foreign countries Millions of blue-collar workers,
mostly older white men, those with the longest tenure and in the highest paid jobs, were
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reported to have suffered the greatest loss of ‘good jobs” in that decade (Ong and Mar 1992;
Harrison and Bluestone 1990; Form 1985; Bluestone and Harrison 1982). Between 1987 and
1992, 5.6 million U.S. workers lost their jobs due to plant closure or relocation, with fewer than
half securing full-time reemployment by January, 1992. Nearly half of those displaced workers
who found full-time reemployment did so at reduced pay, two out of three losing in excess of
20 percent (Herzog, Jr. and Schlottmann 1995). Finally, it is estimated that more than 8 million
workers lost their jobs between January 1995 and December 1997 because of downsizing and
displacement; this despite a robust economy and a low unemployment rate (U.S. Department
of Labor 1999). Therefore, it is not hard to understand how plant closings impose tremendous
adjustment costs on particular economic actors: displaced workers and their families, local
governments, and local businesses linked to the closing plants. The results include
socioeconomic hardships for displaced workers, increased unemployment, decay of the focal
employment base, and fiscal distress for the community (Littman and Lee 1983).
In the labor-intensive textile industry alone, Gaventa and Smith (1991) estimate that
between 1970 and 1985, 155,000 jobs were eliminated, a decline of 25 percent, as companies
continue to seek lowest possible production costs. Textile and apparel production has
increasingly become incorporated into peripheral areas and markets of the capitalist world
economy, be they in regions of the U.S. (Bluestone and Harrison 1982) or in the Third World
(Chirot 1977). Over one hundred years ago in the U.S., the rural South offered rock-bottom
production costs to investors wanting to best their northern competitors. The Carolinas and
north Georgia, homes to impoverished farm populations willing to serve as cheap labor (wages
nearly one-third lower than that of the north), gave southern textile manufacturers the
advantage they sought (Gaventa and Smith 1991). The results included either permanent
closures of some northern textile producers, or the movement south by others.
By 1950, about two-thirds of all apparel workers in the U.S. were employed in the
Northeast After World W ar II, the apparel industry began its move south, joining the textile
industry already there, with the result that by 1974,44.2 percent of all apparel workers were in
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the south. New York City alone lost 28 percent of its apparel employment between 1958 and
1970. It was during the 1960's, however, that apparel and textile manufacturers set the stage
for what would later make them vulnerable to international competition. While other
manufacturing industries significantly increased their labor productivity through technological
innovation, textile and apparel manufacturers persisted in their reliance on low-wage labor
while at the same time neglected to update the production process (Gaventa and Smith 1991).
Today, textile and apparel production in the newly industrializing countries of the Third
World continues to rise rapidly, encroaching on markets once claimed by U.S. producers. The
textile industry, once seen as salvation of rural areas in the U.S., now sounds a death knell for
some southern communities. Investors from all over the world, including the United States, are
attracted to textile production in many locations like Hong Kong, Korea, and Central America
for some of the same reasons that entrepreneurs were once lured to the U.S. south: the
availability of cheap labor, the low skill requirements, relatively small capital outlays required to
begin production, and the expanding markets. Need for sophisticated technology or major
capital investment is low; the key ingredient, cheap labor, is abundant in these developing
countries. Confirmation of the importance of the latter, paralleling the United States industry’s
move south, appears in the shift of the Japanese clothing industry’s production to Korea after
the Japanese workers organized in the 1970's. The labor cost differential is significant. In
1972, clothing industry labor costs averaged $3.26 per hour in the United States, 94.30 in
Japan, 44.40 in Hong Kong, 17.40 in Taiwan, and 12.50 in Colombia (Haines 1982). The
result, according to the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, is an estimate that from 1981
to 1984, 231 textile plants closed (Gaventa and Smith 1991). A New York Times article
reported that in the 1980's, eight hundred textile plants disappeared (Barmash 1987). For
every billion yards of fabric and apparel imported, one hundred thousand American jobs are
lost, according to the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress (1987).
Pyattis (1985) study of Ware Shoals, South Carolina, demonstrates the socioeconomic
importance manufacturing plants have in rural communities by examining the devastating
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impacts when they dose. Blaming imported products, the Riegel Textile Corporation of Ware
Shoals announced in 1982 it would be phasing out operations and closing its doors. By 1985,
when the plant completely shut down, all 1,700 employees had been displaced; the citizens of
the small community faced severe unemployment, mortgage foreclosures, empty stores, an
eroding tax base, and outmigration of residents.
Compounding the U.S. situation, governments in developing countries typically view
their domestic textile and apparel industries as a cornerstone of the industrialization process
and aggressively protect them through tariffs, quotas, and in some cases outright bans on the
importation of certain products. (Leiter, Schulman, and Zingraff 1991). The existence of
export processing zones in developing countries offer tax, labor, and environmental
concessions for the assembly of products by multinationals with cheap Third World labor. In
addition, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) of 1993, designed to promote
trade between the U.S., Mexico, and Canada is viewed by some economists as being a
significant factor in the loss of U.S. jobs, the number of which is unknown. One special NAFTA
unemployment program, NAFTA Transitional Adjustment Assistance (NAFTA TAA) reported
that as of April 2000, more than 232,375 U.S. workers had been certified as having lost their
jobs due to the agreement. This number reflects only those who meet very narrow criteria;
workers who produce a product (rather than a service) that was directly affected by NAFTA can
qualify.
Before NAFTA, the Allied Signal Seat Belt Company epitomized the actions of apparel
firms who relocated and consequently disinvested in communities around the U.S. Originally
located in Michigan, Allied Signal relocated to Tennessee in 1965 because of several factors.
One was the wage differential: $2.58 an hour for production workers in Tennessee versus $5.04
an hour for those in Michigan. In addition, Tennessee helped the company acquire land and
building, and agreed to subsidize part of the plant's utility costs. In 1983, after laying off
thousands of workers due to the recession, Allied Signal announced that in order to maintain its
competitive edge, it would move the bulk of its operations to Alabama, where wages were
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lower (60 percent of those in Tennessee). Finally, in 1986, the company transferred much of
its production to Mexico, where workers are paid about $3.50 a day, or 370 an hour.
Once Allied Signal moved to Mexico, its displaced workers in the U.S. applied for
Trade Readjustment Act benefits. Fifteen months after being laid off, 44 percent out of 170
surveyed remained unemployed. Those who found work reported a loss in wages, and more
than half were working part-time only. For many of the displaced workers, family and kin were
a key to survival. Many had gone into debt used up their savings, worked extra jobs, cut back
on basic needs, and reported feeling stress and/or depression (Gaventa and Smith 1991).
Government policymakers largely shape the politics of plant closings in the U.S. At the
national, state, and local levels, examples can be found of public policymakers intervening in a
plant closing, either reactively or proactively, to shape the outcome of the adjustment process.
Because a multinational corporation is less subject to local pressures and in most cases less
concerned about an individual plant in a distant community, in most cases, the end policy goal
will be to minimize negative consequences after the closing occurs, through reemployment
centers, retraining programs, and other forms of government assistance (Portz 1990; Wendling
1984). The newly unemployed typically require job search assistance, income support, and
retraining, and policymakers try to offset these problems through programs designed for the
targeted group.
Among candidates for political action, workers at the plant are typically the most
interested because they have the most to lose. Yet how workers respond to a plant closing
varies. In some communities the primary labor response is to mobilize in opposition to the
closing. Rallies, picket lines, demonstrations, and other forms of collective action are common.
Workers may be joined by a community coalition of academics, clergy, and other supporters,
as well as local and state government leaders who also serve as allies of labor. (Portz 1990).
In other instances labor is more ambivalent or divided on howto respond to the closing. Some
workers accept the closing as inevitable and beyond their control, while others view severance
provisions as acceptable compensation for loss of jobs. Supplemental unemployment benefits,
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early retirement, relocation options, retraining assistance, and other provisions represent an
attractive package to many workers. (Portz 1990).
It is evident the impact of disinvestment and displacement affects more than individual
workers and their families; many ripple effects occur in the community as well. Primary effects
are felt by those closest to the production unit that ceases operations. Displaced employees
lose salaries and wages, pensions; supplier firms lose contracts; government loses corporate
income and commercial property tax revenue. These in turn create secondary effects including
decreased retail purchases in the community, a reduction in earnings at supplier plants, and
increased unemployment in other sectors. Tertiary effects in the form of increased demand for
public assistance and social services, reduced personal tax receipts, and eventually layoffs in
other industries are common. A shrinking tax base affects school budgets, the quality of police
and fire protection, municipal support for libraries and museums, and for parks and
playgrounds. Bluestone and Harrison (1982) argue that what begins as behind-closed-doors
company decision to shut down a production facility often ends up affecting everyone in town.
Stories abound describing the effects of plant closures on individuals and communities.
When a New Jersey cutlery manufacturer closed down in 1978, 760 manufacturing jobs were
lost Beyond that number, the state AFL-CIO estimated the city lost an additional 468 jobs in
stores, banks, bus service, luncheonettes, taverns, gas stations, and other local businesses,
effectively removing more than $14 million in purchasing power from the local economy.
Charities suffered as well: annual employee and corporate donations from the closed
manufacturer totaling $33,000 was absent from that years’ charity drives (Bluestone and
Harrison 1982).
Dowling’s (1992) study on the closure of a furnace factory which shut down in the small
rural town of Red Bud, Illinois, population 2,900, also demonstrates the effects such an event
can have on a local economy. The local union estimated that in addition to the 800 plant
employees, 1,200 support workers from suppliers to truckers lost jobs; and Knapp (1995), in his
study of the effects of industrial plant closings on Pittsburg, Kansas, found strong downward
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ripple effects there on construction and retail trade. That town’s economic troubles also were
associated with rising use of public assistance, increased mental health problems, and declines
in population, civic philanthropy, and marriage and birth rates. Research on plant closures
recognizes that some of the multiplier effects are felt immediately, while others take time to
work through the economy. If the economy is expanding, some effects will quickly dissipate,
while others may become a permanent part of that community, particularly if the local economy
is stagnant
One of the key elements in the plant closure debate is the reemployment experience of
displaced workers. By definition, displaced workers are involuntary job losers, and many
encounter a number of obstacles that limit the effectiveness of job search. If the local labor
market is relatively large, as evidenced by numerous employers and therefore numerous
employment opportunities, labor can be highly mobile among a number of alternatives. A
small local labor market, in contrast constrains mobility (Wendling 1984). Displaced workers
are expected to adapt to changes in market conditions by concentrating their efforts to find jobs
in those industries that offer the best prospects, even if it means switching industries (Fallick
1993).
Studies show that displacement reduces average earnings because substantial
numbers experience spells of unemployment or long-term unemployment, or increases in parttime employment The greater part of the earnings loss is due to lower reemployment wages.
Searching for comparable new jobs after displacement in this restructuring job market is a
difficult process, and some suggest that it rarely results in better opportunities (Bound and
Dresser 1999; Spalter-Roth and Deitch 1999). Industrial and manufacturing jobs have
disappeared, and “service”jobs with lower pay and less unionization have replaced them. In
many rural counties/parishes, the service sector is heavily weighted toward the low-paying and
insecure retail jobs rather than professional service jobs. The better service sector jobs that do
exist in many rural communities are with the school districts, hospitals, and local governments
because they provide desirable health and retirement benefits (Fitchen 1991).
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It is understood that economic change affects various segments of the work force
unevenly. Differences in color, age, gender, skill, and economic sector mean dissimilar
chances of losing jobs and finding new ones. Perrucci, Perrucd, and Targ (1997) argue that for
some, job loss is a temporary economic setback until a new job is found comparable to the last,
but for others, long-term unemployment is the result, or significant income loss even when
reemployed. The penalty for inadequate formal education can be even worse. Until a plant
closes, even individuals with little education are able to bring home a good salary because of
their longevity at the plant and their adequate performance there. Once displacement occurs,
limited and dated education now renders them barely able to compete for decent jobs, or to
perform satisfactorily if they get such a job in today’s labor market (Fitchen 1991).
A 1989 closure of a manufacturer of health care products employing 500 people in
rural New York state underscores this point Plant workers lived in fifty-five communities in
eleven surrounding counties, including some small and poor communities with little other
employment available nearby. Most of the displaced workers were women who had worked at
the plant for years, averaging about $8 an hour in wages with benefits. The reasons given for
the shutdown were the usual: the need to reduce overhead costs in order to maintain a
competitive position in the market The company transferred operations to Mexico where the
company would pay female workers $1.25 an hour, without benefits. A New York economic
development official remarked that “There was no way the workers in New York could have
given up enough pay to keep the jobs here” (Fitchen 1991). At the time of closure, the job
situation outside the plant was not very good. Most of the jobs advertised in the four cities
within a one hour commute would not pay enough to offset extra costs in transportation and
child care. By the time of closure, those workers who had found new employment were earning
considerably less than they had earned at the health care products plant (Fitchen 1991).
Pay scales of manufacturing firms that close down will probably never be duplicated,
either in the remaining manufacturing or in retail and other service jobs. Research shows that
there are sizable numbers of displaced workers who find new jobs but in positions that pay
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considerably less and require much less in the way of education and skill (Leana and Feldman
1995). The challenge that displaced workers face, therefore, is to maximize their labor market
opportunities. Just as certain negative effects resulting from downsizing or departure of
manufacturing plants are predictable, so too is the reality that certain groups of people are
especially vulnerable in the process. For labor markets to work well for anyone, they must
provide clear and reliable methods of access to jobs and advancement through them. Ideally,
entry-level employment should prepare workers for, and connect them to, future opportunities;
there should be predictable, fair, and well-known methods of access to decent-paying jobs; and
incremental moves and skill development on the job should allow for routine career
advancement This requires complete information on labor market opportunities, strong
systems of training on the job, and a good understanding of the relationship between the skills
required for one job and those required for the next (Dresser and Rogers 1998).
As national and regional economies rise and fall, manufacturing workers of different
color, age, gender, skill, and economic sector face different chances of losing their jobs and of
finding new ones. Some experience job loss as a temporary economic setback and are quickly
reabsorbed into a new job that is comparable to the one lost, while others suffer long-term
unemployment and significant income loss even when reemployed. Relatively few studies
compare impacts of plant closings and involuntary unemployment for men and women
(Perrucci, Perrucci, and Targ 1997).
Historically, men and women employed in manufacturing work in different industries
and occupations. Men typically work as craftsmen or skilled workers in “heavy,” capital
intensive industries, such as the steel and auto industries and machine tools manufacturing.
Women more frequently perform unskilled or semiskilled work in labor intensive, nondurable
goods manufacturing, iike the apparel/textile complex, and more recently in food processing
and electronic assembly (Rosen 1987).
Different opportunities in labor markets determine the options that are available to men
and women when they are displaced. Research has found that for blue-collar workers, in
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regards to length of unemployment, the period of unemployment following job loss from a plant
closing is longer for women than for men, and that women are less likely than men to be
reemployed (Perrucd, Perrucd, and Targ 1997; Congressional Budget Office 1993; Perrucci,
Perrucd, Targ, and Targ 1988). Research has also found wage loss to be greater for displaced
blue-collar women than men, relative to their pre-layoff wages (Spalter-Roth and Deitch 1999;
Schlack 1991; Perrucci, Perrucci, Targ, and Targ 1988; Madden 1987; Podgursky and Swaim
1987).
There are two exceptions to the above studies. A 1988 study by Howland and
Peterson found that among displaced manufacturing workers, women experienced less wage
loss than men after controlling for age, race, education, years worked in job prior to layoff, and
labor market conditions. The authors speculated that smaller financial loss for women may
result either from women’s lower pre-layoff wage, which may be easier to recover, or from
greater likelihood of women than men to work in clerical jobs in the manufacturing sector,
therefore their possession of skills would be valued in the service sector of the economy.
Another study of three plant closings in Indiana in the late 1980's found that women and men
did not differ in their chances of reemployment Though both men and women suffered wage
loss when they were reemployed, women lost less because of their lower absolute wage level
prior to the plant closings (Perrucci, Perrucci, and Targ 1997).
One of the most important issues in this study is the potential significance of the oil and
gas industry in post-displacement employment Evaluating that role requires looking back in
time at the development of the industry in the coastal region of Louisiana, and gaining an
understanding of its importance to individuals, families and communities. We must look
carefully at how oil and gas development activities have influenced local labor markets, not
only through primary activities, but in the developing secondary and tertiary support sectors.
Socioeconomic Effects of the Oil and Gas Industry
If we are to understand what 100 years of oil and gas development activity has meant
to coastal Louisiana in social and economic terms, we must first look at the history behind that
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growth. As I will demonstrate, that history reveals that oil and gas development occurred
unevenly across the region, both temporally and spatially. Certain communities fortuitously
benefitted because of their proximity to offshore activities and the acceptance by residents of
such activities. With time, diffusion and integration of oil and gas industry networks and
activities resulted in an almost complete envelopment of numerous coastal communities and
areas. This resulted in sometimes disparate, yet more frequently often, similar social and
economic consequences for participating communities within the region. Thus it can be said
that uneven economic development has been a consequence of oil and gas industry
involvement and expansion. Furthermore, as national and worldwide demand for oil and gas
continues to grow, expectations of social, cultural, and economic impacts increase in those
same areas.
Access to coastal Louisiana drilling prospects in the early 1900's was difficult due to the
marshy, swampy environment and it was not until 1933 with the Texas Company’s introduction
of the submersible drilling barge that exploration of marsh and shallow coastal waters became
cost efficient (Lankford 1971). The submersible barge could be towed to the drilling site and
sunk, providing a stable drilling base. After drilling was completed, the barge was raised and
used elsewhere. Consequently, the marine environment which held promise for further oil
exploration became more accessible to exploration companies (Gramling 1996). Another
dilemma arose, however, as exploration and production moved into increasingly isolated areas
of coastal marshes and estuaries; the labor force necessary to perform those activities found it
increasingly difficult to commute on a daily basis. Two organizational responses emerged,
significantly impacting the industry’s organization of work. First, because these isolated areas
had no housing facilities available for the work crews, companies built and provided living
quarters situated near the work site. Later on, as offshore oil activities proliferated, living
quarters became part of the work site, built on top of oil platforms situated over open water.
The second organizational response, that of concentrated working periods, became common.
Here the division of work was frequently broken down by the week: one week at work and one
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week off. This type of concentrated work scheduling became the model for offshore
development, increasing in importance as those activities continued to grow (Gramling 1996,
1995, 1989). Therefore, as oil industry activities have progressed farther offshore, work
schedules have also been extended, with today’s workers commonly staying seven, fourteen,
or twenty-one days, with daily shifts of twelve hours on, twelve hours off.
This concentrated temporal scheduling of work is considered by some to have been
one of the biggest impacts of offshore development and activities on individuals and families in
the region. There are a number of reasons why. First, concentrated work scheduling (seven
days on, seven days off, etc) attracts employees from a larger geographical area, and
diminishes the potential concentration of settlement around this economic activity, oil and gas
extraction (Gramling 1989). Offshore workers may not necessarily live in the Gulf Coast
region, instead choosing to make infrequent long distance commutes from their homes to
whatever site they leave from for offshore. This allows families of offshore workers the
flexibility of living in a traditional place of residence while the offshore worker goes where
needed. Decisions concerning the site selection of offshore activities were made with less
regard to existing human settlement patterns because of the large number of these long
distance commuters. In their analysis of labor survey data from East S t Mary Parish,
Louisiana, an area heavily involved in offshore support activities, Gramling and Brabant
(1986), found that only thirty percent of the 381 offshore workers in the sample lived within 100
miles of where they met to go offshore.
Gramling and Brabant (1986) further found that employment patterns in East SL Mary
Parish prior to the offshore industry development did not emphasize this type of nontraditional
work scheduling. Therefore, local residents initially appeared reluctant to work offshore in a
concentrated work scheduling environment; that work was, at least initially, filled by commuters
outside the area. For some, this pattern of concentrated work scheduling has now become a
way of life. By working offshore, they may be able to escape fluctuations in local or regional
economies; for example, if they or their family reside in an economically depressed area,
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concentrated work scheduling elsewhere allows them the possibility of escaping the local
economic impacts and participating in a wider labor market Too, there is the possibility of
upward mobility without familial dislocation.
Another major impact of concentrated work scheduling is that participation in the
nuclear family and its social networks is interrupted. While other family members operate on
more traditional time/space schedules, the offshore worker experiences a totally different non
standardized work schedule. A 1991 study by Forsyth and Gauthier reported that families of
offshore workers frequently experienced problems in maintaining integration of the family unit;
only through changing their basic structure and organization could they remain viable social
systems. Adaptation to that type of work scheduling remains a source of stress for individuals
and families.
In the 1960's and 1970's, as the oil and gas industry developed along the Gulf of
Mexico, residents of communities began to enjoy the positive economic benefits associated
with the rapid economic growth of that industry. Individuals began to make career decisions
based on the expectation that the oil industry would stay at that high level of development
There was such a growth in oil industry activities along the Gulf coast that highly paid jobs
become available without high levels of educational requirements, reducing the perceived
benefits of higher education. Becker (1971) notes that all people make conscious decisions to
invest in education: costs of obtaining an education, rate of return, market influences, and
supply and demand conditions determine an individual’s decision. Costs vs. benefits are
weighed, and those along the Louisiana Gulf coast were no exception. Seydlitz and Laska
(1994) found that greater petroleum industry activity in Louisiana parishes from 1956-1990 was
associated with higher percentages of students completing high school, but lower percentages
of high school graduates enrolling in college. Trade schools, in response to industry demand,
taught skills that were marketable for the offshore activity (Gramling and Reilly 1980).
The 1970's witnessed a dramatic increase in exploratory drilling in a climate of rising oil
and gas prices. The 1973-1974 oil embargo by the Arab members of the Organization of
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Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) served as a tremendous stimulant for further offshore
development Rapid employment growth and significant income gains were not uncommon for
any community involved in oil activities; it was a time of prosperity for the region. Indeed the
economic bases of the majority of coastal states (Louisiana, Texas, and to a lesser extent
Alabama and Mississippi) therefore benefitted from oil activities in the Gulf of Mexico. But
there were also socioeconomic problems and issues associated with this period of time. Rapid
population expansions of many of the Gulf of Mexico communities could be traced to the
growth in demand for oil and gas (McKenzie, Xander, Johnson, Baldwin, and Davis 1993), but
these were frequently accompanied by strains on existing transportation networks, community
infrastructures, and the delivery of social services. National publications brought news of
employment opportunities in the Gulf Coast region, and a transient labor force arrived en
masse, problematic in itself. At least initially, the high-paying jobs so often associated with oil
industry activities made it difficult for Gulf coast economies to diversify, because businesses
with lower profit margins could not compete for labor. To illustrate this issue, Gramling and
Freudenburg (1990) demonstrated that in terms of employment ninety percent of the variance
found in Louisiana coastal parish local employment could be explained by national and
international petroleum indicators, a sure sign of the dependency they had on oil and gas
activities.
While the industry was rapidly developing, resources associated with human and social
capital, skills, knowledge, experience, teamwork, and networks of supply and distribution and
physical infrastructure began to interact and develop quickly as well (Gramling 1996).
Adaptation occurred within oil and gas company organizations, while independent offshore
supply companies quickly emerged. Oil and gas production companies did not, nor could not,
operate without a multitude of suppliers. Small businesses within the oil and gas industry
moved to fill particular niches within the industry for which they felt there was a need, so there
was a tendency toward specialization. Existing businesses adapted in a variety of ways, which
might have included refitting their equipment to meet the needs of the industry. For example,
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there were mechanic shops that shifted attention to a new oil-related consumer base and spent
considerable amounts of money on equipment to become marine diesel repair facilities. New
specialty businesses opened to accommodate the growing industry’s needs. Linked activities,
upstream (those that supply the primary activity) and downstream (those that use the product
produced by the primary activity) generated jobs and capital. History of Outer Continental
Shelf (OCS) development has shown not only must the industry find oil offshore and move it
ashore, everything required to operate the over-water facility needs to be delivered to an
onshore support site, and transported to the platform (Davis and Place 1983). Industry growth
created a need for thousands of vendors along the Gulf coast that derived at least a portion of
their income from offshore operations, and this is still true today (Applied Technology Research
Center 1994). An analysis of telephone directories in the early 1970's identified over 3,500
businesses in coastal Louisiana alone, directly serving the petroleum industry (Davis and Place
1983).
Therefore, a huge support system has developed over time, one that today essentially
keeps all operations on schedule. Fabrication yards, refineries, terminals, boat docks, airports,
helicopter bases, repair facilities, shipyards, and pipe storage areas are all essential to offshore
operations. Communities along the industry’s corridor became bases of operation, attracting
numerous types of businesses involved in meeting the needs of the onshore and offshore
operators. Expansion of these support facilities stimulated the local economies and prompted
an increase in residential, commercial, industrial, and utility land uses, impacting nearly every
community in the region (Applied Technology Research Center 1994). In fact, there are those
who believed it was difficult to find one community, at least in Louisiana, that had not profited
by the exploration and development of the hydrocarbon reserves off the states’ coast.
This development of these secondary and tertiary support sectors significantly
impacted the region’s socioeconomic well-being. Economists generally agree that the success
of a particular economic development scenario depends at least as much on the ability of the
region to capture spin-off and spill-over activities, as on the primary development. These
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activities are more likely to generate jobs and capital that result in a more diversified form of
development, essential to a community’s sustainability (Lovejoy and Krannich 1982).
Applied Technology Research Corporation (1994) defines the multi-layered secondary
and tertiary support sectors as those who sell goods or services directly to producing
companies. In turn, each sector does business with other suppliers and contractors, who in turn
do business with others, and so on. No company operates alone; the business structure within
which oil and gas activities function may be centered around producing companies, but the
economic impacts are widespread.
Metal fabrication, shipbuilding, and water transportation were important components of
the development of secondary and tertiary industry in East S t Mary Parish (Manuel 1980). As
jobs became available both in offshore oil and gas and related fields in the 1950's and 1960's,
residents took advantage of the highly competitive employment opportunities surrounding
offshore activities (Manuel 1983). Initially, lack of competition from outside the area affected
the types of jobs available, as oil development activities required continued modifications and
redesigns of equipment The need was local, the conditions were local, therefore development
of strong secondary and tertiary industrial sectors was paramount Too, with more traditional
working conditions and hours than were found in primary employment offshore, local
employment rose rapidly in those support sectors (Gramling and Brabant 1986). The result
was increased reliance not only upon primary oil and gas extractive activities but an even
greater reliance upon the associated secondary and tertiary industries associated with oil and
gas development (Manuel 1977).
Since the mid-1970’s, service industries in general have been the source of most
employment growth in the U.S. (Hirschl and McReynolds 1989). An example of the growth in
the oil services industry can be seen when examining Louisiana employment from 1973-1977.
Far outstripping the national growth rate, state employment in oil services gained 65 percent
(Manuel 1980); by 1974, employment in secondary and tertiary sectors had actually exceeded
employment in the primary sector in two of the most involved parishes in Louisiana (Gramling
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1996). The incentive to move into offshore support sectors was high because jobs paid well.
Statewide, by 1981, the offshore oil industry in Louisiana provided direct employment to 41,781
persons. Additionally, it was indirectly responsible for the creation of 83,500 other jobs in
construction, maintenance and repair, retail and wholesale trade, business services and 34
other economic sectors. It was estimated that for every new job created in the Louisiana oil
and gas industry, two new jobs were created in other sectors of the state’s economy (Scott
1981). Thus, increased labor market opportunities by necessity follow expansion of oil and gas
activities.
Producer services, sometime referred to as intermediate or input services because
they are often used to further the processing of raw materials and the production and
distribution of manufactured goods (Singelmann, 1978; Stanback 1979; Noyelle 1984),
increase productivity through coordination and integration of services for the local
manufacturing base, allowing the local manufacturing base to achieve a greater position of
dominance (Goe 1994). Some argue that the producer service sector creates wealth in a local
economy by exporting services to other areas (Irwin and Kasarda 1991; Lincoln 1978; Hansen
1994).
These oil service sectors provide vital links in all stages of oil development activities.
The list is almost endless: land, water, and air transportation; ship and boat building/repairing;
fabrication; offshore catering; drilling mud service; oil field tubing; wireline; casing; surveying;
geological testing; chemical and various types of specialized equipment and instrumentation
companies. These are only some of the types of service companies in operation today
(Gramling 1996). Without this vast assortment of services meeting the needs of companies
engaged in primary activities, the industry could not function. Without an adequate supply of
labor for primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors, the industry cannot grow.
One of the characteristics of the offshore labor force observed by some by the late
1970's was that most of the new workers in the entry-level categories received no formal
training before going offshore; rather they received on-the-job training after they had arrived on
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the platform. There was a high rate of turnover reported among the personnel of the drilling
contractors, marine service companies, and food service firms. Workers were quickly finding
out that offshore work was demanding, dangerous, and the schedules were unlike any they had
known. Too, being away from family and friends for extended periods of time convinced some
workers that offshore disadvantages overshadowed financial gains. This created a labor force
comprised of a high proportion of new and inexperienced workers at any given time, which was
not only costly to companies, it also affected issues of safety. Personnel managers
complained of labor that was unskilled and undisciplined. Thus, the rapid development of the
offshore industry in the 1970's, along with high rate of employee turnover, resulted in a
tremendous demand for workers in an industry dealing with a chronic shortage of workers
(Perez 1979). By the late 1970's and early 1980's, the offshore oil industry readily supported
dozens of small independent companies wanting to cash in on the rapidly escalating oil prices,
but who were finding it difficult hiring enough qualified, experienced people available to fill the
positions that were waiting (Hodel and Deitz 1993).
Increased opportunities for the types of highly paid employment frequently associated
with oil industry activities usually suggests widespread prosperity within those communities.
However, not all local individuals profit from development; those with few skills or who are not
willing to train for work in energy-related jobs will not benefit from the improved economic
conditions (Manuel 1983). Brabant (1993) found that in four Louisiana parishes, those who
were poor prior to offshore development were local people, uneducated, and lacked skills.
With the tremendous growth in the offshore oil industry, Brabant (1993) found a significant
decline in the mean number of households receiving food stamps by the mid 1970's. Not only
were those poor who wanted to work able to extricate themselves from welfare rolls, they were
able to earn substantial incomes even if education and earlier skills were deficient.
These types of economic advantages for labor persisted throughout the 1970’s, when
the emphasis in the industry was on speed, not costs. The quicker a company could supply
equipment products, or labor, the faster the industry grew. A basic rule of economics states
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that when the demand for a product or service is high, such as skilled labor, the result is higher
wages. This was certainly the case in the growth of offshore activities, where profit margins
were so high companies did not need to be concerned with expenses or becoming expert
business managers. It was a phenomenon remarked upon by one respondent in a 1992 study,
“People made money in spite of themselves." (Freudenburg and Gramling 1992).
In the early 1980's, the economy of the Gulf Coast region went into a tailspin due to
falling crude oil prices and reduced demand for petroleum products which created a crude oil
glut. When there is a pullback in oil and gas prices, oil and gas activities follow suit
Companies associated with oil industry development began to lay-off significant numbers of
workers. Communities involved in those activities, particularly those whose economic base
was primarily connected to the industry, experienced economic downturns that would prove
difficult to overcome. Across the region, job growth slowed, and unemployment rates swelled
to well above the U.S. average. Gramling (1996) noted that unemployment levels in some
parishes went from a low of about four percent to a high of twenty percent by the mid-to-late
1980's. The national savings and loan crisis of the late 1980's gained fuel from the oil price
collapse, because banks and S&Ls with outstanding loans to oil companies, and real estate
developers who borrowed to build during the oil boom, were caught short by the rapidity of
economic decline. Anyone involved in the housing industry was hurt by employment declines
and out migration (Laska, Baxter, Seydlitz, Thayer, Brabant, and Forsyth 1993). The Gulf
coast was feeling the effects of a regional recession. A 1993 study by McKenzie, Xander,
Johnson, Baldwin, and Davis of coastal Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama found that
between 1982 and 1986, the number of mining industry jobs, of which oil and gas were
predominant, decreased by 28.63 percent Some who had migrated to the region left the area,
and in migration nearly ceased. A significant number of those who stayed in the Gulf of
Mexico coastal regions eventually found new employment in other industrial sectors. This new
employment was to have serious consequences for the industry when it eventually rebounded
around the mid 1990's.
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From the 1970's until the early 1980's, and then again in the mid 1990's until recently, a
shortage of available workers continues to be a chronic problem in times of increasing activity.
With the most recent rebound of the industry, there has again been an increasing demand for
labor, but this time, it appears to be more difficult to attract workers. Many of those who
worked in the oil and gas industry and experienced the slowdown of the 1980's have no desire
to reenter an industry that they believe is too volatile. Interestingly, Pulsipher, Tootle, and
Pincomb (1998) found that the mid-1990's shortage of skilled workers in shipbuilding was so
extreme, firms offered workers from outside the area temporary housing and mimicked the
practice of the offshore oil and gas industry with a seven days on/seven days off work
schedule.
In an unpublished 1997study on the socioeconomic sustainability of a small Louisiana
coastal community in a parish significantly involved in the oil and gas industry, respondents
frequently reported economic and financial responses to the industry slowdown of the 1980's as
either involving diversification of economic activities, or obtaining employment in an industry
other than oil and gas. Regardless of economic opportunities in the area, there appeared to be
a reluctance on the part of the respondents in the 1997 study to give up what they considered
stable employment, for the roller coaster ride associated with oil and gas employment
Another unpublished study (1998) examines demand for labor among coastal
Louisiana oil and gas service companies. In that study, on-site managers and personnel
administrators recognized problems and expressed concerns about a number of issues that
were similar to those of the 1970's: the lack of available skilled or certified workers, the
increasing emphasis on industry safety, the need to keep turnover rates down, and a growing
frustration with new employees wanting high wages for less work. Preliminary analyses of the
1998 study indicate labor market supply and demand continues to be a primary concern for the
industry, and two comments made by respondents demonstrate this. The first, made by a
representative of an oil and gas service company: ‘ ...[our] problem finding qualified
workers...has been identified as the single and most important aspect which is going to limit our
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growth in the future../ The second comment, from the manager of a ship building/repair
company: “...with the scarcity of skilled labor that we have experienced...it makes more sense
to go out and acquire another shipyard than it does to expand...and try to pull from the labor
pool../
Labor market studies have consistently found that working conditions, opportunities,
and Job outcomes vary depending on the industrial sector (Lobao 1990; McGranahan 1988;
Horan and Tolbert 1984). The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2000) describes working conditions
in the oil and gas industry as varying significantly by occupation. Jobs as roustabouts and
other production workers may involve rugged outdoor work in remote areas in all kinds of
weather. These jobs require physical strength and stamina, because they usually mean
standing for long periods of time, lifting moderately heavy objects, and climbing and stooping
to work with tools that are often oily and dirty. Executives, administrators, and clerical workers
generally work in office settings. Geologists, engineers, and managers may split their time
between the office and the job sites. Consequently, labor market opportunities vary because
some communities developed into administrative headquarters for both major and independent
oil companies demanding educated labor that could be assured of high wages, while need for
labor in other areas was considerably different In those communities, highly paid jobs resulted
from complex manufacturing needs of oil and gas fabrication yards where educational
attainment was not necessarily important; instead the ability to become skilled at one’s job,
was.
Because it is commonly assumed that with the exception of office workers,
employment in most occupations in the oil and gas industry consists predominantly of male
employees, labor market studies on the impacts of oil and gas development on individuals and
communities have seldom addressed the absence of females in the labor force within this
industry. Those who have looked at energy boomtowns and women’s employment have found
that women do not experience the same labor market opportunities as men. Susskind and
O’Hare (1977) argue that working women in energy boomtowns are seldom allowed to enter the
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high-paying construction fields, while Freudenburg (1981) found that women are less likely to
benefit economically by boom developments than the men of the same communities because
they are disproportionately unlikely to get high-paying jobs.
The next section will review not only possible theoretical explanations for limited
female labor force participation in most occupations within the oil and gas industry, but also
how labor market opportunities that do exist in the industry may affect female employment
elsewhere. An examination of queuing theory is undertaken for this purpose.
Women. Work, and Queuing
Sociologists studying social inequalities assume that many actors in the economy
discriminate among groups to various degrees. Explanations have been offered for how
discrimination can persist despite market pressures that in theory should erode such
distinctions (Bielby and Baron 1987). This section of my paper reviews literature that
specifically addresses the experiences of women in the labor market from the perspective of
queuing theory.
Gross (1968) introduced the concept of “sex segregation” into the sociological lexicon
to describe women’s and men’s concentration in different occupations. Although sex is the
paramount basis for job assignment in American society (King 1992), it operates in conjunction
with race, ethnicity, and age (Smith and Tienda 1988). The amount of sex segregation
observed depends on the level of aggregation of the units being examined; the more
aggregated the categories across which segregation is measured, the less it will be captured,
although England and Browne (1992) argue that segregation by firms and industries does not
appear to be as pervasive as that found in occupations. Jacobsen (1994), using 1980 Census
data, found that sex segregation is consistent across subsections of the economy and the labor
force, suggesting that by concentrating on the occupational detail available in large microdata
sources additional high levels of segregation is overlooked. Case studies of particular Census
occupational classes show a great deal of intraoccupational segregation, with men tending to
be concentrated in higher-paying subspecialties.
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Thus, this phenomenon of the industrialized workplace occurs within and between
firms, occupations, and industries, and is deeply rooted in the sexual division of labor.
Understanding gender inequality in the market lies in understanding the dynamics of “business
as usual” in a multitude of transactions; how seemingly innocuous signals such as gender or
historical associations of jobs with gender shape employment practices (Glass 1999).
Segregation is a fundamental process in social inequality, facilitating unequal treatment by
subjecting groups with dominant or subordinate status to different reward systems, with the
dominant group instigating segregation, setting limits, and at times permitting exceptions
(Myrdal 1962; 1944). Complete segregation excludes members of some groups from certain
outcomes and confines them to others, while perfect integration distributes group members
proportionally across outcomes (Reskin 1993).
Theories explain sex segregation by emphasizing either employers’ (demand-side) or
workers’ (supply-side) actions. Demand-side explanations typically stress actions by
employers, while supply-side explanations focus on occupational choices made by males and
females. Most agree that numerous factors influence labor market actions of both workers and
employers, including sex-role stereotypes and other cultural values including occupations' sex
labels, the distributions of occupations and industries, government policies and their
implementation, and the actions of the sex-typical workers (Reskin 1993). A function of sexrole stereotyping includes employers' actions that contribute significantly to the concentration of
women and men in different jobs through discrimination that occurs when they treat people
unequally based on an aversion toward one group or an affinity toward another that is unrelated
to performance (Reskin and Roos 1990; Bielby and Baron 1986b; Rosenfeld 1983).
A theory which emphasizes the effects of employers’ actions yet recognizes the role of
workers’ actions in the labor market is queuing theory. This theory explains the uneven
distribution of groups across occupations, integrating macro and micro forces in examining how
labor market constraints impinge on the relative situations of employers, and male and female
employees as well as job candidates (Rich 1995). The queuing perspective conceives of
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workers filling an imaginary line, with members of the most desirable group at the beginning
and members of the least desirable at the end. Differential job market outcomes are the result
of ranking and sorting processes known as queues, in which workers are ranked from best to
worst and in which jobs are similarly ranked. Women and men are sorted into different jobs in
a labor queue, based primarily on employer preferences and institutionalized employment
practices (Reskin 1998; Reskin and Roos 1990). Yet another queue, the job queue, also exists,
in which workers rank jobs as better or worse, suitable or unsuitable. Employers' preferences,
however, are seen as much more powerful than those of employees (Reskin and Padavic
1994). Queuing, or the relative position a group holds in the eyes of employers, comes to the
fore when otherwise similar workers compete for the same reward. Employers are expected to
give first preference to members of the group they esteem the most, moving down the queue
as the supply of more favored groups dwindles (Model 1997).
The first social scientist to characterize the labor market explicitly as a labor queue was
Lester Thurow, in 1969. Thurow’s hypothesis that blacks experience more unemployment than
whites because employers rank them below whites in the labor queue, recognized that the labor
market functions as if it comprised ordered elements (Reskin and Roos 1990). Yet as early as
1929, a Women's Bureau bulletin cited in Stroberand Catanzarite, 1988:10 stated:
The history of...women workers in New England textile mills...shows a picture of such
occupational changes....The moving of the New England girls of the old stock out of
the mills into higher grade occupations, and the filling of the vacant posts by Irish
women, had become quite common enough in the latter half of the [eighteen] forties.
Though Thurow focused on the labor queue, the New England girls’ move from the
mills into higher-grade occupations is a second queue, a job queue that represents workers’
rankings of jobs. The importance of job queues has long been recognized, but not always
designated as such (Rotella 1981; Strober 1984; Stroberand Arnold 1987a; Catanzarite and
Strober 1988). Rotella, in her explanation of the feminization of clerical work, examined the
attractiveness of clerical jobs relative to women’s alternatives, while Strober and her
colleagues argue that society grants men first choice of jobs and that men select the most
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attractive ones available. These job queues and labor queues govern labor market outcomes:
employers hire workers from as high in the labor queue as possible, and workers accept the
best jobs available to them (Reskin and Roos 1990). According to Thurow (1972), the end
result is that the best jobs go to the most preferred workers, and less attractive jobs go to
workers lower in the labor queue; bottom-ranked workers may go jobless, and the worst jobs
may be left unfilled.
This ranking and sorting process in queues operates in the following way: Workers
bring many different kinds of attributes, skills, credentials, preferences, and information to the
ranking process (Waldinger 1996). Employers prefer, and employment policies institutionalize
and reward the selection of some of these characteristics compared to others. Reskin (1998)
argues those preferred characteristics are considered proxies for productivity or ability to fit in.
Employers hire those that resemble their favored workers for particular positions, and recruit
them through networks that favor the race, ethnicity, or gender of those already employed
(Reskin 1998; Waldinger 1996); therefore race and gender are crucial sorting mechanisms for
hiring, promotion, and pay (England, Christopher, and Reid 1999; Reskin 1999; Reid 1998;
Baldi and McBrier 1997; Moss and Tilly 1996; Waldinger 1996; Reskin and Padavic 1994;
Reskin and Roos 1990).
Though classical economists assert that employers rank prospective workers in terms
of potential productivity and labor costs (Doeringer and Piore 1971), some argue the issue
differently. Measurable differences in women's and men’s productivity are generated by
various factors. Sex often influences rankings through stereotypical beliefs that men
outproduce women in "male’’ jobs because they are stronger, more rational, more mechanically
adept, or because women have higher absentee and turnover rates (Cohn 1985; Bielby and
Baron 1986a; England and McCreary 1987).
Becker's (1971) work on market discrimination examines employers’ “taste for
discrimination,” where the employer acts as if he or she were willing to forfeit income in order to
avoid certain transactions. For example, an employer may refuse to hire a member of a
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particular group solely because he erroneously underestimates their economic inefficiency.
This behavior is discriminatory not because of prejudice toward them but because of ignorance
of their true efficiency. The discrimination by an individual against a particular group depends
on the social and physical distance between them and on their relative socioeconomic status.
Becker argues ignorance may be quickly eliminated by the spread of knowledge, while a
prejudice or preference is relatively independent of knowledge. Thus a taste for discrimination
incorporates both prejudice and ignorance. Determinants of taste incorporate knowledge,
spatial and temporal considerations, and finally, differences in personality.
Sex may be used as a screen to fill jobs, given beliefs that one sex is more productive
at certain tasks or more likely to justify investments in on-the-job training (Phelps 1972).
Women’s presumed differences in strength or tolerance of adverse working conditions,
perceptions of women as differing from men in their ability to perform certain types of jobs, or
the belief that women's domestic roles will lead to excessive absences and turnover rates
lessening attachment to the labor market, result in employers’ reservations in hiring them.
These assumptions about the sexes that result in assignment of men and women to different
jobs is known as statistical discrimination. Whether based on actual sex differences or invalid
stereotypes, it may contribute to sex-typed job assignments (Farkas, England, Vicknair, and
Kilboume 1991; England and McCreary 1987; Bielby and Baron 1986a; Aignerand Cain 1977).
Furthermore, two studies by Bielby and Baron (1984, 1987) found that employers do segregate
men into jobs with physical demands and women into jobs requiring social skills, but their 1987
study argued that it is neither as rational or efficient as economists believe. They found that for
some jobs, physical demands were listed as a rationale for hiring men, yet detailed job
analyses revealed that there were few actual demands for the use of physical strength. This
type of sex segregation in the labor market has been argued to occur at least in part because
individuals are judged on the basis of the perceived average characteristics of the group to
which they belong (Thurow 1975, Marini and Brinton 1984). Employers' difficulty in identifying
productive workers leads them to resort to proxies such as educational attainment, experience,
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and group membership. Sex labels that customarily characterize jobs as “women’s* or “men’s*
work blinds employers to economically irrational decisions until external events galvanize them
to change (Oppenheimer 1968).
Custom contributes to segregation through these stereotypes about workers and about
jobs that produce a sex-specific demand for workers for particular jobs. Therefore, beliefs
employers hold about women and men partly explain and support the assignment of sexes to
different jobs, and -i reluctance to risk untried workers (Kanter 1977). Baron, Mittman, and
Newman (1991) argue that what is labeled ‘custom* is often organizational inertia or the “aura
of inevitability*; the legacy of those past decisions that took into account workers’ sex in
classifying jobs or setting pay (Strang and Baron 1990; Bridges and Nelson 1989; Kim 1989).
Interestingly, the customary sex composition of jobs can both arrest and accelerate women’s
access to nontraditional work; it has been shown that women are more likely to enter
traditionally male occupations in female- than male-intensive industries (Reskin and Roos
1990; Milkman 1987).
Workplaces are thought to be socially constructed in ways that define who will and who
will not be able to comfortably work in that setting. Location, hours of operation, choice of
benefits, expected work load or travel, and a multitude of employment policies and behavioral
codes assume a particular kind of worker will be working in the firm. Glass (1999) found that
when a particular worker is designated as child-free (either literally or simply free of care-giving
responsibilities), geographically mobile, stably married, and constantly available for work,
serious disadvantages accrue to most workers who do not fit that profile. But what of the idea
that women choose jobs that are compatible with family responsibilities? To a limited extent
this is true, although results of studies addressing this issue, vary. More men than women are
concentrated in jobs requiring out-of-town travel and working evenings or unusually long hours.
However, one national survey (Glass 1990) found more men than women reporting flexibility of
schedules, more unsupervised break time, and more paid sick leave and vacation, all of which
is helpful to a parent.
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Jobs with a greater proportion of females do not necessarily have characteristics, such
as flexibility, that would make them easier to combine at any given time with family work
(Jacobs 1989; Glass 1990). Rosen’s (1987) study of New England women employed in bluecollar occupations in manufacturing industries found that their strategies to make the workplace
liveable varied with the jobs they held, for example, how good the wage was, or how easy it
was to "make good money.” The strategies used also varied with the women doing the job;
their age, race, or stage in the life cycle. These same factors accounted for how the women
saw their role as family members and their own economic needs. Despite a generalized
dissatisfaction with the piece-rate system, despite the women’s realizations that it was
exploitative, some women felt it gave them some control over their work and allowed them to
earn well (Rosen 1987). Interestingly, as will be shown in Chapter 4 of this paper, many of the
displaced female workers expressed similar feelings and/or commented on the inflexibility
experienced while employed at the apparel plant
Two other studies cast doubt on the hypothesis that women opt for female jobs
because they demand less effort or commitment Bielby and Bielby (1988) found that female
respondents reported slightly more effort than their male counterparts: net of household
responsibilities, human-capital measures, and job rewards, women invested substantially more
effort to work than comparable men. Marsden, Kalleberg, and Cook (1992) found no significant
sex difference in organizational commitment; women were slightly more committed to their
employer than men who were similar on family ties, job attributes, and career variables (Reskin
1993).
Reskin and Roos (1990) found that most labor queues are so overwhelmingly ordered
by sex that they are essentially gender queues. Establishments with the most “good”jobs are
the most sex and race segregated (Lyson 1989); occupations whose male workforce has grown
faster than others pay best, offer more vocational training, demand less strength, and shelter
incumbents from competition (Simpson, Simpson, Evers, and Poss 1982). And until recently,
white men were given “first dibs* on most jobs (Strober 1984).
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Although employers have the primary role in the labor market since they hire and fire,
workers’ preferences for the best job they can get are also seen as affecting the ranking and
sorting process of queuing theory (Waldinger 1996; Reskin and Roos 1990). Studies show
conflicting findings when trying to explain segregation by sex differences in occupational
values. Best jobs tend to be primary rather than secondary jobs and have job security,
benefits, and job ladders (Barker and Christensen 1998; Tilly 1996; Doeringer 1991); Tolbert
and Moen (1998) found that there appear to be few differences between the preferences of
men and women workers as to what constitutes a good job, although stage in the life cycle has
some effect Workers may settle for employers’ rankings and take the best job they believe
they can get rather than applying for jobs that they think they have no chance of securing.
(Spalter-Roth and Deitch 1999). Pay, autonomy, and security, seem to be equally valued by
men and women. While a number of surveys find that men claim to value pay more than
women, one study found no such difference (Walker, Tausky, and Oliver 1982), and a 1984
study by Crane and Hodson found pay to have a greater influence on women’s job satisfaction
than on men’s.
Furthermore, there is no compelling theory or evidence that black Americans or white
females have different values than white males in evaluating the quality of jobs. TomaskovicDevey (1993) argues that the supply-side queue in the labor market does not seem to be a
powerful explanation of segregation outcomes. In a single labor market at a single moment in
time, queuing is simply a way of describing the amount of discrimination or favoritism particular
groups encounter. In two or more labor markets, the useful implications of the theory in
partially explaining changes in segregation, become apparent A key variable is the number of
competing groups. For example, in their study of whites, Mexican Americans, and blacks in
the southwestern United States, Frisbie and Neidert (1977) found that if at least one of the
labor markets ranked those three contending groups in that order, in that situation, the
presence of blacks apparently benefits Mexican Americans occupationally. Moreover, if the
size of the favored white group shrinks and the black group grows, then Mexican Americans
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benefit more. Consequently, in Frisbie’s and Neiderfs study, the greater the percentage of
blacks in a labor market and the smaller the percentage of whites, the higher the occupational
status of its Mexican American population. It may be that Mexican Americans are more firmly
entrenched in the economic system of the Southwest, since their historical roots in the region
antedate those of blacks (as well as Anglos). Thus, the number of prospective workers in every
particular subgroup in a labor market sets the shape of the labor queue. Similarly, the number
of jobs at each level in the job queue fixes its shape. This variation influences each group’s
probable access to occupations of varying desirability and each occupation's chance of
recruiting workers from particular groups. When preferred jobs sharply outnumber highly
ranked workers, employers must fill some better jobs with workers from lower in the labor
queue than usual. In contrast when the job queue is bottom-heavy, only the highest ranked
workers get desirable jobs, and workers moderately high in the labor queue must settle for less
(Reskin and Roos 1990).
Queuing theorists argue that demand for, and supply of, qualified workers may prevent
employers from acting on their preferences in filling jobs, therefore employers may turn to
nontraditional workers when an inadequate pool of qualified sex-typical workers is available,
such as when occupational growth exceeds the supply of labor. Women’s access to
nontraditional jobs has been found to be enhanced with the combination of occupational
growth, low unemployment, and a shortage of qualified male workers (Lorence 1992; Baron,
Mittman, and Newman 1991; Reskin and Roos 1990; Abrahamson and Sigelman 1987;
Milkman 1987; Anderson 1982; Skold 1980; Oppenheimer 1970).
Preferences by workers for a sex-typical job may not always reflect values, tastes, or
dispositions toward the kind of work in these jobs, but may rather reflect a preference for
working with members of one's own sex or for doing work labeled “male” or “female” regardless
of the content of the work (Heilman 1979). Cultural practices may isolate or divide workers into
advantaged and disadvantaged classes. All men and women entering jobs make choices, and
those choices may be affected by past constraints (England and Browne 1992). If job choices
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of men and women differ, it is believed these differences are sustained by life-long
socialization that leads men and women to find different jobs interesting, respectable, of value,
or consistent with their gendered identities. The socialization that forms these proclivities
begins in childhood and proceeds into adulthood, operating through reinforcement patterns,
role models, cognitive learning, sex-segregated networks of peers, and other processes.
Culture often lags behind other types of social change and can constrain contemporary
actors as they are the product of the prevailing distribution of opportunities in the labor market
and of individuals’ realistic perceptions of their options. Occupational preferences are actively
shaped and reshaped throughout prelabor and labor market years by many factors and
contingencies, many of which emerge out of labor market experience (Gerson 1985; Jacobs
1989; Schultz 1990) Therefore, individual-level barriers to the integration of women into the
workplace involve the socialized attitudes, values, and behaviors of individuals (Miller-Loessi
1992), and as Rosen (1987) points out earning well has never been an activity that provided
much social esteem for women who have usually been brought up to believe that their primary
obligations, and their greatest happiness, were to be found in commitments to home and
family.
Queuing theory has been used to explain gender differences in textile and nontextile
employment (Penn and Leiter 1991). They found that the effects of regional economic
expansion outside textiles on the gender composition of textiles will be pronounced if the
earnings potential in nontextile employment is better. Differences in workers’ preferences
should lead to a queue to enter the nontextile sector in which gender may be associated with
the order of the queue. This is believed to have happened since WWII in the U.S. South,
where expanding durable goods manufacturing employment in the six primary textile-producing
states in the South was filled almost 68 percent by men in 1988 (Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission 1988). The effect of nontextile expansion on the gender composition
of the labor force will be most pronounced when nontextile employment is more desirable to
one gender than the other or when there are fewer gender barriers to advancement outside
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than inside textiles. From 1966 to 1987, the number of white textile workers declined
absolutely and proportionally, though the decline for males was more pronounced. At the same
time, employment of both female and male blacks increased absolutely and proportionally,
particularly for black females. Penn and Leiter also found that after displacement black males
and females are disproportionately likely to be rehired into textile jobs, perhaps reflecting a
managerial preference for black textile workers with experience, probably because their wages
tend to be lower (Leiter 1989).
It has been suggested that some workers are exempt from the queuing process:
members of the “ethnic economy,” that is, employers, the self-employed, and those employed
by co-ethnics (Bonacich and Modell 1980; Waldinger 1986-1987, 1992). Because the
employers and the self-employed work for themselves, their rank in the eyes of non-coethnic
employers is of little consequence to their occupational attainment. A similar immunity holds
for the coethnically employed, because there is a tendency to rate members of one’s own
group highest. When compatriots are no longer available, outsiders are utilized, but are given
poorer jobs (Kim 1996). In terms of occupations, these preferences imply that at best, the
coethnically employed work in a firm where compatriots hold the most attractive jobs and their
average occupational position is higher than the average occupational position in the firm. At
worst the coethnically employed work in a firm wholly populated by their compatriots and their
average occupational position falls to the average occupational position in the firm.
Although occupational segregation by sex began to decline in the 1970's and 1980's
(more so for females entering predominantly ‘male” jobs rather than men entering “female”
jobs), it is believed to have tapered off in the 1990's. During the 1970's and 1980's,
segregation decreased to a greater extent among younger than among older cohorts, and in
professional occupations than in occupations as a whole (England and Browne 1992; Beller
1984), but there was little integration of women into the skilled blue-collar crafts or into durable
goods manufacturing jobs. While apparent gender desegregation in an occupation may be a
result of genuine integration. Reskin and Roos (1990) found that it may mask two phenomena.
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One of these is female ghettoization, the concentration of women in less rewarding
subspecialties within an occupation, and the other is gender resegregation, the transformation
of an entire occupation from one that is predominantly male to one that is predominantly
female.
Thus, the persistent confinement of women into low-skill, culturally devalued economic
locations, for example into clerical or machine-operating occupations and retailing or personal
services industries, is repeatedly documented in the literature (Kilboume, England, Farkas,
Beron, and Weir 1994; Pfeffer and Ross 1990; Bielby and Baron 1986a; Beck, Horan, and
Tolbert 1980).
One last point on this phenomenon: for many occupations, workers acquire the
necessary skills on the job, and barriers to training for women in sex-atypical jobs reside
primarily in the resistance of male coworkers. However, that being said, many occupations
require substantial preemployment training that is available in a variety of settings. Important
avenues for entry into skilled blue-collar jobs are apprenticeship programs, as they provide
formal mechanisms whereby skilled workers pass on their knowledge to new workers through
classroom and on-the-job training. But Roos and Reskin (1984) argue that such programs are
seldom available to women because they are unlikely to have completed vocationally relevant
programs in high school, and are often unfamiliar with the tools, procedures, and terminology
used in much blue-collar work. Although the federal government sponsors training programs to
provide a way for unskilled, economically disadvantaged workers to move into more skilled
blue-collar work, they often put priority on quick, low-cost placement in order to reduce welfare
dependency. The end result of an emphasis on placing the most “job-ready” individuals
encourages placing women into traditionally female employment. This notion of “skill” is not a
gender-neutral concept; rather the perception of skill required by a given job is colored by the
gender of the incumbent (Acker 1992; Steinberg 1990; Miller 1988; Reskin 1988; Cockbum
1985); discrimination against women in competition for highly skilled jobs has long been a
reality (Miller and Garrison 1982).
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In conclusion, Reskin and Roos (1990) argue queuing theory accomplishes three
objectives. First, queuing theory emphasizes the collective nature of sex segregation that
results from socially structured rankings by groups in conflict. It highlights the roles played by
power and conflict between groups with contradictory interests in shaping occupations’
composition, clarifying the role of group power in determining occupational access. Second, it
takes seriously the effects of noneconomic factors on workers' rankings of occupations and
employers’ rankings of prospective workers. Factors like working conditions, autonomy, social
standing, career opportunities, and sex composition influence how workers appraise jobs;
employers’ prejudices, stereotypes, and desire to preserve their own and other men’s
advantages influence how they rank workers. Third, the queuing perspective assumes that the
sexes rank most occupations similarly. Consequently, we are redirected from characteristics of
female workers to structural properties of labor markets that are shaped by the preferences of
employers and male workers. Although employers now construe as “women's work” different
jobs from those so labeled thirty years ago, jobs remain race and sex segregated, thereby
perpetuating economic and social inequality.
Conclusion
The three areas of literature that I have reviewed reflect significant issues in this case
study. The closure of the apparel plant has considerable labor market consequences for those
displaced by that action. Research on plant closures addresses common effects on individuals,
families and communities, and experiences thereof, some of which are shared by those in this
community. Inextricably bound with any plant closure is the question of the local economy’s
capability to provide post-displacement employment to displaced workers. Rural communities,
like the one in this study, often find such a situation especially problematic. What is specific to
this community, however, is the presence of the oil and gas industry. By providing a history of
the oil and gas industry along the coastal zone of Louisiana, I have shown that its dominant
presence and continuing development significantly impacts this community’s socioeconomics,
not the least of which involves labor market supply and demand.
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Labor market opportunities arising from oil industry development, particularly those
secondary and tertiary sectors associated with the expanding outer continental shelf offshore
activities, are especially important to communities such as the one in this study. History of oil
industry development has shown that increased activity in the primary extractive sector
necessarily results in job opportunities not only in that sector, but even more so in the other
sectors. These support sectors are integral to the industry’s continued development, and by
necessity require an expansive labor force. With anticipated expansion into increasingly deep
offshore waters, oil and gas activities are expected to remain a socioeconomically significant
part of the region. Demand for labor must be matched with a ready supply of labor.
What is already known is that in times of expansion, the oil industry itself reports
demand for labor exceeds labor supply. Finding male workers to fill positions continues to be a
constraining feature when the industry is on the upswing. I use the term ‘‘male’ because the
kind of labor that most managers complain not having enough of, involves positions filled
predominantly by males.
This study is about a community in which eight hundred plus individuals became
displaced. Research from prior studies has shown post-displacement employment unequally
distributed among workers. What is not known is whether the experiences of displaced workers
in this community, the majority of whom are females, differ from the norm because of the
expansion of the oil and gas industry at the time the apparel plant closed. However, queuing
theory argues that in any race- and gender-conscious labor market, ranking and sorting
processes result in differential labor market outcomes for different groups of workers.
Employers rank and try to hire the best workers, or those that resemble the employers’ favored
workers for particular positions. Workers ranked highest are given top positions, leaving
positions below for others to fill. If jobs at the top vanish, preferred groups can bump workers
lower in the queue. If we had a race- and gender-blind labor market, we would expect random
distributions along the ranks of occupations; findings from prior research clearly show the labor
market is not blind.
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In reiteration, analyses of this study’s guided conversations found in Chapter 5 will
address the following issues in this study. First, I examine responses of workers upon being
displaced: post-displacement employment in certain industries and/or training for new jobs, and
the prevalence of unemployment Specifically, I look for the occurrence of female postdisplacement employment in the secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas
industry, and other family members as well. An examination of hiring practices for secondary
and tertiary support sectors will suggest what importance networking has for that labor market
Analyses of responses will offer varied perspectives on displaced workers; perceived impact of
plant closure on community; and community opinions on the importance of the oil and gas
industry in the region. In the next chapter, I will discuss the methodological basis for this
study.
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CHAPTER III:
METHODOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
Introduction
A principle argument for qualitative case or field study research is that it provides a
way of studying human events and actions in their natural surroundings, allowing examination
of social action in its most complete form. Through a good case study, actors’ motives leading
to specific decisions and/or events, and their development of “definitions of the situation,’ can
be identified. Hughes (1971:454) believed that society was in effect an “ideal laboratory,’ in
which the researcher gathers knowledge because of societal processes directly observed.
Therefore, a researcher is permitted to examine not only the complex of life in which people
are implicated but also the impact on beliefs and decisions of the complex web of social
interaction. As Feagin, Orum, and Sjoberg (1991:23) note, “qualitative research exemplified in
the case study usually brings us closer to real human beings and everyday life.’
I use a qualitative methodological foundation to answer questions about the impacts of
the plant closure on the lives of displaced workers, their families, and community, and the role
of the oil and gas industry in the community. My experience with a case study based on this
community and involvement with at least two other projects dealing with socioeconomics of the
region suggests that the best way to investigate the impact of the plant closure for this study
was to again collect data using the case study method. This study uses a “guided
conversation,’ which will be described below.
Case study research was utilized extensively in the pre-Wortd W ar II period,
particularly by members of the Chicago School of Sociology; it played a central role in such
classic sociological investigations as Lynd and Lynd’s (1929) Middletown, the study by Warner
and Lunt (1941) of Yankee City, and Whyte’s (1943) Street Comer Society. After a long lapse
in interest, it is again gaining some prominence in recent years (Briggs 1995).
Before designing this study, I visited the local library in the community where the plant
had been located, and reviewed local newspaper archives. This was an important step in
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understanding how the media treated the issue, and too, provided information about the
opinions of plant employees and other community members, and about efforts to assist
displaced employees. I will discuss in more detail the actual newspaper coverage of the plant
closure in the next chapter, which will offer some insight into the local newspaper’s perception
of the event
Instrument
I conducted guided conversations with those people I felt were knowledgeable about
the issues in this study. A guided conversation has a less structured format than what we
generally consider to be an interview. Generally conducted face-to-face, but not always, a
guided conversation consists of a discussion between researcher and respondent, a discussion
that has been “guided” by the researcher in an attempt to not only develop a better
understanding of the issue, but to perhaps uncover other issues that at first are not apparent.
Although I used open-ended questions to provide some initial structure for all respondents, the
ensuing conversation was guided by the respondents to a large degree. Lofland and Lofland
(1995:85) consider the guide or form “.... to be a list of things to be sure to ask about when
talking to the person...” Thus, by using the same guide for all respondents, the researcher
maximizes the likelihood that essential data are collected in a systematic manner.
It is important to emphasize that a guided conversation is a type of “discovery” process
which can prove to be invaluable to the researcher. But, it has drawbacks. As with openended questionnaires, one generally can expect a wealth of information, but as in all research,
anticipated success may not be forthcoming. For example, no matter how carefully probed in
the guided conversation, some respondents just do not seem to have a whole lot to say.
Thankfully, that was seldom the case in this study because most respondents had quite a lot to
say. Furthermore, recall by respondents, problematic in some studies, did not appear to be an
issue in this study because the plant closure occurred less than a year prior to the start of the
guided conversations.
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Sampling Frame
Having decided a format to use to elicit information, my next decision was to determine
who in this community was most informed about the plant closure. For the purpose of this
study, respondents were categorized as belonging to one of several groups. The first group
consisted of displaced workers. The second group was comprised of representatives of
companies who are directly or indirectly linked to oil and gas development Those in this
second group consisted of oil and gas producer services that directly support primary activities,
a secondary support sector, and those other local businesses or firms that were indirectly linked
to that industry through tertiary support including company owners or managers, site
supervisors, or human resource directors. Community leaders are found in the third group.
These people were elected officials at the local, parish, and state level, or individuals who may
have been local influential business leaders. The final group that I included in this study were
individuals within the social service and support agencies located in the area.
Before I discuss the rationale for the selection of each of the above group’s
>

respondents, it is important to note that these are key “stakeholder” groups. Originally, the
word “stakeholder” was used to designate an individual who literally held stakes, but had no
direct interest in them, as in a person entrusted with the stakes of two or more persons betting
against one another and charged with the duty of delivering the stakes to the winner (Gramling,
Brabant, Forsyth, and Palmer 1995). By the mid 1980's, management literature was using the
concept in quite opposite meanings of this original definition. Freeman (1984:iv)defined
stakeholders as “groups of individuals who affect or are affected by organizational
performance.” Alternatively, stakeholders have been defined as “...individuals, collections of
people, or an organization that have a stake...and who may affect an organization or activity
and/or be affected by such...and who are defined by their relationship to an organization or
activity....” (Gramling, Brabant, Forsyth, and Palmer 1995). Displaced plant employees,
secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, elected officials, and social
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service agencies, are key stakeholders who can offer insights to understanding the dynamics of
the social processes that may operate in an event such as a plant shutdown.
Two nonprobability sampling techniques, purposive and snowball sampling, are used in
this study for two reasons. First, I was interested in conducting guided conversations with four
different groups of stakeholders in a small community. Within these groups I planned to seek
knowledgeable individuals about the issue in question. Purposive sampling is appropriate
when there are one or more predefined groups from whom to sample.
I compiled part of the sample using up-to-date phone, city and parish directories, and
membership lists. First I obtained names of companies and businesses with direct and indirect
linkages to the oil and gas industry (secondary and tertiary sectors) from the 1997 BellSouth
Yellow Page listings found in the community. Companies with direct linkages to the oil and gas
industry, those that are part of the secondary support sector for the industry, include air and
boat transportation; boat leasing, towing, and marine supplies; chemicals; oilfield contractors,
hauling, equipment, supplies, general services, drilling mud, and pipe; and metal fabricators.
Approximately sixty different listings for companies in the secondary support sector are found
in the 1997 BellSouth Yellow Page directory.
Representatives from indirect linkages to the industry, or tertiary support sector,
included accountants, attorneys, banks personnel, realtors, and an abstracting company. Sixtyfive total listings or names for those types of companies and individuals appear in the 1997
BellSouth Yellow Page directory.
I next obtained names of thirty-two community leaders through city council and parish
police jury lists. City officials, members of the parish school board and parish police jury, and
the executive director of the Chamber of Commerce comprise the list of community leaders.
An alphabetized list of oil and gas stakeholders and community leaders was made,
and from this list I systematically selected names of potential respondents. For example, out of
the sixty-five listings included in tertiary support, thirty-nine are attorneys. Therefore, I made
the decision to sample every fifth attorney. The same decision was made in the category of
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“oilfield service,” part of the secondary support sector. Oilfield service has eighteen different
companies listed; I chose to try and sample every other company. The rest of the categories
were small enough that I decided to speak to as many as I could.
A list of the third group of stakeholders, social service agencies, was again obtained
from the 1997 BellSouth Yellow Pages. There are eleven social service agencies and
organizations listed, and they include local assistance groups, city and parish organizations and
local offices of state and federal programs. Because there are only eleven, each was
contacted to arrange a face-to-face guided conversation with a suitable representative. This
list eventually grew to sixteen, because state agencies exist outside the community that are
active in offering services to displaced workers. Including the local Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA) and vocational technical school in this group gave me a better understanding of the
number of displaced workers who sought Job re-training and re-education, and what types of
programs and classes were available to them. Both of these represent support mechanisms
within the local community that are widely known, and I believe their input adds an important
information source for this study. Exploring the role of organized community support, whether
on a “locally-based” level, or on a state and federal level, in providing services to displaced
workers and their families will provide a more complete picture of the issue.
As stated earlier, purposive sampling was used for these three groups of respondents,
because it was already generally known who (or what organization/agency) would be contacted.
As in snowball sampling, the other type of nonprobability sampling used for this study, I cannot
be sure that my sample represents the population well. In addition, the limitations of
nonprobability sampling impede my ability to generalize to the larger population. However,
because this is an exploratory study and because my interest is more in discovering social
processes associated with labor displacement than in precisely characterizing the population,
such sampling techniques are appropriate.
I use snowball sampling to select the final group of respondents, the displaced workers.
This group consists of the plant workers who were notified of the apparel plant closure in
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August 1997, and either quit prior to the closure or who were eventually laid off (displaced) at
the plant by the spring of 1998. I include those who quit the plant in this study because though
they chose to leave on their own volition, they did so only because of the announcement made
by the company, so they in effect became displaced as well. Snowball sampling is a method
through which the researcher develops an ever-increasing set of sample observations
(Gramling, Brabant, Forsyth, and Palmer 1995). Investigators frequently choose this method
when it is unknown who the appropriate respondents are for a particular issue; in this study,
there was no way to get a list of names of those workers who had been employed at the
apparel plant (I made several inquiries with local and state agencies about the availability of
such a list, but had no success). As Miller (1986, p.24) suggests most succinctly concerning
her use of snowball sampling in her analysis of female street hustlers in Milwaukee, “The
justification for the technique is that, whatever its limitations, without its use the study could
probably not have been done at all.” Therefore, I began with a list of key “informants”, names
of whom were drawn from several resources. I examined local newspaper coverage of the
impending plant layoff after it had been announced, covering a period of time from August until
late fall, 1997. This provided several names. A community leader provided the name of a
former Human Resource employee at the plant, whom I hoped in turn would provide names of
displaced workers. Interestingly, the best key informants turned out to be college students I
had in my classes that summer at the local university where I was teaching. Explaining in
general terms the purpose of my research, twenty-seven students provided names of displaced
workers they either knew personally, or who were known by other family members or friends.
Due to the racial diversity of these students, I felt there would be a strong possibility
respondents would likewise be racially diverse.
Again, the primary purpose of using these key informants was to provide me with
names of persons who were employed at the plant when the layoff was announced. However,
some of the informants themselves, those whose names I gathered from the newspaper
reports, became part of the study when they offered to participate in the guided conversations.
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I believe that by using different resources for obtaining names of key informants, resulting in a
more diverse group of respondents, strengthened the internal validity of this study. Beginning
with a list of forty key informants representing various factions in the community, I began to
make contact and talk with those people. I asked them to suggest names of additional people
who were at the plant and who might also be willing to talk with me, thus achieving a “snowball"
effect
As guided conversations were held with displaced workers utilizing snowball sampling, I
became increasingly aware that one segment of displaced workers missing from the sample
were those workers of Southeast Asian, or Indochina, origin. Their presence at the apparel
plant was not insignificant; other displaced workers alluded to them in the course of the
conversations. It was important that they become part of the sample, but making connections
in order to gather information was more involved with this group of displaced workers. It was
nearly a year after the first guided conversations held with displaced workers that I made a
connection with a key informant in the Asian community, who was attending college where I
teach. With his invaluable assistance and interpretation, I was able to conduct guided
conversations with eighteen displaced workers of Asian origin. In analyses of conversations, I
ascertained numerous differences and therefore make comparisons between, these two groups
of displaced workers, but a couple of points are in order.
First, there is a temporal question; one groups’ guided conversations took place a full
twelve months after the others'. That has to be considered when assessing labor market
experiences after plant closure and, too, I did not determine their citizenship status. Whether
or not they are naturalized citizens may be significant in issues such as those in this study.
Secondly, one should be cautious when making conclusions about data that are derived from a
subsample comprised of non-native English speaking respondents. Even with the assistance
of an interpreter, valuable information can be lost in translation. The questions asked of this
group of respondents were posed to them in their native language, not English. Also, in two
instances, my interpreter had to be assisted by someone else because he is Laotian, the two
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respondents were Vietnamese, and language differences required another individual to be
conversant in both, although I certainly could not tell. One more point needs to be made about
this group of displaced workers. For practical purposes in this study, I have grouped together
Laotians and Vietnamese into one identifiable group, Asians, when making comparisons with
non-Asians. Because it’s such a small sample, delineating between the two groups was not
practical. I realize that differences exist between these two ethnically distinct groups, and one
should not treat both groups as a single entity, but any differences that exist between them are
not captured within the framework of this study.
The question remains whether this sample of forty-eight displaced workers is
representative of the apparel plant’s displaced workers. In an effort to answer that question, I
attempted to obtain demographic data on this group from the Louisiana Department of Labor.
A local supervisor in the Department of Labor informed me that although they could have
collected those data on site, they did not do so, and furthermore this information does not have
to be supplied to them by the employer (which it was not). This was confirmed by another
supervisor in the state office who stated she regretted they had not collected demographic data
on the displaced workers, for it would have been an invaluable database. Both agreed that the
“great” majority of displaced workers at this location were female, because most of the
positions entailed sewing, typically a female job. The only jobs that had a few more males than
females were the dyeing operations. Overall within the plant, there “was a good mix of
Caucasian, black, and Vietnamese workers.”
Although providing some structure within the guided conversations is important, it was
not possible for one instrument to adequately address the issues in this study with these four
disparate groups, rather it required a measuring tool that varied to some extent so that each
group’s perspective could be more fully understood. Therefore, a guided conversation “form”
used with the displaced workers focuses on the economic impacts of the plant closure on the
workers and their families, and labor market experiences after displacement. This form also
contained questions necessary to collect demographic data on this group for inclusion in my
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analyses. A second form “guided" the remaining respondent groups in this study, those
representatives of companies engaged in secondary and tertiary support of the oil and gas
industry, community leaders, and social service agencies. This second form guides these
groups of respondents on several issues, but the main thrust is two-fold: first, to ascertain
perceptions of community impact of the apparel plant closure and resulting consequences for
displaced workers; and second, to discover their perceptions of the socioeconomic importance
of the oil and gas industry in the community and surrounding area. The forms used to “guide"
conversations can be found in the Appendix.
Table 3.1 contains information on the number of guided conversations from each of the
four respondent groups. Initially, one hundred four conversations were held; five were omitted
from analyses because though they are stakeholders in the community, they are indirectly
linked to the oil and gas industry and are neither part of the secondary or tertiary support
sectors. Therefore, ninety-nine guided conversations remain, and of those, sixty-two were
face-to-face, and thirty-seven were conducted on the telephone. Seventy-eight were
completed in the summer of 1999, from June through the end of August, and three were
obtained in January 2000. The other eighteen were completed in September 2000. Though I
attempted to tape record the first couple of guided conversations, the poor quality of the
resulting tape discouraged me from further use. Therefore, none of the conversations were
taped, and instead notes were taken by hand. Upon returning from the field or completion of
the telephone call, the notes were immediately deciphered and logged into a personal
computer.
As shown in Table 3.1, forty-eight guided conversations were completed with displaced
workers, sixteen secondary support sector and fifteen tertiary support sector conversations
were held, sixteen social service agencies conversations were completed, and four were held
with community leaders.
As an aside, when I began to contact potential respondents within the four groups, I
became aware of an interesting situation regarding the plant closure; one which affected my
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Table 3.1 Categories and Numbers of Respondents
Cateaorv of Respondent

# Interviewed

Displaced Workers

48

Oil/Gas (Secondary sector)

16

Oil/Gas (Tertiary sector)

15

Social Service/Educ. Programs

16

Community Leaders

4

ability to gather data from the group of community leaders. In January 1998, the city filed a
lawsuit over the ownership of the property where the apparel plant had been located and the
building itself. Both the city and the plant claimed ownership of the property and building; the
city claiming that the plant had failed to comply with its agreement to remain in the community
for not less than fifteen years. Apparently, when the plant’s corporate headquarters and the
city originally negotiated terms for plant location in the late 1980's, the city agreed to sell the
property at a price far below market value subject to an obligation on the plant’s part to adhere
to certain agreements and restrictions, part of which was the fifteen year occupancy obligation.
The city filed the lawsuit against the corporate headquarters when the plant notified them that it
intended to sell the facility and the surrounding land after operations ceased.
Due to the pending lawsuit, community leaders I contacted did not wish to discuss
anything connected to the plant closure, with the exception of three individuals who, as I was to
leam, were not closely connected to the issue. Even those who seemed to remember me from
a prior study would not agree to participate in this study. Therefore, none of the city officials
that I felt would be most knowledgeable about the subject, took part in this study. The lawsuit
was eventually settled in spring 2000, after which I held one last guided conversation with a
community leader, an individual on the school board. But by then, because my focus in this
study had changed, I decided not to contact any additional community leaders.
As stated in the first few pages, the process of qualitative research is one in which the
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researcher constantly evaluates and reevaluates the content of the data that have been
gathered. This is accomplished not just in the office, while rewriting and editing handwritten
notes taken from conversations with respondents, but also while in the field, where subtle
nuances relevant to the subject become known. In fact, in their guide to qualitative observation
and analysis, Lofland and Lofland (1995) call for three necessary steps to be performed in
carrying out the entire process, the first of which is collection of data. This is then followed by
“focusing"; asking social scientific questions about these data, and a prelude to the process of
discovery that follows. The last task put forth by them is the development and presentation of
a social science analysis of the data, an emergent product involving a process of gradual
induction. This inherently open-ended process, according to Lofland and Lofland, can produce
frustration and anxiety along the way to constructing social science order.
Thus, analyses of these types of research efforts continually emerge from the
interaction of gathered data and focusing decisions. The researcher performs the tasks of
selecting topics, decides what questions to ask, and forges interest in the course of the
research itself. The purpose of the process is to achieve analyses that (1) are attuned to
aspects of human group life, (2) depict aspects of that life, and (3) provide perspectives on that
life that are not available to or prompted by other methods of research (Lofland and Lofland
1995).
But until I felt that moment was within reasonable reach, my initial experience with
these data involved feelings of apprehension and uncertainty, and just as Lofland and Lofland
(1995) point out, I found myself wondering exactly what had been collected and what could
possibly be learned from the guided conversations. I began to fear I had left out relevant
questions, or had failed to probe as I should have. But as I began to work inductively, I started
charting responses, and began noticing certain similarities and patterns, which will be described
fully in Chapter Four.
Before I leave this chapter, and move into analyses of data, I need to inform the reader
of a fortuitous opportunity I had about six months prior to the start of this study, and which was
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to ultimately affect my focus here. That opportunity was my involvement in a labor demand
study in the fall of 1998 (forthcoming), in which I interviewed twenty-five representatives of oil
industry companies involved in either primary or secondary extractive activities along the
Louisiana Gulf coast Most of the respondents were Human Resources personnel. The intent
of that 1998 study was to ascertain their companies’ labor demands at that point in time in
comparison to years past. We wanted to determine what changes had occurred over time; how
had needs for labor changed; how had the labor supply changed; and we felt they were in a
position to answer those types of questions. One of the questions asked in that 1998 study
dealt with their perception of changes in gender composition in the company, over time. As I
reviewed responses to that question, it became obvious to me that the issue of gender in the oil
and gas industry labor market, at least among those twenty-five respondents, was one that (1),
elicited defensiveness on the part of the respondent, and (2) was easily dismissed as a non
issue.
Reflecting over that 1998 study, and then looking at the patterns of answers from the
guided conversations in this study, the process of gradual induction began for me. In the next
chapter, I examine and present numerous examples that will tell a story about a community; a
group of people within that community, primarily female; and an industry that appears to
disenfranchise that same group.
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CHAPTER IV:
ANALYSES OF THE ISSUES
Introduction
There are two issues which need to be addressed for the benefit of the reader before I
discuss findings from guided conversations. The first concerns newspaper coverage of the
apparel plant closure, and the second informs the reader of the types of assistance that were
available to displaced workers. Both of these are relevant in final analyses of data.
First, briefly discussing media coverage on the plant closure provides background
information that may be helpful in understanding guided conversation remarks and opinions of
respondents. Local newspaper coverage of the impending plant layoffs of six hundred workers
in this community scheduled for October 1997 began immediately after the apparel plant’s
corporate headquarters made the announcement in August 1997. At the same time, the
corporate office announced another 1,780 layoffs in neighboring parishes. These
announcements were lead stories in newspapers regionally and statewide. Initially, the
corporate office stated it intended to maintain a presence in the community by continuing to
employ about three hundred workers. As expected, articles in the first few days focused
primarily on anticipated negative effects on plant employees and the community in general.
For example, initial news stories quoted the mayor as proclaiming “...this is a tremendous blow
to the community....[it will] have a ripple effect all the way through,” while other stories noted
that “merchants throughout the parish anticipate a decline in business as residents begin to
tighten their budgets in preparation for unemployment” But after just a few days of pessimistic
news coverage, the focus changed as (still) front page news articles began to publicize the
kinds of general assistance that would be available for displaced workers. Emphasizing local,
state, and federal efforts was paramount. Exemplifying this emphasis aimed at easing fears
can be seen in the following quotes: first, from a state representative, “Our local and state
agencies want to help these people get the job training and keep them working as soon as they
can;” and second, a statement attributed to the State Labor secretary "We will either find a
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good, meaningful job for these 2,381 people or good transition training to find a job that is
available in the area.9
Thereafter, the newspaper published articles detailing specific kinds of assistance
programs for which qualified displaced workers would be eligible: ‘Workers at ...plants in
Louisiana have been certified as eligible to apply for North American Free Trade AgreementTransitional Adjustment Assistance (NAFTA-TAA) and Transitional Adjustment Assistance
(TAA)9 read one article. In addition, other newspaper articles detailed local programs available
to those displaced workers wanting to receive training or education in new areas: ‘We are just
meeting the students’ needs and the needs of business and industry"

"program areas...some

specifically designed...at the request of industry [include] receptionist, building engineer
technician, computer technology and computer specialist applications."
In November 1997, the plant announced it would cease operations sixty days hence,
and in January 1998, one hundred fifty workers were dismissed, leaving another one hundred
fifty working until March 11, 1998, when operations ceased. The time line below illustrates the
temporal nature of corporate announcements and actual events.
Apparel Plant Closure Timeline
8/7/97

9/18/97

10/6/97

11/12/97

1/9/98

3/11/98

I_____________1_________ I____________ l _________________________ i ________________________I

8/7/97:

Initial layoffs announced ; 600 workers to lose jobs on 10/6/97

9/18/97: 15 workers laid off
10/6/97:

Last day for 535 workers

11/12/97: Plant announces it will cease operations 1/10/98; 60 day notices given 315 workers
1/9/98:

Last day for 165 workers; 150+ workers to stay on until 3/11/98

3/11/98:

Operations cease; last day for 150+ workers

In reviewing newspaper articles written during this period of time, the newspaper chose
to take a stance which might be seen as positive and upbeat Even one of the headlines in late
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August 1997 read, “Silver Lining for Laid off Workers.* Consequently, if community members
knew nothing else about the plant closure situation other than what was presented in the
newspaper, the conclusion might have been that state and federal government agencies were
taking care of the workers, after all, they were eligible for numerous benefits including
unemployment compensation, education and retraining, and generally speaking, one might
have the attitude “all’s well that end’s well.*
Before I discuss findings of this study, I will briefly describe the programs and
assistance that were available to displaced workers. In order to protect workers, their families,
and communities, the 1989 Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN)
requires employers of 100 or more employees to provide notice sixty days in advance of
covered plant closings and covered mass layoffs. Because the apparel plant was shutting
down, resulting in an employment loss of more than fifty employees, it was required to notify
the Department of Labor of impending plans. Consequently, the Department of Labor issued a
WARN notice prompting a multitude of responses from various agencies.
First, the Governor’s Rapid Response Team coordinated numerous interventions
involving various state and local agencies. This included an on-site orientation where staff
from regional Job Services assessed plant employees and assisted them in filling out
applications for benefits under the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA), NAFTA-TAA, and the
Trade Readjustment Act (TRA). These provide funding for retraining and school-related
expenses for dislocated workers deemed eligible under Title Ilf; those certified can be retrained
under TAA and Jobs Training Partnership Act (JTPA) for occupations that are in demand.
They can also apply for the standard 26 weeks of Unemployment Insurance and, if the TAA
and TRA are approved, they can apply for up to 52 additional weeks of unemployment
insurance. This allows eligible workers to receive Unemployment Insurance for up to a year
and a half if they are in an approved training.
The Governor’s Rapid Response Team, a mix of federal, state and local officials, also
held a series of meetings for workers that instructed them in how to look for work, which
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included writing resumes, interviewing skills, and dressing for an interview. These workshops
included strategies for dealing with a reduced income such as budgeting and gaining access to
other community supports for those in need, such as the utility company program that allows
individuals to pay part of bill if their economic circumstances justify this. A comment on this:
on October 5, 1997, the local newspaper noted that attendance at these workshops had been
“sparse.0 An executive director with the Louisiana Human Resources Development Institute, a
group that aids in the assistance of displaced workers, was quoted as saying (after one
workshop drew only three participants), “In 14 years I’ve never seen anything like this. I don't
know what to do...and we’ve handled a lot of layoffs.”
Beyond the initial orientation efforts and workshops, case managers from Job Services
worked with each client to certify them for continuing unemployment insurance eligibility and
former plant employees were given the opportunity to return to school. To that end, JTPA
developed additional training programs in response to plant closures in the region after
assessing workers’ needs and interests in education or training. Meetings were then held with
representatives of area vocational schools; JTPA and TAA paid for costs associated with
attending school as long as workers started within two years of the layoff.
This then is a brief description of steps taken by federal, state and local officials to
lessen the impact of this apparel plant’s closure. It is necessary to have a basic understanding
of what resources were available to displaced workers in making a final assessment of their
outcome. Descriptive characteristics of respondents in this study follows.
Displaced Workers
Guided conversations were held with forty-eight displaced workers. O f this total, thirty
were non-Asian ( seventeen Whites and thirteen Blacks) and eighteen were Asian. I make an
important point here. I have combined White and Black displaced workers into the same
group, non-Asian, for purposes of analyses. I initially examined responses to major issues by
race in assessing outcomes, but in my opinion, there were no significant discernible differences
between Whites and Blacks on these issues in this study, therefore they remain grouped
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together for the purposes of this study. Furthermore, please note that although most of the
analyses of conversations differentiate Asian displaced workers from non-Asian, I have done
so only in those instances where there appear to be clear differences of responses between
these two groups. In issues where no clear differences in responses or opinions are
observable, I group all 48 displaced workers together.
Average tenure at the apparel plant at time of displacement by the forty-eight workers
in this study was 5.8 years. Average tenure at time of displacement for non-Asian workers was
6.3 years, as compared to an average tenure of 4.9 years for Asian workers. At the time of job
loss, all 48 displaced workers were employed full-time at the apparel plant
Demographics
Table 4.1 shows demographic characteristics of the forty-eight displaced workers in this
study. Most of them are female, a total of forty-four, or 91.7 percent The four males within
this group of displaced workers comprise 8.3 percent of the total.
The mean age of the 48 displaced workers at time of guided conversations was 38.4
years and the median 37.5 years. Non-Asian displaced workers had a mean age of 36.5 years
as compared to a mean age of 39.3 years for Asian. Because conversations with Asian
workers took place one year after those with non-Asians, I subtracted a year from their given
age at time of conversation for accuracy in group comparison. The nearly three year
difference in mean ages between groups is interesting in light of the difference in tenure time at
the apparel plant between both groups. This may be partly explained by length of residence in
the area. With only a few exceptions, non-Asian displaced workers have lived in the
community, parish, or adjacent parishes surrounding the location of the apparel plant all their
lives. In comparison, the mean number of years of residency in this area for the Asian group is
10.5 years. All of the Asian displaced workers were bom in Laos or Vietnam, and immigrated
to the United States as older teenagers or adults.
Eighty-one percent of all displaced workers in this study have at least a twelfth grade
education. However, I believe caution is in order when interpreting educational attainment for
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of Displaced
Apparel Workers
Number

%

43

100.0

White

17

35.4

Black

13

27.1

Asian

18

37.5

Female

44

91.7

Male

4

8.3

20-24

2

4.2

25-34

16

33.3

35-44

20

41.6

45-54

8

16.7

55-64

2

4.2

Mamed

36

75.0

Single

8

16.7

Divorced

4

8.3

0-8 yrs

6

12.5

9-11 yrs

3

6.3

12 yrs

21

43.7

13-15 yrs

12

25.0

16

6

12.5

Total
Race

Sex

Age

Marital

Education

those displaced workers that are Asian, all of whom were educated in Laos or Vietnam, where
the educational system differs greatly from that of the U.S. That being said, there are
differences in educational attainment between Asian and non-Asian displaced workers. For
non-Asians, only one person had less than a 12thgrade education.
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In comparison, among Asian displaced workers, more than half of them have at least a 12th
grade education, but five completed six years of education or less. Today Vietnam reports
high levels of education among its citizenry, but these displaced workers have a mean age of
nearly forty years. The time period in which many were bom may help explain these
differences in educational attainment Zhou and Bankston (1998), in their study of the
Vietnamese Versailles Village of New Orleans, found that older Vietnamese women tend to
have low levels of educational achievement partly attributable to male-female relationships
found in Vietnam that impede the advancement of women.
Seventy-five percent of all 48 displaced workers are married, 16.7 percent are single,
and 8.3 percent are divorced. Differences between Asian and non-Asian groups in marital
status are quite small; in addition, all displaced workers either lived in this community or in
surrounding towns and rural areas.
Finally, I looked at the mean number of children between the groups. Asian displaced
workers have a mean of 1.9 children, and non-Asian a mean of 1.2 children. Both groups are
similar in that there are a number of respondents with no children at all, while some have as
many as four or five.
These demographics of displaced workers provide some statistical background data that
are necessary in understanding who constitutes this group. If someone were to ask me to
describe the “typical” displaced worker in this sample, I would respond that first of all, most of
the workers in this study held sewing positions at time of displacement Sewing was the most
prevalent position at the plant and according to informants, dominated by females. In this
study therefore, the “typical” displaced worker is a female in her thirties, with less than two
children, likely to have a 12th grade education, and seventy-five percent likely to be married.
Furthermore, race is about evenly split between white and Asian, with blacks constituting a
smaller percentage of the total. As I address various issues in this study, and begin the
process of inductive reasoning, I will at times re-examine these demographics when required.
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Secondary and Tertiary Sector Respondents
A total of thirty-one respondents representing secondary and tertiary oil and gas
industry support sectors are included in this sample. The sixteen respondents from the
secondary support sector for the oil and gas industry are located in numerous oil field services
groups that provide a variety of services that support primary activities. They include
companies engaging in air transportation (1), boat and barge rental (2), fabrication (2),
chemicals (2), drilling mud (2), pipe (2), fittings and valves (2), well logging (1), and those that
provide roustabouts and operators (2).
Fifteen representatives from tertiary support sectors include the following: banking (6),
legal services (2), accounting (4), real estate (1), appraisal (1), and abstracting (1).
Social Service Agencies
Most of the agencies that were contacted for information about their participation in
assisting displaced workers and their families are state agencies (7). There are four federal
agencies or programs that participated in efforts to ameliorate the consequences of the plant
closure. Five local social service agencies, or community-based programs are also included in
this study. The total number of programs and/or agencies represented in this study is sixteen.
Community Leaders
Four community leaders are included in this study: two are members of the parish
police jury and the other two are members of the local school board.
Issues
Numerous topics with many different responses arose during the guided conversations.
Before proceeding further with analyses of data, allow me to make one final point with respect
to the snowball sampling used with displaced workers. What snowball sampling does best is
provide the researcher with a good idea of the spectrum of responses that exists in the study
population (Gramling, Brabant Forsyth, and Palmer 1995). Estimating population frequencies
is not a strength of the snowball sampling technique. Rather, the frequency of responses to a
particular issue should be seen as an indicator of the number of times that the researcher
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encountered an issue, and not necessarily representative of the percentage of the population
that would raise that issue. In the following conversational excerpts with all respondents, I
present a range of responses encountered. I have included in this paper those that I believe
are particularly significant to understanding the issue from the respondent’s perspective and
actions subsequently taken.
Phases and Stages of Responses
In-depth analysis of guided conversations begins with the primary issue in this study,
the effects on displaced workers of the closure of the apparel plant, and their labor market
responses that followed. During guided conversations with workers, responses generally
suggested two phases: their initial reaction reflecting emotional feelings associated with the
apparel plant’s decision to close, which I refer to as phase 1; followed by phase 2, descriptions
of concrete actions or steps taken in response to the closure with definitive results or outcomes.
The following are excerpts reflecting both phases.
“Money-wise it hurt, but it was also a relief. I hated the job because it was too
much pressure, but the closure upset me. I think they gave our jobs to
overseas. When the plant closed, I was working part-time at [pizza
establishment]. After that, I began working full-time.’’
“I was disappointed that they made the decision to go overseas. People I'd
grown to know at the plant-my first thoughts were of them. I took a notary
course to challenge myself, and now I’m in school at [a university]."
“Devastated. We were just getting on our feet, and it was a big disappointment
when they made the announcement I was 3 months pregnant at the time, and
after they shut down I collected unemployment for 7 months.”
“I was upset because I don't know English. I just know a little. I’m afraid that
people won't hire me because I don't speak English too good [sic]."
“I’m a single parent and after I lost my job the father of my 2 oldest children
had to become financially responsible for them. Before the mill closed I was
working only part-time there, sc I got another small job to help pay bills. They
gave us vacation money, and I took that and paid off some of my bills. I had
filed for bankruptcy prior to the closure, and once I lost my job, my case was
dismissed. I eventually got my job at a pizza place, and I still work there."
“I actually quit in June because I was totally burned out After I quit work, I
stayed at home for awhile."
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‘ It was positive for me because I took advantage of everything the state had to
offer. I went back to school in drafting and design for 15 months, and got my
new job in another kind of plant using CAD/CAM.”
“I left in February 1997 because of rumors that it would be closing. I felt a lot
of stress during this time because of the uncertainty whether I would lose my
job or not I was forced to look for another job because of this uncertainty.
When I left I lost some of my independence from my husband since I earned a
lot less at my new job. Just like a lot of other women, I like to be
independent..! don’t like to ask my husband for money. I finally got on at Wal
M art”
“I planned to stay there until retirement There were a lot of rumors about the
plant shutting down before it actually did, so I started working 3 jobs. I left
before the closure because I didn’t want to be left without a job. I’m still
working 2 jobs.”
‘ I really didn’t know what I was going to do. I was scared and worried about
how the bills would be paid. I knew I could count on help from my parents or
my brother, but I didn’t want to do that I was on unemployment for about 3
months, and then I got the job I have now. I’m a cook.”
‘ I was sorry to see it close, but I’m not bitter-unlike a lot of others that I know.
I just decided it was time to retire...the unemployment benefits were
wonderful.”
”l was angry in a way but I was also happy that it was over. Working there was
very stressful. You had to reach a certain percentage each day and when you
reach it, they move up the percentage level."
‘ I was angry but it was time for me to retire anyway. It was an easy job once
you get used to it.”
‘ Financial problems. Two teenage sons in school and car notes with no
support from ex-husband. I very depress [sic], then took first job at market,
cleaning, cooking and stocking."
Phase 1 consists of immediate emotional reactions of displaced workers to anticipated
and actual job loss. They fell somewhere along a continuum ranging from anger to relief, fear,
worry, devastation, disappointment, and stress, depending upon displaced workers’ perceptions
of their situations. The length of this phase is unknown, and for the purposes of this study, are
secondary to phase 2. Beyond this immediate emotional reaction came phase 2, important
counteractions to job loss which are continually revealed throughout analyses of conversations.
In phase 2, workers spoke of obtaining post-displacement employment, attending vocationaltechnical programs or participating in other educational pursuits, collecting unemployment for a
period of time, or retiring.
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Of the forty-eight displaced workers in this study, eighty percent report being employed
at the time of guided conversations (two workers are retired and two are students; therefore
they are excluded from employment statistics). This may be surprising when considering the
circumstances: a large number of displaced workers with substantially similar skills and work
experiences seeking post-displacement employment in the same, fairly small rural community.
Still, nearly twenty percent of these displaced workers are unemployed. Before I proceed any
farther, let me state that I did not ask if they were actively seeking employment Nearly all who
are unemployed are also still receiving unemployment compensation, so I assume it likely they
are continuing to seek employment opportunities. The amount of unemployment is quite high
given the single digit unemployment rates the area and nation have experienced recently.
Upon closer examination, there are significant identifiable differences existing between
Asian and non-Asian displaced workers in their responses and labor market experiences after
the plant closure. All but two of the thirty non-Asian displaced workers report being employed
at the time the guided conversations took place, thus the unemployment rate found in this
group closely approximates local unemployment rates in general.
This did not hold for the eighteen displaced Asians. At the time of guided
conversation, nearly half report being unemployed, much higher than the regional average
which was well under ten percent Based on the literature review, I expected that these
workers would probably experience some difficulties in obtaining post-displacement
employment, and some more so than others, but I did not expect such a great difference
between these two groups of workers. I considered possible explanations for the differences in
employment between them given the one year difference in contacts with both groups. Could
this group of Asian displaced workers have found employment and then lost it by the time of
contact? This would definitely affect data for this group. That, however, is not an explanation
for the differences as none of the unemployed Asians reported such an experience.
Other factors must be considered as well. None of the Asian displaced workers report
having participated in any of the assistance and benefits available to them, with the exception
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of unemployment compensation benefits that they collected. No training, vocational-technical
programs, or any other kind of educational pursuit is reported by these workers. In comparison,
though some non-Asians participated in programs such as those just listed, almost half of that
group failed to complete their chosen programs because they dropped out Most non-Asian
displaced workers participating in such programs had not completed them at the time of guided
conversations. Hence, this too does not seem to be a plausible explanation for differences in
post-displacement employment between the two groups.
It is possible that a higher percentage of employable Asians, as compared to nonAsians, left the area in search of labor market opportunities elsewhere, though I have no data
to support that idea. While research has found that Vietnamese Americans cultivate close
family relations (Bankston and Zhou 1998), those family ties may not serve as strong
impediments to a greater need for financial well-being, which might be thought possible
through relocation.
Another explanation, which involves differences in mastery of the English language
could partly explain the differences. Most of the Asian displaced workers acknowledge that
their English language skills are poor. English proficiency was not a requirement for
employment at the apparel plant Because most of the jobs consisted of sewing, more
important characteristics necessary for this type of production work included consistency and
reliability in completion of piece-work. Several Asian displaced workers reported they had
attended English classes offered by an agency in the community in an effort to improve their
ability to communicate, but that they had stopped after only attending a short period of time.
Throughout the guided conversations with some members of this group, they would indicate
that this language barrier affects their lives. This is easy to understand as I too had difficulty
communicating, even with a translator present.
The problems of English proficiency can be explained in some part through linguistic
isolation. Zhou and Bankston III (1998) argue that linguistically isolated Vietnamese
neighborhoods in New Orleans, or enclaves, aggravate these problems, making English
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acquisition difficult In order to hold guided conversations with Asian displaced workers for this
study, I entered neighborhoods where a majority of coethnics (Vietnamese or Laotian)
appeared to reside. In these neighborhoods, linguistic isolation is an understandable byproduct
These findings of high Asian unemployment in this sample suggests concordance with
the Frisbie and Neidert (1977) study examining labor market experiences of three racially
different groups. In my study, as in theirs, three contending groups, Asians, Blacks, and
Whites, are essentially competing in the same arena for the same prize, employment Each
group is ranked differentially by employers seeking workers to fill available jobs. I would
expect that a group whose first language is one other than English, and which has fewer years
of formal education than other groups, is likely to be ranked lower. If a particular labor market
ranks whites, blacks, and Asians in that order, it is possible that blacks have an appreciable
advantage in the labor market over this particular group of Asian displaced workers. Waldinger
(1996) even suggests that white workers may try to keep out minority workers, fearing their jobs
will lose status if performed by a lower status group.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate what action(s) all forty-eight displaced workers took after
closure of the plant I identify up to three stages reported by workers in guided conversations,
each signifying a particular action and/or response. These stages consist of unemployment
vocational training or education; and/or post-displacement employment; and as can be seen in
both tables, the stages are temporally different for respondents; there is no particular order
among workers. Some workers’ experiences illustrate a linear progression from a period of
unemployment followed by training or education, and finally reemployment Examination of
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 also show some workers’ stages do not exhibit this type of (perhaps)
expected progression.
What is quite revealing about these re-employed workers is that three out of four found
post-displacement employment in service-producing industries, while the others are employed
in the goods-producing sector. Of those finding post-displacement employment in serviceproducing industries, most are employed in consumer services. These services are consistent
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Table 4.2 Stages of Responses by Non-Asian Displaced Apparel Workers
Stage 1

Stage 2

part-time fast food

full-time fast food

votech-Secretarial (Q)

unemployed 6 mos

Stage 3

services
fast food

cashier/convenience
Votech-CNA

Industry

services
services

census recruiter/ substitute
teacher

unemployed

Coliege Student
Votech-Med. Sect/.

Secretarial-hospital

services

Transferred to plant

goods

Notary Public course

College Student

Votech-LPN (Q)

Secretary

services

fast food

services

delivery driver

services

Retail cleric/cashier

services

fast food

babysitter

services

unemployed 1 month

delivery driver

services

unemployed 2 mos.

secretary

services

nursing home asst

services

Votech-drafting

Drafting-CAD/CAM

goods

unemployed 7 mos.

clerical/secretary

services

clerical

services

cleaning/catering

services

cashier

services

cashier

services

cashier

services

College student

Industrial Tech engr.

services

unemployed

Cook

services

part-time secretary

services

unemployed 2 mos.

Votech-receptionist (Q)

Cashier

unemployed 3 mos

college student (Q)

unemployed

unemployed 12 mos

retired

votech-computer applications

secretary

services

services

Q= Quit program/course
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Table 4.3 Stages of Responses by Asian Displaced Apparel Workers
Stage 1

Stage 3

Stage 2

Industry

cashier

services

fast food

services

oyster shucker

goods-agriculture

unemployed 24+ mos
unemployed 24+ mos
cashier

services

unemployed 24+ mos
unemployed 24+ mos
unemployed 24+ mos
unemployed 24+ mos
transferred to plant

goods

retired
unemployed 6 mos

tree planter/ nursery

goods-agriculture

oyster shucker

pepper picker

goods-agriculture

unemployed 24+ mos

production work (plastics co)

goods

cleaning

nursery work

goods-agriculture.

unemployed

unemployed 12 mos

production work (plastics co)

goods

with those I would expect to find as the result of an expanding oil and gas export sector.
Income generated from export sectors such as oil and gas, and manufacturing, stimulates local
services growth. There are increased needs for external services, requiring a steady supply of
labor. With this comes demand for new construction in housing, commercial, and public
structures to support the growing economy. As an example, Oberai (1978) suggests that where
manufacturing output is expanding (as was the case in this community at least until the mid
1990's), there is an employment multiplier which requires the expansion of central/local
government services as well as of commercial services.
The service sector is composed of a heterogenous mix of industries, but a major
structural characteristic of service industries is that, on the average, earnings are much lower
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when compared to wages in manufacturing industries even when controlling for human capital
characteristics (Montgomery and Wascher 1987), though Sassen (1990) argues manufacturing
wages may increasingly be approaching parity with services. Mellor (1987) finds that the
poorest paid members of the labor force are in the consumer service industries, in low-paying
clerical, sales, and service occupations (and where most workers in this study found post
displacement employment), though there are of course occupations and jobs within the service
industries that offer substantial wages and benefits. Employment in low-income consumer
services such as clerical, service, and sales is not surprising for this group of workers, given
that most of them held positions of low-skilled machine operators at the apparel plant
I did not specifically ask displaced workers to reveal present occupation or place of
employment, though most voluntarily discussed in general, their present job(s). I also did not
ask them to compare their present earned income with that earned while at the apparel plant,
but it usually became part of the conversation because one issue they did discuss was how
their present job compares to the job they held at the apparel plant Though I address job
comparison in more detail later in this paper, in terms of wages, re-employed workers
commented about the lower wages they were now receiving in comparison to wages received
at the apparel plant not surprising according to research.
Although this is a general assessment of post-displacement employment outcomes, it
appears that several of the questions posed in Chapter 1 have been answered. These workers,
with few exceptions, are not employed in any sectors of the oil and gas industry. I will discuss
that issue more completely in the next section. Most workers finding post-displacement
employment did so in the service industries, and for non-Asians, the local economy did indeed
absorb them, albeit in lower-paying jobs. Those displaced workers who are of Asian origin
have not been so lucky. Using queuing theory as a framework enables us to see the ranking
and sorting process in motion as different race-gender groups of workers lose jobs, face
unemployment, find new jobs, and gain or lose a foothold in the job market (Spalter-Roth and
Deitch 1999).
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Other factors that I considered that might influence workers’ incentives to quickly
obtain post-displacement employment are financial responsibilities, such as having children
that require financial support This does not appear to be a factor, instead, most of the
unemployed workers who are not attending school, or who have not retired, have at least one
minor child residing at home. Therefore, the presence of children may have a stronger impact
on post-displacement labor market participation, rather than any financial responsibilities
associated with them. When I examine how the families of displaced workers were affected by
the plant closure, as I will later in this study, another factor, that of “assistance* from families,
appears to play an important role in post-displacement employment
Before I leave this issue, it has been shown that individuals who face greater financial
needs and a more pessimistic view of the job market should be more likely to take the first job
they can get rather than hold out for a better alternative. If they are not hopeful about their
abilities and their future job prospects, they may jump at less-than-satisfactory opportunities
because they fear nothing else will come along (Leana and Feldman 1995). It is possible that
this could explain some post-displacement employment in this study as well, and this I discuss
in the last chapter.
Unfortunately, the effect of networking by workers in obtaining post-displacement
employment is not captured in this study. Although one in four workers reported they obtained
new jobs because of someone they know, this topic was not specifically addressed during the
guided conversations. It is therefore possible that at least some of the others who are
employed would have reported this had I probed. In a small community such as this, I would
expect it likely that word-of-mouth may have at least indirectly steered more of these workers
toward potential job opportunities. Acquaintances (weak ties) were found by Granovetter
(1974) to be an important resource in making possible mobility opportunity. I will discuss the
importance of networking in the hiring process more completely later in this chapter.
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Employment in the Oil and Gas Industry
It has already been shown that seventy-five percent of all reemployed workers in this
study found post-displacement employment in the service sectors. A major concern in this
study is the role the oil and gas industry plays in their lives. These respondents live in an area
deeply enmeshed in an industry which, in times of expansion, promises increased employment
opportunities, thus offering the possibility of ameliorating negative economic consequences
experienced by displaced workers and their families. First, in order to get an idea of how
“connected* they are to the oil and gas industry, displaced workers were asked whether anyone
in their household was presently employed in any sector of the oil and gas industry. Fully onethird of the forty-eight respondents answered in the affirmative, including four workers who
themselves successfully obtained employment in the industry. Therefore, I know that at least
four displaced workers have been successful in looking for post-displacement employment in
the oil and gas industry. But after plant closure, did any respondents other those four seek
such employment in that industry, and if not, why did they not? First let me state that none of
the displaced workers reported that they, or a member of their househofd, had sought
employment in the industry and had been unsuccessful in the attempt Other than the four
already noted, only one other displaced worker offered that a household member, a son who
had quit school to work at the Port of Iberia to pay car notes, had actively sought employment
in the industry after the plant closure. Therefore, closure of the apparel plant did not prompt
other household members to seek employment in the industry.
Of the four workers who were successful in obtaining post-displacement employment in
the oil and gas industry, none are Asian; three are females who were hired as secretarial staff
(administrative support) in the secondary support sector; and the fourth individual, a male, is
employed in the secondary support sector as an engineering technician after obtaining an
Associate Degree in Industrial Technology at a four-year college. Two of these females report
that their husbands, also employed in the secondary support sector of the industry, assisted
them in obtaining their jobs.
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Why did the remaining displaced workers that are not retired fail to seek employment
in this industry? It must be noted that this issue was discussed in very general terms. I made
no attempt to query displaced workers about specific jobs or occupations that exist within the
industry, and which ones they might have sought There were a number of different responses
on this question, including the following.
“No, I didn’t have the skills or the desire to look there.”
“No. I don’t have the training to make a decent salary. No oil company is
going to hire anyone without some skills.”
“No, I don’t speak English well. They won’t hire me.”
“No, my husband didn’t want me to go in that work environment”
“I took some time off before deciding to go back to school. There was no
hurry.”
“No, I don’t have or know anyone there to help me get a job.”
“No, I don’t think they’ll hire women."
“No, I don’t think females fit in that field. I see and know of males working
there only."
“Well, I was already working part-time at Godfather's Pizza, so once we were_
let go, they gave me more hours.”
As the above excerpts show, reasons given by workers included lack of interest in
seeking employment in the oil and gas industry; having a job already lined up or knowing what
kind of job they wanted to seek; wanting to attend vo-tech or some other educational institution;
and concern that they lacked the skills, education, or credentials necessary for employment in
the industry.
That some displaced workers had no interest in seeking employment in this industry
suggests they are making a definitive labor market choice. Queuing theory suggests that a
supply-side queue exists when workers rank jobs as suitable or not, and though these displaced
workers did not specifically refer to particular jobs within the oil and gas industry, their
responses suggest the existence of some type of queue because they appear to rank the oil
and gas industry in general as unsuitable for employment possibilities.
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As noted, the average age of these forty-eight displaced workers is thirty-eight years.
Most of these individuals have resided all of their lives in an area in which the oil and gas
industry became a dominant player in the economy, providing labor market opportunities far
surpassing other industries in the region. Literature from oil and gas research implies that
development and saturation of the industry along the Louisiana gulf coast was accomplished
through ever-expanding labor market opportunities for males, and as England and Browne
(1992) suggest life-long socialization reinforces tendencies consistent with gendered identities,
including appropriate employment Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that these (mostly)
females report having no interest in the industry in general as a potential labor market
opportunity.
Other responses were those centering around human capital they recognize as lacking
that disqualify them from consideration for such employment Deficiencies in English; having
no experience in the field; and belief that “those kinds of companies won't hire women that
don’t know how to do the work”, are examples of such responses. Furthermore, some state it
never occurred to them to seek post-displacement employment in the oil and gas industry.
Thus, many of these workers recognize that the characteristics they possess are those that are
probably not preferred by the oil and gas industry, a supply-side response to perceived
demand-side requirements.
It is interesting that although some workers recognize personal limitations in job quests,
at least for this particular industry, very few of them decided to seek training or education that
might presumably enhance their employment options. Because labor queues exist, and this
study suggests that workers are cognizant of that fact, one has to ask how (or if) these
displaced workers expect to move up in the queue without acquiring skills that may provide for
that upward mobility. Again, if some individuals perceive outside constraints on their labor
market opportunities, they may actually have less of an incentive to engage in behaviors that
could result in expanded opportunities. This helps explain limited workshop attendance as well.
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Actions of these workers, at least as reported up to this point suggest the supply-side factor
assumes an important role in their post-displacement employment decisions.
What is significant is that the majority of these displaced workers, ninety-two percent of
whom are female, appears to be completely eliminating an entire industry as a potential
opportunity. Instead, they have opted for employment in other industries that likely have arisen
due to expansion of the oil and gas industry in the region. As I previously stated, it is the
industry that is the issue, not those occupations or jobs found within the industry, in any
particular sector. Specific occupations and jobs were not discussed with the exception of the
four workers who now work in the industry. Though the oil and gas industry is overwhelmingly
comprised of occupations and jobs dominated by males (particularly in the primary and
secondary sectors), there are positions in the tertiary sectors in which I expect to find more
females than males. Implications of this are found in Chapter 5.
Community Perceptions of Displaced Workers
Thus far, I have looked at responses and actions of displaced workers after plant
closure in this rural community. I now assess how others in the community perceive these
displaced workers from the apparel plant One of the reasons I believe this is an important
issue is because other respondents include those who are in positions to either offer post
displacement employment to apparel plant workers, or who may be able to positively affect
displacement experiences in other ways. Therefore, respondents discussed where they
thought most displaced workers “went” after the plant closed. Possibilities that were suggested
included job training to leam a new trade, educational pursuits, post-displacement employment,
transfer to a similar plant in nearby communities, unemployment, and migration from the area.
Because it is important to understand what the community thought about the possible
consequences of plant closure on displaced workers, I sought opinions from all ninety-nine
respondents in all groups on this subject, not just displaced workers themselves. The reason I
asked displaced workers to offer opinions on this subject is because I wanted to ascertain what
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they themselves thought in general, about others in identical circumstances. Again there was a
wide range of opinions on this issue.
Many respondents in this study offered their opinion that most displaced workers
participated in some type of retraining through vocational-technical schools or other
educational institutions, for the purposes of learning new trades and development of skills.
Those programs specifically mentioned by respondents include nursing and nurses aides,
clerical/secretarial, and cosmetology. Not unexpectedly, those who mentioned specific types of
programs were either displaced workers themselves or individuals affiliated with social service
agencies, which included vocational-technical schools and JTPA programs. Based on these
responses, it would seem that the other two groups of respondents, those from the secondary
and tertiary support sector of the oil and gas industry, and community leaders, had only a
vague idea of the types of training and/or programs displaced workers might have been offered
and gone through.
A caveat is in order here: in my opinion, the community leaders with whom I held
guided conversations were no more knowledgeable about the plant closure or its possible
consequences than anyone else. However, I held no guided conversations with those
community leaders on the city council, whom I would expect to be quite knowledgeable about
the issue. Too, it is also likely that unless those in the second and tertiary support sectors knew
displaced workers personally, the only information they had about the plant closure was from
the media and second-hand information from other community members. While newspapers
published information on specific types of programs available to displaced workers,
respondents from secondary and tertiary support sectors would not necessarily remember
them.
There were more interesting findings on this topic of “where” displaced workers went, or
what happened to them after plant closure. Some respondents in the study believed or knew
firsthand that some workers transferred to other plants in the surrounding area, suggesting that
negative economic effects of displacement might have been lessened for those transferred,
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assuming comparable wages at the new location. Yet in discussing that issue with this study’s
two displaced workers that actually transferred to other locations of the same apparel
manufacturer, they revealed that doing so didn’t always guarantee the same wages they had
been earning.
“I still work at [the plant] in [another community], but I earn a lot less money.
My job in retail is uncertain and less predictable. All of the goods packaged at
this location are produced overseas and shipped to this plant for distribution.”
“Some of them are working at the plant in [another location] through [a temp
agency], earning minimum wage.”
They were not the only two to suggest that workers transferring to other locations
ended up financially worse off due to lower wages and fewer or nonexistent benefits. I heard
this several times in the course of this study. Lower wages and few benefits suggest that one
way the company continued to cut costs yet maintain an adequate labor force in the region was
to offer available positions as temporary part-time positions only, through an employment
agency. In this manner, hourly wages can be kept low, and fewer benefits have to be offered.
The corporate office of this apparel plant employed various methods of ensuring a
supply of labor for its many locations prior to closures. A former divisional manager at the
plant where this study takes place indicated that most employees resided in the same parish in
which the plant was located, and then went on to say,
"In fact, as time went by, all applications were reviewed as to location of their
residences. They weren’t hired if they didn't live in [that same] parish. This
was done because the plant had a labor shortage in [adjoining parish] where
their other plant was located. People were driving to this location. By only
hiring residents of this parish, they hoped to solve their problem in the other
one.”
As an aside, I spoke with the temporary employment agency through which employment at
other locations is offered, and though little information was forthcoming, they did confirm that
one apparel plant in the region uses their services when hiring.
On this same issue, some respondents offered their opinion that displaced workers had
trouble finding jobs, or found whatever jobs they could get and at lower wages than those at the
apparel plant Even those who thought workers might have accepted offers of trade school or
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other forms of education still thought resulting job outcomes were less than what they expected
or hoped for. This again suggests that financial need and uncertainty about labor market
opportunities may result in accepting the first job offer that comes along, as Leana and
Feldman (1995) found. Nearly all who held this opinion were themselves displaced, and again,
this is not surprising.
Are there differences of opinions between Asian workers, non-Asian workers, and
respondents from the secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry about
where displaced workers went after plant closure? Looking at responses between groups, I
believe there are. First, non-Asian displaced workers’ views on this subject illustrate the
uncertainty associated with post-displacement employment and rewards resulting from job
training.
“Some of them went through school or training only to get jobs that paid
minimum wage. I know one person who drives a garbage truck earning $45 a
day instead of the $100 she used to make. I know some of them are working
at the mill in [another location], earning minimum wage because they got on
through [temporary agency].”
“The majority of them went to school because the plant paid for it They didn’t
have a choice, especially if they didn’t have any education, but nothing they
trained for probably pays as well as what they had at the plant.”
‘ I’d say 85 to 90 percent of plant employees were probably women and most of
them were single mothers. Most managers were women too, and most went to
school. Those who had to work in order to pay bills, did. I know some got
retail jobs and some started working for themselves cleaning houses. No one
really moved away from the area because husband’s are usually unwilling to
move because of wive’s careers. Those that went to school don’t know if the
money will be there long enough for them to finish their programs...and then
some have finished school but can’t find jobs..like for medical records. I
believe there are jobs for these people in Lafayette, but some just don’t want to
drive there."
“Most went to school or transferred to the [other] plant or went to work at
[another plant]. I know that some who graduated from school with me in May
still haven't found jobs and are struggling to pay bills. There are more who’ll
graduate soon and they might not find a job.”
“Transfers were offered on a seniority basis, and some took them up on the
offer. Others went to school, but I think the majority went to work at WalMart
and local businesses in the area. Everyone was offered a certificate good for
24 months that would pay tuition for training or school. But for anyone who
decided to go through a program that was longer than 2 years, like a 4 year
program at [college], the certificate was good for only the last 2 years of the
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program. They did this to make sure no one would go just 2 years and then
quit halfway.9
‘The younger ones were more likely to go to school, but the older ones didn’t
want to do that. They either looked for another job or stayed home. I know
some transferred to the [plant].”
A lot of them couldn’t afford to be without a job, so they took lower paying jobs
in the area. Some of them went to school though.”
“The average person is “set” from this area...they have family ties so they
aren't looking to go anywhere. I’d say probably 20% took a few months to
ponder their future...the average person tried to get into areas close to home,
so they took jobs paying less.”
“Some tried to get odds and ends jobs, or ended up going to other plant
locations. Some ended up peeling crawfish or cleaning houses.”
When I examine the responses on this subject from Asian displaced workers, there are
similarities with non-Asians in that some mention retraining and transfers to other plants in the
area as being part of the answer to where displaced workers went after the closure, but there
are also two noticeable differences. First, though a few believe some displaced workers had
gone through or were going through a training/educational program, none of them had done so
themselves. More interesting, until guided conversations with those of Asian origin were held,
only one respondent in the study had offered agriculture, forestry or fisheries as an
employment option, when offering an opinion on where displaced workers went In
comparison, of those conversations held with Asian displaced workers, many suggested this
type of employment as an answer to where workers went after displacement This may reflect
their Southeast Asian culture, and early and young childhood socialization, where females have
traditionally labored in such areas in rural areas. It may also illustrate a preference they
recognize among coethnics in performing work their former culture was likely to label as
“female.” Clearly, differences exist between the two groups of displaced workers, Asian and
non-Asian, in their perceptions of where workers went
“One person I know now works at a gas station. But I hear some have picked
peppers at the plant in New lberia...what is called Avery Island?”
“Some relocated to [plant] and others went search [sic] for new jobs. Some
peel...crawfish."
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“The people my age probably just stay home now, but the younger ones...help
with shrimping. They do whatever needs ...done.'
"Most stayed home with their young children. Others went to work at seafood
plants and pepper fields.'
[Nurseryj in Aiexandria...owned by Laotian.”
Opinions on this issue from respondents in the secondary and tertiary oil and gas
sectors differed from those of displaced workers, and their opinions appear to be more
optimistic in terms of outcomes than those of most displaced workers, with some exceptions.
“Most went back to school and learned a trade. I have a friend who was laid
off ...went to school, became a hairdresser, and has her own business.'
“Most got training and some are now working at the local hospital as nurses. It
seems as if others found new jobs.'
“I know someone who went to work at the Tabasco plant and 2 people who
went to work for the jewelry company in Lafayette.”
“From what my office worker says, it sounds like a lot of them went through
some kind of training programs so they could get better paying jobs. I know
though, that my company pays our part-time worker who went through vo-tech
less money per hour than what she was making at the plant so go figure.”
“They went back to welfare and unemployment"
“Some are still in school and I think they’ll find jobs because they’re good
workers. They were in need of training because the jobs they had at the plant
were routine manufacturing jobs that didn’t require much thinking. They
needed to leam how to think. People want to hire them once they are retrained
since they know they’re good employees. Five percent unemployment doesn’t
mean there aren’t jobs...there are plenty jobs available for these workers.”
Finally, two responses from those representing social service agencies follow:
“I don’t think that all of the employees found employment...those that did were
probably in the fast food industry. Even fast food industry jobs are limited and
those without a college degree have an especially hard time finding jobs in the
area. Even those with a college degree have trouble. Individuals without
vehicles are especially limited because they have a difficult time finding
transportation to jobs in surrounding areas.”
“I’m not really sure, but probably different places. At the time [the plant]
closed, Wal-Mart started staying open 24 hours and the highway department
started hiring a lot of people since a lot of construction began at that time. I
think [plant] workers, both men and women, found jobs in those 2 places.”
Analyses of this issue suggest that displaced workers as a group are more pessimistic
in terms of what happened to former coworkers when compared to the statements of
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respondents in oil and gas secondary and tertiary support sectors. It is logical to assume that
displaced workers have a better understanding of the issue, since not only are they directly
impacted by the plant closure, they also are associated with innumerable individuals going
through the same experience. The opinions of displaced workers on this topic of where others
went reflect their own experiences.
Perceptions of Employability in the Oil and Gas Industry
I have already shown that only four workers sought post-displacement employment in
the oil and gas industry. The perceived likelihood that other displaced workers found
employment in the industry was an issue discussed in guided conversations with all 99
respondents, seeking all opinions as to whether or not they thought that any workers might
have been hired after plant closure by companies located in the oil and gas industry. I believe
these responses go directly to the core of queuing theory, because they so clearly reflect the
ranking and sorting processes queuing recognizes.
First, let me address the responses of the displaced workers on this issue of others’
post-displacement employment The following are excerpts from a range of responses of nonAsian workers.
Tm not sure. I know the majority of workers had high school diplomas or less,
so they had few skills. Some people did apply for jobs at these companies but
they were not hired, and the employers wouldn’t give specific reasons why this
was the case.”
“I doubt that the women would’ve even wanted that so they probably didn’t
even try.”
“No, the majority of the [plant] employees were women, average age probably
early 30's. Their physical and technical skills wouldn’t be adequate for work in
the oil industry.”
“I don’t know the answer to that, but I don’t think so. A lot of the oil and gas
companies hire mostly men. Women probably wouldn’t try to work at those
companies.”
“I don't know, probably not without any training. But, it’s possible, because the
state offered incentives to companies...they would pay 50% of their salaries for
6 months if they’d hire [plant] workers.”
“I don’t know of anyone who was employed by an oil or gas company. Most of
the people there were looking for good jobs but thought that the oil industry
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would require more skills than they had. Also, those jobs in the industry that
require few skills are not the kinds of jobs one sees women doing. You don’t
see many female roustabouts.*
“Yes, they hired me, but I don't know of any others. I had to go to [college] to
get a degree before I got the job I have now.”
“No. Why would a company in the oil business want to hire uneducated
workers like those from [the plant]? Most of the workers there barely had high
school educations, and I’m not sure they were all literate.”
“I have no idea.”
Asian displaced workers also offered opinions as to whether or not displaced workers
might have been hired by oil and gas companies.
“Yes, I have seen men hired at the Port of Iberia. I haven’t seen any female
friends there.”
“I don’t think they hire women-just men."
“Yes, as long as they are willing to Iearn.”
“Yes, I don’t see why they won’t hire former [plant] workers.”
“Yes, I think they would if you have experience in it just like any other job.”
There are similarities and dissimilarities between these two groups. While many
displaced workers say they do not know, others believe displaced workers probably were not
employed in the oil and gas industry because they lack training, skills, or expertise. Again the
issue is raised of female unsuitability to most jobs within the oil and gas industry and a lack of
desire to work there (under the assumption that most displaced workers from the apparel plant
are female).
The responses of the forty-eight displaced workers definitively point to the awareness
of queues. The argument I make in this paper is that queuing operates on the labor market
decisions of both employers and employees. The job queue occurs when workers rank jobs as
suitable or not, along with an assumption that employers will give first preference to those most
qualified. Similar to the findings of Spalter-Roth and Deitch (1999) I argue these displaced
workers settle for perceived employer rankings and take the best job they think they can get
rather than apply for one they think they cannot What is revealing here, are the opinions and
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perceptions of these workers toward finding employment in the oil and gas industry in general.
Again, specific occupations and jobs are not mentioned. The accuracy of these is exemplified
in the next set of responses from representatives of the oil and gas industry.
As previously stated, I discussed this issue with all respondents in the study; whether
they thought any companies in the oil and gas industry might have hired displaced workers.
The following are responses of representatives of secondary and tertiary support sectors in
addressing the issue. [I have identified each excerpt as either secondary or tertiary responses.]
“If they did, it was probably very few. The majority were women who wouldn’t
want to work in the oil field...they weren’t qualified and there wasn't much work
they would want to perform anyway. It’s dirty work." [tertiary]
“I doubt it, unless they did janitorial work or secretarial work. They probably
didn’t have the skills necessary, and if they’d been interested in working for
that kind of company, they’d be employed there rather than [the plant]."
[tertiary]
“I don’t know how well they’d fit, if what I’ve heard is true, most of the plant’s
workers were women, and very few of them work in the oilfield." [tertiary]
“When the plant closed, there was a mini boom in the oil field. Many of the
male workers got jobs lifting and driving in the industry...females, on the other
hand, are probably not working in the industry because they lack the skills
required by those companies." [tertiary]
“I know several former plant workers, and think they’re unsuited for most jobs
in the oil field because they’re uneducated and unskilled. If they get some sort
of re-education or developed their skills, then it’s possible, of course. But for
most of them, probably not I don’t think the oil field would’ve taken any overt
action to help them out It’s not their way." [tertiary]
“Some of the more motivated workers went to work as hot shot drivers for oil
companies." [tertiary]
“Certainly, if the individual had the necessary skills and education. I have no
real idea whether this happened, but it’s plausible, [tertiary]
“I don’t think they did because these companies hire different kinds of workers.
Most of the plant workers were women and most of the oil jobs are offshore.
It’s not that employers wouldn’t hire women...some women do work offshore.
But women usually do not want to work offshore.” [secondary]
“They probably wouldn’t want to work for companies like ours because the jobs
are usually in the heat’ [secondary]
“I think so, but just like anybody else, they have to be suited to the job.”
[secondary]
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‘Most plant workers were women who were trained to work there. They didn’t
have oil and gas industry skills.' [secondary]
“It is possible in the larger companies that hire less skilled workers such as
roustabouts or clerical workers.” [secondary]
‘No idea. Maybe clerical? I don’t think they’d be suited from what I understand
of the people who work at [the plant].' [secondary]
Many of the representatives of secondary and tertiary sectors had no idea whether oiland gas-related companies hired displaced workers. Those that thought it unlikely, raise issues
that include displaced workers as having no qualifications, being uneducated, unskilled and
unsuited for employment in the industry. For some, it was a possible scenario, but only in
positions involving clerical, manual, or unskilled labor. Finally, others responded negatively
about the issue, specifically in terms of gender issues, for example: “women don't apply here”;
“women don’t want to work offshore”; and “women don’t want to work in the oilfield.” Some of
these responses that try to explain why women probably do not find employment in the industry
are very general in nature: the work (a) is dirty; (b) involves lifting and driving; (c) is offshore;
and (d) takes place in the heat As I show in the next section, these opinions tend to reflect the
hiring practices of their own companies.
Queuing again is strongly evident here. These respondents who are themselves
employed in the secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, most of
whom are human resources personnel, are confirming the existence of a ranking and sorting
process that exists within the industry. Yet they also mention the actions of those on the supply
side—females choose not to seek employment in the industry for a number of reasons. But
some of their responses suggest a perpetuation of certain stereotypical beliefs, namely that
females are unwilling or unlikely to seek employment in jobs that are “dirty, out-of-doors, or
physically demanding.” Cohn (2000) argues that those who say females do not work in certain
settings because the work is dirty or physical, fail to take into consideration that females
routinely do dirty and physical work. At home, they are more likely than men to change a
baby’s dirty diaper, clean toilets, or mop spills. Jobs that involve cleaning, wherever the
location, are undertaken by many females. They frequently work in the helping professions,
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cleaning up after the elderly and infirmed. Some work as lab technicians, processing samples
of urine and stools. These examples of Cohn (2000) make it difficult to see the cultural
objection to hiring women in settings where work is perceived as being dirty.
Networking in the Secondary and Tertiary Sectors
Taking this issue forward and expanding on it, I asked each respondent in the
secondary and tertiary support sectors to tell me about how their company usually hires most
new employees. This is another important issue in determining possible constraints, or
opportunities, confronting not only displaced workers, or other family members, but the supply
of labor in general. By examining perspectives that differ from those of individuals seeking
employment, I have uncovered some interesting results, particularly with regard to the role of
networking and the differences between secondary and tertiary support sectors.
Most of those representing the sixteen companies located in the secondary support
sector of the oil and gas industry that I contacted believe that networking serves as an
important and intrinsic feature of their hiring process. There were only a few who hire new
employees through newspaper ads, radio, or what they refer to as “walk ins.° Following are
secondary sector responses to my inquiry about this subject
“By word of mouth mostly. There are many competing businesses with
employees who come to us when they’re unhappy with their job...service techs
rotate from job to job.”
“I think contacts of our employees with other companies’ employees brings in
most of the new applicants we get “
“...They hear from friends when we’re hiring.”
“We usually hire by word of mouth.”
“Sometimes they hear through the grapevine that we have positions open, so
they come in.”
“Applicants walk in and apply...usually we get people daily.”
“We advertise in the newspaper....”
Because networking appears to be an important factor in introducing a prospective
employee to a new job opportunity (at least as suggested by these respondents), displaced
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workers who have no family members employed in the secondary sector, especially females,
may be again less likely to consider employment opportunities there, let alone be hired.
However, Granovetter (1974,1995) finds that workers commonly use informal search
strategies and that employers actually prefer these strategies because they provide more
information about job candidates. This networking factor also suggests that queuing theory,
which posits that employers hire those that resemble their favored workers for particular
positions, and recruit them through networks that favor the race, ethnicity, or gender of those
already employed (Reskin 1998; Waldinger 1996) is correct in assuming race and gender are
crucial sorting mechanisms for hiring, promotion, and pay.
In comparison to responses from the secondary sector, only one respondent in the
tertiary sector mentioned networking techniques as having significance in the hiring process.
Respondents from the tertiary sector report they are more likely to advertise in the newspaper,
accept “walk-in” applications, or recruit at a nearby university. That being said, there were also
comments that these firms seldom hire, in fact one bank reported it had not hired anyone in 10
years.
“We don't hire many people because ifs just a small company. I do get walkins on occasion.”
“We recruit through the [university] placement center.”
“People usually walk in and fill out applications and give us their resumes. We
keep the applications and resumes and call them when jobs are available. But
we also ask employees to refer people. If we can't find anyone, then we'll go
through an employment agency, and as a last resort, we’ll place an ad in the
newspaper.”
“All of our employees have been here for at least 10 years.”
“We seldom hire, but sometimes we do hire part-time [university] students that
are majoring in accounting during peak times...”
“Individuals usually walk-in and fill out applications. We also place
advertisements in the paper and have a job hotline.”
As indicated in responses from this group of tertiary sector respondents, it is not
necessarily who you know that determines whether you have an advantage in the application
and subsequent hiring process. But caution should again be used in interpreting these
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responses. Tertiary support sector respondents in this study are comprised of very small
establishments, businesses or practices that hire a small number of people, and I am not sure a
meaningful conclusion in regards to hiring practices can be drawn from this sample.
While on the issue of hiring practices, I discussed with these thirty-one respondents in
the secondary and tertiary sector whether their companies’ had actually hired any displaced
workers, in any positions. Again, responses varied, but with this issue, there were far more
similarities between sectors, than differences. For that reason, I have combined them in my
analysis. Only four respondents out of the total of thirty-one reported they hired displaced plant
workers; two of them prior to the actual closure, and the other two hired displaced workers after
those individuals completed their vo-tech training. However, many of these thirty-one
companies responded that at the time of the plant closure, they either weren’t hiring, or they
hire infrequently all of the time. Not surprisingly, as I pointed out in the previous section, many
of the same kinds of opinions are appearing in this issue, as appeared when 1asked them if
they thought any other oil- and gas-related companies hired workers from the apparel plant.
Again, chief among them are responses addressing gender, skills, experience, and education;
none of them address networking issues.
“Just like anybody else, they have to be suited to the Job. The guy working in
the gravel yard had some experience from another company like ours, and our
part-time office worker went through the vo-tech school for office work.”
[secondary]
“No, because they ....don’t have the right skills." [secondary]
“I wanted to hire some ...workers but no one applied for a job. Even if they had
applied for a job here, they probably wouldn’t have had the necessary skills.
Our jobs require specific skills, [secondary]
“[The plant] was a sweat shop and the workers there didn’t have the skills to
work in a bank." [secondary]
“Most of the employees at [the plant] were women. Most of our jobs are
offshore. Women either don’t want these jobs or are not allowed to work
them.” [secondary]
“Most of the [plant] workers were women and most of our jobs are in
warehousing, trucking, clerical, and safes. Our sales people are all chemical
engineers and women generally do not want the warehousing and trucking
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jobs. The clerical jobs, for which women are more likely to apply, do not turn
over. Our newest clerical worker has been here for 6 years.” [secondary]
"Our company is located in Intracoastal, for starters. Secondly, most of our
employees are men. We look for certain skills, and although women may have
them or be willing to leam, they usually don’t want to work outside in the yard.
Ifs rough and sometimes dangerous work.” [secondary]
Assistance from Agencies
I have devoted quite a number of pages to displacement experiences of apparel plant
workers, what happened to them, how successful were they in obtaining employment, and
ascertaining what role the oil and gas industry had in their experiences (almost none). Now I
address responses of those connected with social service agencies in how they aided displaced
workers.
At the beginning of this chapter I briefly described types of assistance available to
displaced workers. As I describe experiences of workers in this paper as told to me, I
recognize that few workers who are part of this sample participated in training or educational
pursuits. Therefore, guided conversations with representatives of social service agencies in
the community and state offer information on how they assisted (any) displaced workers from
the apparel plant who came to their agencies. As explained in Chapter 3 ,1have combined a
number of different agencies and programs into this category. It includes agencies that offer
financial and social services; and programs for job training and vocational technical schools.
My interest in these agencies focuses especially on programs that offer specific training
courses or classes, and/or subsidize educational pursuits at community, or four year colleges.
I have already determined that of the forty-eight displaced workers in this study, only
eleven report having participated in vocational-technical programs or attending college, but
almost half of those had dropped out at the time of guided conversation. The following
excerpts from respondents with agencies or schools offering such programs provide examples
of choices some displaced workers made.
"Employees who were interested in any Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
services....[had] case managers ....certify them for eligibility. We would pay for
the costs of going to school as long as the workers started within 2 years of the
layoff. Through Job Service, employees could apply for unemployment
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insurance. They were eligible for 6 months of unemployment insurance from
the state. Additionally, the Trade Readjustment Act (TRA) provided federal
dollars for extended unemployment benefits that lasted an additional 6 to 12
months. Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA), also offered by Job Service,
paid for transportation costs associated with education if the employee had to
travel over a minimum number of miles. JTPA used Title III dislocated worker
money to allow the local technical college to provide special nursing and
computer courses. Twelve [plant] workers entered the nursing program and 28
entered the computer program. W e also paid for an additional 104 to attend
other schools or other programs at the technical college, and funds also paid
for tuition, books, and for 41 of those attending school, child care expenses.”
“The first batch of LPN’s from [the plant] just graduated in May and they’ll be
taking their board exams soon. In 6 months we’ll know better whether they are
placed in jobs. Others went into the Computer Specialist program. They have
graduated and placement has been a little more difficult since they are
graduating more people at one time. Those that went into Cosmetology
passed their exams and are working. The majority of the [plant] workers
finished the courses they began, and although some did drop out the
completion rate is higher than the school’s normal completion rate. We'll know
better in 6 months whether [plant] employees have been placed in jobs. Some
may have gone to a four year college, but most had to work. A couple of the
employees that left the college before completion had to do so because they
needed to work to make money. There’s still some anxiety about whether or
not those that are still in school will get jobs once they finish their degree
requirements. Those in the clerical program may have more difficulty than
those in other programs since there are fewer clerical jobs than other jobs,
especially in the medical field. Even if [plant] workers get other jobs, they may
not be as satisfied with them since they pay less, and some workers may need
to move out of the area to get jobs. But people from this area don't usually
want to move away since they’re very close to their families.”
“For many, [the plant] was a second family income. But for the majority, it was
the primary source of income. We tried to get data on how many employees
were single heads of household but [the plant] didn’t respond to our inquiry.
Less than 10 workers left the state...we know this from unemployment claims
filed from other states. Many of those who decided to retrain are still in
courses since many of the courses last 2 years. Those that are still in school
have run out of TAA and TRA since 1 Y* years have passed. They have to do
without unemployment insurance during the last 6 months of their programs.
In addition to those at the technical college, some are currently attending USL,
LSU-E, and Lafayette General’s nursing school. Some are finishing school
now, and some went to work elsewhere.”
The above excerpts provide specific information on various types of programs and
assistance that were available to the displaced workers, and gives an estimate of the number
that availed themselves of the programs offered. It appears that, at least at the time this study
was conducted, the majority of all displaced workers from this apparel plant have not taken
advantage of what was available. As has been shown, that is certainly true for this sample of
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forty-eight displaced workers. Findings of Spalter-Roth and Deitch (1995) show that for women
and men of all races, higher levels of education and occupational skill or status are important
assets in facing post-displacement job search, though no protection against gender and racial
inequities in reemployment Even so, for displaced workers in this study, failure to take
advantage of available programs may have negatively affected their reemployment options.
But beyond the obvious, I examine the kinds of training programs and courses that
were made available. The types of classes or programs mentioned throughout these guided
conversations include nursing programs to produce Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN’s) or
Certified Nursing Assistants (CNA’s); cosmetology; clerical/secretarial; and business computer
applications, to produce basic computer proficiency. In my opinion, with the exception of the
program producing LPN’s, none of the other mentioned classes offered through vocationaltechnical school are going to produce workers with skills that will enable them to obtain entrylevel jobs with the possibility of comparable wages as those received from the apparel plant
These are not the only programs offered through the local vocational-technical school by any
means, yet they are the only programs that are discussed in guided conversations, and the only
ones written up in the local newspaper in connection with these displaced workers.
I spoke with a vocational counselor at the local vocational-technical school to inquire
how classes are typically chosen for offering. She responded by saying the community largely
determines courses or classes to be offered through demand. When asked about participation
by workers from the apparel plant, she offered that in her opinion, the school received only “a
handful” of male displaced workers from the apparel plant; the overwhelming majority received
were females. Through the use of a survey conducted on site at the apparel plant prior to
closure, in which workers selected areas of interest, the school subsequently designed
programs to meet the interests and needs of these workers. This vocational counselor also
noted that very few Asians (Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian) had participated in their courses,
but “a few men did, in welding,” and added that in her opinion, displaced workers, ‘compared to
normal students, were their hardest working students...really willing to put effort into their
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programs." In Chapter 5 ,1address this issue of program offerings, and what I believe it means
for these displaced workers.
Familial Effects of Closure and Displacement
Ail issues examined so far have dealt with experiences of displaced workers. As stated
in Chapter 1 ,1also want to know how, or in what ways, were families of displaced workers
impacted by the plant closure. Answering this question is important in determining possible
responses of family members to the job loss of one (or sole) wage earner, particularly in terms
of seeking new or additional employment themselves. Here again, analyses of guided
conversations reveal discemable differences between Asians and non-Asian workers when they
discussed how their families had been affected by plant closure. A note: I did not specify in the
guided conversations what I meant by “affected,” rather their interpretation of this question
provides interesting differences in familial responses to the plant closure.
Nearly all Asian displaced workers report their families were affected, whereas only
half of non-Asian workers believe their families were affected. One of the biggest differences
found initially between the two groups in reporting family impacts was in the descriptions of
their family. Non-Asians typically define their family as consisting of spouse (if applicable) and
children, dependent or not. If an older child that was no longer a member of the household
helped the displaced worker out financially, it was mentioned in conversation, and I noted that
In conducting guided conversations with Asian respondents, it became apparent to me in their
responses that they define their “families’ differently than the non-Asian displaced workers, and
it was sometimes difficult at this point in the conversations to discern exactly who they consider
to be a member of their family. Everyone related by blood or marriage was “family,” and it was
not always clear who lived where. Any combination of parents, children, grandchildren,
cousins, nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles were reported as living in the displaced worker's
dwelling. Though I tried to distinguish betvreen household members and non-household
members, it was considerably harder to accomplish here. A couple of these workers also
mentioned that other family members lost their jobs at the apparel plant, compounding the
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effects. At this point I made a decision: however they defined ‘family" would suffice to address
the issue in this study. Even with the assistance of a translator, it was too difficult to do
otherwise.
Therefore, one of the differences I find between Asian and non-Asian workers is that
Asian displaced workers are more likely to talk about assistance received from “family.0 Asian
workers frequently indicated they received additional help from other family sources beyond
normal spousal support This I believe is a factor that could partly explain why so many of
those with children, are not employed. They are much more likely than non-Asian workers to
report such assistance. This large family size provides an adaptive advantage to the plant
closure by allowing for the pooling of household incomes.
‘At the same time that I got laid off, my mother got laid off too. We really was
[sic] in a bad situation. My uncle helped.”
“We had to cut back and live off from the savings [sic]. We had to all help
each other and we got help through unemployment money.”
“My family was very helpful. My son helps me around the house since I am
unemployed.”
“My sister was also laid off so we were kind of saving every bit of money.”
“My husband had to get 2 jobs to help out, and I am still looking for a job.”
“It didn't really affect us because everyone is working in the house. Both my
son and daughter work and they’ll help with anything I need.”
“Yes, my daughter had to work while in school. We had to spend wisely.”
“Husband is just a truck driver. We borrowed money from family once money
from savings was used.”
“My older son quit school to work at the Port to pay car notes.”
In comparison, the group of thirty non-Asian displaced workers had a different opinion
on this topic of whether their families had been affected. As a group, they were evenly divided
in their opinions on this issue: fifty percent of them believed their families had been affected by
the loss of their jobs, the other fifty percent believed they had not been affected. I examined
marital status and spousal employment within this group of displaced workers as well, exploring
the possibility that an employed spouse would be able to alleviate perceived negative effects
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on the family, but again it does not appear to have had an affect on response. Furthermore,
most of those who said their families were affected, had kids, while the majority of those who
said their families were not affected had children. Based on guided conversations, neither
marital status nor parenthood seems to be important in determining whether the plant closure
affected their families. This is surprising to me because I would expect nearly all individuals
with greater financial responsibilities (e.g., more children to support) would report their families
had been affected by their loss of a job. Examples of non-Asian displaced worker responses
about this issue, is as follows.
“My girls are pretty old...they were okay with it They felt sorry for me, but they
weren’t affected.”
“The household no longer has everything I think it needs. W e’ve had to cut
way back, and that’s hard to explain to a 10 year old girl.”
“Our financial situation was solid because our bills were stable and my wife is a
schoolteacher.”
“You learn to make do with what you have.”
“My family wasn’t affected except for my husband. He was relieved I was no
longer in such a high-stress job.”
“My youngest child took it hard because she had to adjust to not getting what
she wanted all the time. She’d ask me, “Why did you quit?”"
“My family life was stressful while I was working at [the plant], not because of
the shutdown. My husband didn't do anything differently, and neither did my
teenager who was living at home at the time.”
“My child was seven at the time. My family wasn't affected because my
husband continued to work and we could still pay bills. He works for a farm as
a farm hand during the summer and as a truck driver for the rest of the year.
That’s a year round job. But my daughter’s grades in school dropped after I
took a job working 4-11 PM at Wal-Mart When I was able to work the early
shift her grades improved. My family doesn’t have the extra money it had
while I was working at [the plant].’
“W e were okay...we did okay. My two oldest helped a iittle...they helped with a
couple of bills, but we didn't need much.”
As a group, non-Asian displaced workers are more likely than Asian displaced workers
to emphasize familial responses to the effects of the plant closure as including ‘cutting back”
and “making do”, rather than receiving outside assistance of any kind. Very few reported using '
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savings accounts as a means to get by. All displaced workers in this study appear to be typical
in that they resort to a variety of methods to lessen the negative impacts on themselves and
families, similar to those reported in the 1991 study by Gaventa and Smith. What is unusual
here is that, at least as far as they were willing to reveal to a stranger, non-Asian displaced
workers did not report as much assistance from extended family as I would expect, given that
most of them have extended families in the community.
Apparel Plant Employment Experiences
There are a few ancillary issues in this study that I want to examine for further
understanding of plant closure, displaced workers, and the oil and gas industry in this
community. Although guided conversations were held with forty-eight displaced workers, only
four were conducted with males. Thus, forty-four females discussed their employment
experiences at the apparel plant These conversations involved discussions of how they felt
about their employment at the apparel plant the conditions under which they worked, and
whether or not they would again work at a plant similar to the one that closed. Research has
suggested that to a limited extent women choose jobs most compatible with family
responsibilities. For example, more men than women are concentrated in jobs requiring out-oftown travel and working evenings or unusually long hours. However, in other respects, women
do not necessarily seek and find employment in jobs that among other considerations, afford
them flexibility of scheduling, and more paid sick leave and vacation (Glass 1990). Was
employment at this apparel plant compatible with family responsibilities of these women? As
Jacobs (1989) and Glass (1990) point out, jobs typically associated with greater proportions of
females are not necessarily more compatible with family life. Therefore, all of these workers
discussed whether or not they would again work at an apparel plant such as the one from which
they were displaced.
“No. There was too much stress and pressure. The people in charge there
were mean...supervisors would pull my hair if I didn’t meet my quota. The best
thing about the place was my friends, other workers.” Working on the
production line was tough, and I often took work home with me, mentally.”
“No, if I had to go back, I wouldn’t go into sewing because ifs too strenuous.”
*
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“Yes, because the money is better.'
‘No. I was having health problems that were stress-related due to [the plant].
The more I did, the more they wanted me to do. My husband told me he
wanted me to quit because it was affecting our marriage.'’
“Yes, the pay is good, and they promoted from within the company. It was
steady work.”
“If I was offered another position as a sewer, I don’t think I’d take it I have no
faith in them, and I’d have to think about it really hard.”
“Things being even, no. There were a lot of things I felt uncomfortable with.
Management techniques...ethica! issues. I compromised my values to satisfy
upper management and yet deal with the people who worked under me. I did
enjoy working for the company because it was a learning experience and
taught me about myself. It gave me the strength and confidence to go on.'
“No, I wouldn't go back. I had no life...I worked many hours to meet their
demands. Twelve hour days, Saturdays, no vacations. The plant worked all
the time except Christmas, New Years, and July 4th. I was given the
opportunity to travel to the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, and Puerto Rico
to help train those people who would be taking my job, and I agreed to do it
Visiting those places makes you appreciate what you have. But the community
was negative toward my decision to go, and they would ask, ‘ How could you
stay there? Why not just quit them now?” I would tell those people that it was
a financial decision, and besides, [the plant] was going to leave. It didn’t
matter whether I agreed to help train my replacements or not”
“Yes, because of the money. It’s all about taking care of the kids.'
“I think so. I enjoyed my job as a sewer. The bad thing is they kept changing
my job, so my pay would go down because they kept moving me around.'
“No, because of the stress involved with production. We really had to work for
our money, and the company was strict with their attendance policy. I was
almost afraid to get sick.”
“Yes, the money is much better there. Even though there’s a lot of pressure
put on you, I’d do it again in a second if I could. Ifs worth it '
Of the thirty non-Asian displaced workers with whom I held guided conversations, onehalf said they would again work in a similar plant, and the other half said they wouldn’t Nearly
all of them mentioned how stressful and hard the work had been that they had performed at the
apparel plant Only one worker among this group transferred to another plant location in
another parish, although others reported they had been offered transfers.
Interestingly, all but three of the Asian displaced workers said they would again work in
a plant similar to this apparel plant
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“Yes, because I would like to see my friends again.”
“Yes, I would like to work there again so my husband won’t have to work so
hard.”
“If I was younger, I would like to work there again because I like sewing.”
“Yes, I think it was an easy job.”
“Yes, I made big bucks there.”
‘ No, because ifs not stable and I have another job already.”
“No, ifs too much pressure. You constantly have to work harder and harder to
try to get 100%."
The reasons given by both groups of displaced workers for wanting to again
work in a manufacturing plant akin to the apparel plant did not vary greatly. Some said the
chance to earn good money would be a motivating factor, others mentioned seeing friends and
coworkers again as being important, while concerns for family members now carrying added
financial burdens were mentioned as well. There were two individuals who noted that they
would return to work at a similar plant for reasons I did not expect
“I’d rather work at [plant] ...there I just sat down and sewed. Here I have to
interact with other employees and customers.”
“Yes, because at that job I don’t need to speak much.”
Curiously, the first displaced worker, non-Asian, prefers her old job because there are
no expectations of her other than sewing. During the guided conversation she indicated a
dislike for intermingling with others. The second displaced worker, on the other hand, prefers a
job similar to her old job because she doesn’t have to speak much English. Again, deficiency
in the English language was voiced as a concern by an Asian respondent
Other than what has already been shown, how does their present job compare with the
one they held at the apparel plant? Most of those employed said their present job was better.
Some of their reasons are given below.
“The cut in pay was worth my sanity. At [the plant] you were a number, not a
human. But it was hard at first, taking a cut in pay, which was about 50%. The
kids had to do without but now I get to spend a lot of time with them, and I’ve
heard them say, “Now we have our mom back.” Ifs worth it ”
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“I don't have nearly as much stress ..and no one stands over my shoulders.”
‘Much better! The hours are predictable.”
‘ It is heaven. There is much less stress and it is a pleasant work environment
The job at [the plant] was a nightmare. The managers were not at all
caring...they were very hard. The managers there went to school to manage
but when they implemented the ideas they learned they were ineffective.
Employees were expected to work whether they were sick or not My job was
to answer the phone and the children of the workers called often. I had to take
messages because workers weren’t allowed to receive phone calls. I disliked it
so much that I left early and lost vacation pay.”
‘ I work at a manufacturing plant right now, but it is a completely different
environment No one works in production. I’m not in the manufacturing end of
it ”
‘ I prefer my current job at the supermarket because I get to talk to people...I
like dealing with the public. At my new job, people in management are honest
and friendly. I can take off of woik if I’m sick or if I have to go to a funeral. At
[the plant] you would have to bring in the obituary from the paper if you took off
to go to a funeral.”
Very few respondents who had obtained post-displacement employment preferred
their old jobs at the apparel plant over their new jobs. The rest of the reemployed workers
noted both positive and negative features about their present jobs in comparison to their
apparel plant jobs. Almost all dealt with income and benefits.
‘ I enjoy working for the community in my present job, but I aiso liked [the plant]
because of all the people I met I earned more money there also.”
‘ I work and help out at my father's store. I don’t get paid much at all, but it
helps me pay some of the bills.”
‘At [the plant] I earn good money and had insurance. Where I work now I get
paid minimum wage and don’t have insurance.”
Analysis of the remarks and rhetoric of displaced workers about their apparel plant
employment suggests that for the most part, these workers put their economic needs first
Though most of the forty-eight displaced workers said they would again work in a similar plant,
non-Asians expressed greater dissatisfaction with their experiences there. This is not to
suggest that they did not derive any satisfaction from their jobs at the plant besides collecting a
paycheck. Some workers indicate that as stressful as it was to meet their quota, there was also
a sense of satisfaction gained when that goal was achieved. But these workers did experience
dissatisfaction with the inflexibility associated with apparel plant employment Though Rosen
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(1987) finds that this type of “piecework" employment gives control to women over their work
and allows for the possibility of higher wages, I would argue that whereas this is true to an
extent these workers lose a great deal of personal control in the process. But in the end,
regardless of any negative feelings about employment at the apparel plant, the majority of
workers in this study would return for financial reasons.
Perception of the Effects of Plant Closure on the Community
A lot of time and space has been used in discussion of the plant closure that occurred
in this community. Beyond effects already noted, I look at other effects on the community as a
whole that respondents identified. If not discussed independently of probing, I inquired of all
respondents their opinion on this issue. Across all groups responses fell somewhere along a
continuum, from general to specific, from “not affected at all", to “tremendous effects."
[Respondent groups are noted following excerpts].
“I don't think the shutdown affected [the community] because people are too
wrapped up in the oil industry in this area. That really affects how well the
community does. Oil." [secondary]
“It hurt businesses because people have less money to spend. The community
responded by filing law suits and complaining that NAFTA was to blame."
[tertiary]
“The women at [plant] were earning good salaries. Three fourths of the
workers lived from one pay check to the next.-they didn’t save money. They
tended to purchase goods on time. When their jobs were taken away, they had
trouble paying for these goods. The bank worked with them by extending
notes and refinancing loans at lower interest rates. We made the decision to
work with our customers because we’re a community bank." [tertiary]
‘Quite a few people lost their jobs but the Department of Labor helped them
retrain. The impact was minimal because the people who worked there were
resilient and because the economy was good. People were upset because the
layoff wasn’t handled well. The announcement came over the intercom,
‘You’re being laid off.’“ [social services]
‘The community was tremendously affected...there were probably 3,000 to
4,000 jobs lost at the plant here. There were groups of concerned citizens who
attended our meetings, wanting to send special letters to the company, asking
them to reconsider. We did send such a letter." [community leader]
“The community was affected because of the class of people that the plant
employed. ...Most were high school dropouts with no education, and most
didn’t go to school afterwards. They couldn’t have passed the entrance exam
even if they’d wanted." [displaced worker]
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‘ I don't have a sense that it did. I heard and read a lot about it in the news, but
I never had the idea there was any big effect on the community. But if it didn’t,
the community was fortunate.* [tertiary]
Nearly all of these ninety-nine respondents believe that the plant closure affected the
community in some way, or to some extent. Most respondents discussed the effects in very
general terms, that is, “the economy* in the community and/or parish had been impacted to
some extent, with no specifics given. A few said either they did not know how the community
had been affected, or they believed there had been no effect on the community. Some
respondents were badly misinformed, for example, the ‘community leader” (police juror) who
told me nearly 4,000 jobs had been lost Some opinions reflect insight on the issue, but I
believe because most respondents offered only very general comments, it more likely indicates
their lack of understanding specific consequences or implications.
Perceptions of Oil and Gas Industry Effects on Economy
The final topic that I discuss with respondents is their perception of the recent (i.e.
summer 1999) slowdown in the oil and gas industry and any effects thereof on the community.
The socioeconomic importance of this industry on coastal Louisiana communities along the
Gulf of Mexico has been documented in this paper, and though this question differs topically
and temporally from the major issue of this study, it provides us firsthand, individual and
community fears, questions, and expectations that exist when the industry takes a downward
turn. Gaining a better understanding of these processes helps sharpen the image of what it is
like to be a member of this community, whether as a resident, an employee, directly or
indirectly linked to the oil and gas industry.
The general feeling, across all four respondent groups, is that the slowdown in the
industry has numerous negative consequences in the community. Only four respondents
indicate they either had not seen any negative effects, or were unsure of negative effects
within the community. Those respondents not sure whether the slowdown was negatively
impacting the community either lived outside the community or said they were not connected to
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people in the oil industry; therefore they did not know. Examples of responses to this issue
follow.
“It’s had a big impact This slowdown is more devastating than the plant
shutdown because primary earners are losing jobs. The other workers were
mostly women with husbands who were also working." [social services]
“Anytime you have an important part of the economy hurting, the community
hurts too. I think people realize that about the oil business." [secondary]
“It affects the city in every way because most people work in the oil business.
Grocery stores... all businesses suffer because people don’t spend money."
[secondary]
“It’s affected [the community] but certainly not to the extent of the ‘80's. Ifs
inevitable that slowdowns are felt by the community...this would be true of any
industry experiencing a slowdown. Most oil operators learned their lesson the
hard way in the ‘80's, and I think they were better prepared this time. They feel
it, but this time they feel less pain." [tertiary]
“Ifs not been as bad as it was in 1983...that was a disaster. That slowdown
affected banks because people were spending money and living high while the
money was good, and they weren’t prepared for the slowdown. People lost
their homes and businesses closed because they weren't being run correctly.
Today, businesses are more cautious, and so are banks. [The community] will
survive both the slowdown in the oil and gas industry and the plant closure."
[tertiary]
“The industry has become an integral part of the local economy, and a lot of
people rely on it Therefore, city revenues rely on it People will do what they
always do... cut back, no raises, watch their spending. Ifs something they all
live with." [secondary]
“I really can’t say whafs going on in the community, but then, I don’t live
there.” [social services]
These excerpts are indicative of the importance the industry is perceived to have in
the community. In my opinion, respondents believe a slowdown in primary oil development
activities has negative consequences that filter down to secondary and tertiary support sectors,
and other industries as well. The above comments, reflective of opinions from respondents in
secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, along with representatives of
social service agencies, focus on the aggregate impacts felt within the community, yet they are
still much more specific than opinions offered about effects of the plant closure on the
community.
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In comparison, many of the responses from displaced workers on this same issue are
framed in a more personal or individualized outlook. Not only do they respond with an
affirmative, that oil and gas slowdown affects the community, they place the impacts within a
personal context
‘ It creates a community of worries. Everyone begins to worry about getting
laid off.’
‘ I have two brothers working oilfield at IntracoastaL.their hours have been cu t’
“Ifs affected my husband because his work has slowed way down.’
‘My fiance’s company has slowed down a lo t., ifs linked to oil and gas.”
‘Yes, my husband just took a cut in pay. We’ll try and do what we've always
done...manage money and bills.’
‘My brother-in-law has lost two jobs in one year, and he has 30 years of
experience. Ifs the only thing those guys know.”
“Two of my brothers are being laid off.”
“My husband’s hours have been cut back. But we make do, we stretch
everything."
“Yeah, ifs just like any other job. When it slows down, people get laid off, and
ifs mostly us newcomers who goes first”
Based on responses to this issue, it would appear that displaced workers, respondents
that have recently lost jobs themselves, are more attuned to personal or familial losses that
follow cyclical slowdowns in the oil and gas industry. Therefore, in my opinion, it becomes
more personal, as compared to representatives of secondary and tertiary sectors of the
industry. This is not to imply that displaced workers are any more knowledgeable than others
about the personal losses paid within the community when the industry slows down, rather, they
may be more likely to provide voices for those consequences.
Conclusion
Analyses of issues have addressed questions presented in Chapter One. Expected
results, and some unexpected, have been examined and discussed. Not so surprisingly, even
with the benefit of an expanding oil and gas industry, displaced workers, with only very few
exceptions, have not reported post-displacement employment in any oil and gas industry
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sector. When considering all forty-eight workers together, the local economy has been fairly
successful in absorbing many of them into (mostly) service industries.
In my opinion, there are three significant issues that have arisen from analyses of
these guided conversations. The first issue: differences in experiences, perceptions, and
outcomes of Asian displaced workers as compared to non-Asian workers. From the
perspective of queuing theory, those variances should not be surprising, as the ranking and
sorting process of labor queues clearly involves differentiation of workers as potential
employees. If queuing helps explain labor market inequities as I believe it does, then observed
differences between these groups can be understood more easily.
The second significant issue is the non-participation of this sample of displaced
workers in post-displacement retraining, skill building, or continuing education programs.
Though this is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter, these findings are surprising, as I
expected more of them would seek to improve or enhance their employability in the local labor
market. Future research should examine more closely reasons given for choosing not to
participate in such programs.
Finally, community perspectives toward these displaced workers from the apparel plant
comprise another significant issue in this study. It is my opinion that perceptions, along with
misconceptions, of the closure of the apparel plant and consequences thereof on displaced
employees, have played important roles in the outcome of this situation. Chapter Five will
address these issues in more detail.
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CHAPTER V:
CONCLUSION
My primary objective of this study was to provide insight as to a possible post
displacement employment relationship between those seeking employment (supply-side), and
those companies seeking employees (demand-side). Many processes generate observed
differences in labor market outcomes between males and females. Though this study does not
address the issue of differences in outcomes between the sexes because of the small number
of males in the displaced worker sample, I argue that post-displacement employment
experiences from this sample of (predominantly) females are determined by both individual
and structural factors.
Literature on the development of the oil and gas industry shows that labor market
opportunities along the Louisiana gulf coast occurred not only in primary drilling activities, but
also in secondary and tertiary sectors supporting those primary activities. Because of the
rough, isolated conditions under which the industry grew up, occupations and jobs in primary
activities were filled by males. Concentrated work scheduling led to changes in traditional
family life as fathers, sons, and husbands sought employment in the industry, eager to reap the
economic benefits associated with oil and gas development In particular, secondary support
sectors consisting of hundreds of small companies emerged in communities such as the
community in this study. With perhaps the exception of administrative support positions, these
companies hired males to support the dangerous, isolated activities undertaken by the primary
sector. Though not all occupations and jobs within the secondary sector involve physically
demanding or dangerous conditions, in fact there are many that do not, these positions have
been traditionally filled by males. Therefore, what exists today is an industry and its sectors
dominated by male occupations and male jobs.
Labor Market Opportunities for Females
Substantial economic growth in this community has resulted from development of
numerous oil and gas support sectors, as well as growth in other industries that have offered
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alternative labor market opportunities. The oil and gas industry has fulfilled its promise to the
region as one capable of bringing unparalleled prosperity during periods of industry expansion.
Service linkages, marketing linkages, and production linkages are important in an expanding oil
and gas industry, as they are in manufacturing. In such an agglomeration economy, demand
for labor is created (Daniels 1985). For the most part, opportunities within the oil and gas
industry itself are limited to males, and this appears to be especially true of the community in
this study. As noted, there are jobs in which females can be found, for example, clerical and
administrative support (secretarial positions), and which are typically thought of as women’s
Jobs. Most opportunities for females within the industry are associated with larger cities, where
oil-related corporations have headquarters or major offices, and where administrative support
activities are paramount
Analyses of conversations held with representatives of oil and gas support sectors in
this community indicates a gender bias, as these sectors were not hiring females, including the
female displaced workers from the apparel plant who are the focus of this study. Beyond the
primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors of this industry already noted, has the development of
the oil and gas industry created any other labor market opportunities for women? Absolutely,
and indirectly. As noted, economic growth and general development of the region that has
been attributed to the growth of the oil and gas industry has created demand for labor in other
industries and employment sectors that has had to be met with adequate labor supply. More
employment opportunities exist today within this community and surrounding area because
indirectly, growth of the oil and gas industry has served as an impetus in creating other labor
market opportunities. In this regard alone, females have benefitted from oil and gas
development because opportunities have arisen in areas in which females typically dominate.
As previously discussed, the U.S. economy has increasingly evolved from a goodsproducing to a service-oriented economy. Many of the displaced female workers in this sample
turned to the service sector for post-displacement employment It is unclear whether and how
much expansion in service industries will improve earnings of women workers relative to those
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of men, but it is suggested by some that increased opportunities for females in service
industries in rural areas of the U.S. should be viewed as a positive developmental step in areas
where no other jobs are available. Whether or not increased employment in service industries
per se proves to be beneficial for rural communities needs to be assessed at the aggregate and
individual levels.
If expansion of service industries results in increased labor market opportunities for
more workers, and among other considerations, lowers the unemployment rate, in the
aggregate it is positive, and the economy obviously benefits. This would appear to be
especially true in communities in which the alternative to service sector employment is no
employment at all. Rural areas that have experienced incremental benefits associated with
higher-wage industries, only to see those industries disappear as a consequence of industrial
restructuring, struggle with replacement of industries offering lower wages. Often, service
industry employment in rural areas affords little more than minimum wages with few benefits, a
disappointing reality to any individual unable to obtain more financially-rewarding employment
elsewhere. And too, restructuring results in an increase in the number of jobs held over one's
life and decreased tenure with each job.
Queuing Revisited
Theoretically, in examining the existence of a supply-demand relationship between
displaced workers and secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, I
chose to draw on the queuing perspective of Thurow (1969), which emphasizes employers’
actions and workers’ actions in determining labor market outcomes. As Reskin (1998)
describes it, workers are aligned or ranked in a labor queue along an imaginary line: those
workers belonging to the desirable group (according to employers) can be found at the
beginning of the line, and those workers deemed least desirable, at the end. Though workers
too have some input into the process, ranking jobs as good or bad, suitable or not,
individuals’ employment opportunities are believed primarily dependent on their place in the
array of persons competing for the same jobs. The degree to which job and occupational
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segregation results from variations in job queues (employees’ preferences for different kinds of
jobs) or labor queues (employers’ preferences for particular types of workers for different jobs)
is still unsettled (Reskin and Roos 1990).
Therefore, queuing theory explains labor market inequality by recognizing two sources
of social definitions: first, structural constraints imposed by employers in determining what
constitutes a ‘‘good’’ or potential employee; and second, those choices individuals make in
defining what constitutes a ‘‘good" job for them. As excerpts in Chapter 4 demonstrate, these
guided conversations, held not only with displaced workers and those from the secondary and
tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, but also with representatives of various
assistance programs (what I refer to as ‘social service agencies”), suggest interactions of
individual choice and employer preference.
Analyses of guided conversations show that post-displacement labor market
experiences in the oil and gas industry do not vary between the two typologies of workers,
Asian and non-Asian, but post-displacement employment experiences in general, vary greatly
between these two groups. With few exceptions, displaced workers in this study did not seek
nor find employment in any sector of the oil and gas industry. Excerpts from displaced worker
conversations show that many had no interest in seeking employment in the industry, so it
appears these workers are no more likely to turn to this industry for employment then are some
males in general today. Prior research addressing the cyclical nature of the industry indicates
some have been dissuaded from entering or re-entering the industry, and it is possible, though I
think unlikely, that these displaced workers, having just experienced loss of employment, may
have avoided the oil and gas industry for that same reason. They instead turned to consumer
services in other industries that have grown due to petroleum expansion in the region.
The Asian Effect
There appears to be an intersection of race and gender in this study within the group of
Asian displaced workers, as this group fared significantly worse in obtaining post-displacement
employment than non-Asians. While some studies have shown that Asian Americans have
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fared relatively well as compared to other minority groups, many argue that this achievement
masks both variability across Asians of different national origins and the structural constraints
to mobility still encountered in the labor market (Lee 1994; Iceland 1999). Those Asian
Americans with college degrees typically receive high wages, but those with limited formal
education often work under miserable conditions for little more than the minimum wage (Zhou
and Logan 1989; Louie 1992). Unsurprisingly, immigrants have different labor force outcomes
than do natives (Borjas 1990); studies have shown that in general, these minority group
members may be excluded altogether from many jobs in the primary labor market and may
have to settle for inferior jobs in the secondary sector (Bonacich 1972; Hogan and Pazul 1982).
Lieberson (1980) believes one’s relative position in a hiring queue may be determined
by some combination of meritocratic and ascriptive criteria, while actual employment
opportunities are determined by economic conditions. Though high rates of unemployment
weigh most heavily on those at the bottom of the queue, at the time of plant layoffs and
closure, regional unemployment rates were low. Still, this sample of Asian displaced workers
has not enjoyed the same high rates of re-employment as has the sample of non-Asian
workers.
The employment history and socioeconomic adaptation processes of Southeast Asian
immigrants in the U.S. are complex due to four related variables associated with their
backgrounds (Do 1999). The first variable centers on the degree of urbanization of different
Southeast Asian immigrants. There is a large variation with respect to the degree of exposure
to, and familiarity with, urban life with the arrival of each group. Related to this is the second
issue in socioeconomic adaptation, the difference in levels of exposure to Western culture.
The third significant issue is the time of arrival in the United States. In general, those who were
among the first to arrive (1970's) tended to receive a longer period of assistance from the
federal, state, and local governments; those who arrived later, though they received fewer
benefits from the government, might have profited more from the already-established
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Southeast Asian community. Finally, the level of preparation prior to resettlement, in terms of
English language and labor skills acquisition, may make adaptation to American life easier.
Though all four of these variables may indirectly explain post-displacement
employment experiences and therefore this group’s relative position in the labor queue, only
the last factor, that of inadequate English language skills, was noted by Asian displaced
workers in their guided conversations. Employer preference in the hiring process is an
important component of queuing theory and is exemplified in the following conversation held in
early October 2000, with an employee in the Human Resources department of a large local
jewelry manufacturer. I had asked if the company had received many applicants from the
apparel plant This individual responded that “a lot* had applied for positions with the
company, particularly “Vietnamese.” A number of them were subsequently hired, and this
individual offered that because these applicants had production experience, they seemed a
good fit Therefore, the company looked at these applicants with some “favoritism.” Working
conditions in this jewelry manufacturing plant are similar to those at the apparel plant, and
though there is no quota they must m eet there are still some production expectations of all
workers.
Another issue in post-displacement employment differences between Asian and nonAsian displaced workers that was noted in the last chapter and which may help explain those
differences involves family structure. Again, guided conversations with Asian workers indicate
the presence of varied household membership as compared to non-Asians. Age and gender
heterogeneity is advantageous for households because it widens their structure of opportunities
and helps to mitigate the instability and scarcity of available resources associated with
displacement Though cooperative economic behavior is encouraged by emphasizing unity of
household interests and economic significance of kinship ties (Kibria 1994), it is possible that
successful cooperative economic strategies employed by these Asian households may at times
actually constrain some individuals’ motivations in seeking and obtaining employment
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Elevation in the Labor Queue
I noted at the beginning of Chapter Four that according to a state official, attendance
was poor at workshops offered to workers at time of plant layoffs and eventual closure. These
workshops were designed to enhance displaced workers’ employability, such as offering them
tips on howto write a resume, interviewing techniques, networking, and other job search
strategies. One of the questions I had as I began to analyze guided conversations was why
turnouts for the workshops were so low. It is possible these displaced workers from the apparel
plant may have felt such workshops were a waste of their time, and though I did not discuss
this in my conversations with them, I believe that may indeed be a correct assumption.
Because so many of them turned to the services sector for post-displacement employment,
and because analyses of guided conversations suggest many of them seem to be aware of
their place in the labor queue, their sense of position would likely explain their disinterest in
workshops. Tips on how to write a winning resume, or how to dress for success, are not
particularly meaningful to those who apply for a job at the local Wal-Mart or fast food franchise.
This leads to the issue of these displaced workers’ lack of participation in, and/or
completion of, educational or retraining programs. For many, failure to seek or participate in
programs designed to enhance one’s position in the labor queue can (or will) have negative
labor market consequences. Any expectations of elevating one’s position in the labor queue
may be unmet if there is an unwillingness to take the steps necessary to ensure a higher
position in that queue; this is especially interesting because participants in the labor market
know the importance of having “the right stuff” for the best job. Yet it is also possible that a
number of these displaced workers have few expectations of improving their relative position in
the labor queue, which would also explain low participation rates in such programs. Lack of
participation in such programs by Asian displaced workers may be explained in part by their
somewhat fewer years of formal education; deficiencies in mastery of the English language;
and cultural or familial norms that may not place a high value on these (mostly) women
obtaining such training.
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Importance of educational attainment or retraining can not be overstated. Fallick
(1993) argues that displaced workers adapt by concentrating efforts to find jobs in those
industries that offer the best prospects, even if it means switching industries. Education may
do more to improve prospects in the new industry than in the old. In the old industry one's
education is probably less of a predictor of a prospective worker’s productivity than indicators
such as the worker’s work history and recommendations. Alternatively, education may
increase or signal the worker’s ability to leam, which would be more important in a new industry
than in the old.
Examination of guided conversations across all groups of respondents point to a
general consensus as to the importance of being skilled and having the necessary training for
employment in sectors of the oil and gas industry. Therefore, in this industry, as in others, it is
imperative that individuals have access to programs which will (presumably) make them more
attractive on the job market, thus elevating their position in the labor queue as opportunities
arise. One of the more disturbing findings from this study was that the vocational-technical
training offered locally to these displaced workers consisted of programs that appeared to be
gender-based. That is not to say that females could not participate in programs which prepared
graduates for employment in predominantly male occupations or jobs (and vice-versa). But if
programs are indeed gender-focused, they will contribute to the perpetuation of sex-segregated
jobs and occupations, and inroads into predominantly male (or female) labor market arenas by
members of the opposite sex will be further slowed.
Obviously, all labor markets have many different positions which must be filled; some
more desirable and rewarding than others. As Reskin and Padavic (1994) point out, if women
prefer certain types of jobs, then their disadvantage in the marketplace, in terms of relative
wages and status, is a consequence of their own decisions. Queuing theory suggests, that
among other reasons, this may reflect a preference for working with members of their own sex
( Heilman 1979), and furthermore, these displaced workers, (mostly female) who accepted lowwage service sector employment, may be exhibiting behavior that Leana and Feldman (1995)
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describe as jumping at the first opportunity that comes along if uncertainty exists as to whether
a better one will come along.
Perceptions by Others toward Displaced Workers
Perceptions and/or misconceptions of displaced workers by other community members
have contributed to displacement experiences and outcomes. First, I do not think that most
non-displaced worker respondents in this study were very knowledgeable about the displaced
workers from the apparel plant, and there were misconceptions that are evident in guided
conversations. First, contrary to common assumptions, these workers did not attend training
programs. That is certainly true of this sample. Furthermore, statements made by local and
state agencies offering such programs indicate that may also be an accurate observation of this
plant’s displaced workers in general. This assumption lead many respondents to believe that
negative impacts experienced by those who lost their jobs at the apparel plant were mitigated
once the workers completed vocational-technical programs and were re-employed. In addition,
many respondents offered their opinion that displaced workers from the apparel plant had little
formal education. Most of the workers in this sample have a high school education, though
again they may not be representative of all displaced workers from this plant. Finally, most of
the displaced workers in this study were not single mothers, as commonly believed, but were
married with spouses who were employed at the time of the plant layoffs and closure.
If the educational attainment of displaced workers has been misunderstood by
representatives of the oil and gas secondary and tertiary sectors, it may serve to inflict
constraints on displaced workers’ positions in the labor queue. Granovetter (1973, 1981) points
out that the labor market process is more than a two-way process involving a demand for labor
by employers and a supply of labor by individuals. There has to be a person-job matching
process that occurs as well; a flow of information to potential workers about specific jobs, and
in turn, about workers to potential employers (a queue). But because most jobs are found
through informal channels, word of mouth or cold applications, job information flowing in both
directions is gendered and racial in character (Marini 1989). If the general public, which
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includes employers, is misinformed about these workers, or any others for that matter,
particularly if their misinformation is negative in nature, then it is negative in consequence.
Potential employers are unable to identify potentially productive workers if they are
misinformed about those same individuals.
Not only that, if employers’ actions play a more important role in determining labor
market outcomes, as queuing theory suggests, then at least for the present, one should not
expect interested females to bother seeking employment in certain occupations and jobs in the
support sectors of the oil and gas industry, because respondents from those sectors suggest
there are very limited places for females within those companies.
As in any other theoretical perspective, the phenomenon of queuing does not
completely explain the complex relationship between those who seek employment and those
who offer employment Though limited in generalizability, this study's analyses of guided
conversations confirm the existence of labor and job queues within this sample, and I have
used excerpts from conversations to explain why queuing is present Examination of concrete
responses provides a view of attitudes and behaviors, or “queuing," for those looking for post
displacement positions and those already in positions to offer jobs. Yet “queuing" is only a term
given to describe that which arises from many different factors.
As I stated at the start of this chapter, labor market inequalities exist between males;
they exist between females; and they certainly occur between both sexes. De facto sex
segregation, directly linked with queuing, partly explains some of the inequalities experienced
in the labor market by both sexes. As Reskin and Roos (1990:308) point out queuing “sees
segregation as not merely the sum of individual decisions but the result of socially structured
rankings by groups in conflict" Many factors that are noneconomic affect the ranking and
sorting process. Working conditions, career opportunities, and sex composition among others,
influence workers’ appraisals of jobs; while prejudices, stereotypes, custom and the desire to
preserve certain advantages influence employers’ rankings of workers.
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With the exception of Asian displaced workers, the labor and job queues suggested
within this study through examination of conversations with non-Asian displaced workers and
representatives of the secondary and tertiary support sectors of the oil and gas industry, in
reality reflect gender queues. Examination of post-displacement outcomes for Asian displaced
workers appears to include an intersection of gender and race. Guided conversation analyses
show that lack of education, skills, and experience, along with issues of gender, are reasons
given by this sample of representatives of oil and gas support sectors for not hiring job-seekers,
while conversations with displaced workers themselves emphasize a lack of general interest in
the industry. In addition, responses of those offering vocational-technical programs suggest a
gender bias in course offerings, though they state they ‘offer what the community (and
displaced workers) demand/
Though not a representative sample, implications from this study of post-displacement
employment suggest labor market opportunities today within the (secondary) support sector of
the oil and gas industry appear to continue to exist almost exclusively for males, while
alternative labor market choices avail themselves to females who are non-Asian. Most of the
Asian displaced workers in this study appear to face additional challenges in the local labor
markets. Examination of these conversations reveal that actions of both demand-side and
supply-side participants in labor markets, arise out of individual and structural variables,
ensuring the preservation of queuing at least in the near future.
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APPENDIX A:
ANNOTATED GUIDED CONVERSATIONS
#1: Displaced Workers
Date:
1. Background
1.Date of birth
2. Sex
3. Race
4.Marital Status
5. Education
6.Length of employment at apparel plant
7. How hired at apparel plant
8.Length of residence
9.Description of family
2. How were you affected by the apparel plant closure? How did you respond?
3. How was your family affected? How did your family respond?
4. Did the apparel plant closure affect the community? How did the community respond?
5. How do you think the city, parish, or state government responded?
6. After losing their jobs, where do you think most of the former apparel employees went?
7. Where do you think most of the apparel plant employees lived?
8. Do you think that oil and gas industry-related companies hired any (other) of the apparel
plant employees? Why or why not?
9. Is any member of your household employed at an oil and gas industry-related company?
10. After you lost your job at the apparel plant did you try to find employment at any oil and
gas industry-related companies?
11. After you lost your job at the apparel plant did any member of your household try to
find employment at any oil and gas industry-related companies?
12. If you again had the opportunity to work in a manufacturing plant similar to the apparel
plant, would you? Why or why not?
13. (Ask only if employed) How does your present job compare to your former job at the
apparel plant?
14. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected the community? How has
the community responded?
15. Why do you live and/or work in this community?
16. Why do you think others live and/or work in this community?
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#2: Representatives of secondary and Tertiary Support Sectors
Date:
1. Did your company/business make any overtures toward hiring former apparel plant
employees?
2. Did your company/business hire any former apparel plant employees after it was
announced the plant would close? (If no) Why do you think your company didn’t?
3. Do you think (other) oil-and gas-related companies might have hired some of the apparel
plant employees? Why or why not?
4. How does your company hire most of its new employees?
5. Did the plant ciosure affect the community? How did the community respond?
6. How do you think the city, parish, or state government responded?
7. After losing their jobs, where do you think most of the former apparel employees went?

8. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected your business? How has
it/have you responded?
9. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected the community? How has it
responded?
#3: Social Service Agencies
Date:
1. Did the apparel plant ciosure affect your agency/services?
2. How did your agency respond?
3. Did the apparel plant closure affect the community? How did the community respond?
4. How do you think the city, parish, or state government responded to the closure?
5. After losing their jobs, where do you think most of the former apparel employees went?
6. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected your agency/services?
7. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected the community?
8. What other social service agencies/organizations (or agencies like your own) are there in
the community or surrounding area?
#4: Community Leaders
Date:
1. Did the apparel plant ciosure affect the community? How did the community respond?
2. How do you think the city, parish, or state government responded to the ciosure?
3. After losing their jobs, where do you think most of the former apparel employees went?
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4. Do you think oil-arid gas-related companies might have hired some of the apparel
plant employees? Why or why not?
5. Has the recent slowdown in the oil and gas industry affected the community?
6. In the future, given its experience with the apparel plant do you think the community
would welcome a manufacturing plant similar to the apparel plant?
7. In hindsight, is there anything that the community should have done differently in
conducting business with the apparel plant?
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APPENDIX B:
DISCLAIMER
The data used in this dissertation were gathered under a research project funded by the
Minerals Management Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, through the Coastal Marine
Institute, Louisiana State University (Cooperative Agreement 14-35-0001-30660, Task 19966).
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